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Abstract
In the last twenty years, disasters throughout the world have become important social and
political concerns. In disaster environments, heterogenous resources with limited energy and
capabilities need to be allocated to tasks under multiple constraints. Hence, how to effec-
tively and efficiently manage such resources to complete as many tasks as possible is an
important and challenging research topic. This thesis aims at (1) investigating challenging
issues of resource management in disaster environments and (2) developing multi-agent ap-
proaches to achieve efficient task-based resource management in disaster environments. In
the thesis, four multi-agent approaches are proposed and developed to achieve effective and
efficient resource management in disaster environments, which are
• a weighted task allocation approach is proposed to enable agents to collect informa-
tion and make decisions for task allocation in disaster environments under multiple
constraints by considering different urgent degree of tasks;
• a dynamic task allocation approach is proposed to enable agents to collect information
and form groups for dynamic task allocation in disaster environments under multiple
constraints by considering heterogeneity of agents;
• a wireless mobile robot (WR) search and deployment approach is proposed, which can
enable WRs with limited energy and sensing capabilities to efficiently collect informa-
tion and establish ad hoc networks by covering as many tasks in disaster environments
as possible; and
• two mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches are proposed, which
can enable a limited number of WRs to establish ad hoc networks by covering the max-
imum important locations in disaster environments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, disasters throughout the world have become important social and political con-
cerns. In a disaster environment, many tasks need to be completed by different resources
(i.e., human resources, mechanical equipments, robots, etc.). Hence, resource management
in disaster environments has become an important research issue. Different from resource
management in other environments, there are a number of special features in disaster envi-
ronments, which need to be considered during resource management, such as communication
constraints and obstacles of environments, time and space constraints of tasks, limited and
heterogeneous capabilities of resources, etc. How to properly handle these constraints is a
key to achieve efficient resource management in disaster environments.
In the last twenty years, Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) have attracted much attention
from researchers in computer science, information technology, engineering, as well as other
disciplines, due to their abilities of autonomous learning [146], [13], [39], [1], independent
decision making [12], [152], [60], collaborative problem solving [67], [68], [3], [6], as well
as automatic self-adaption. These abilities are particularly attractive for the applications of
homogenous or heterogeneous autonomous agents in open and dynamic environments [91],
[54], [118]. Multi-agent technologies have been successfully applied to different domains,
such as grid computing [41], [139], [22], [153], pervasive computing [120], [104], [129],
E-markets [30], [66], [118], etc.
Multi-agent approaches have become very important solutions to solve many challenging
issues for resource management in disaster environments. For example, Shehory and Kraus
proposed a multi-agent based coalition formation approach [130]. Since their approach con-
siders the situations of complex tasks and small agents in disaster environments, it has better
performance on coalition formation in disaster environments than many non-agent based
approaches. Shehory et al. proposed a multi-agent based task allocation approach [131],
which considers the communication constraints of disaster environments and employs de-
centralised task allocation algorithms. It is proved that Shehory et al.’s approach has better
performance on task allocation than theoretical (i.e., non-agent based) approaches in disaster
1
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environments under communication constraints. Scerri et al. proposed a multi-agent based
task allocation approach [125], which considers the large amount of heterogeneous agents
in disaster environments and employs token-based task allocation algorithms. Scerri et al.’s
approach has better performance than other non-agent based approaches on task allocation
in disaster environments with a large amount of heterogeneous agents.
The main purposes of this thesis are to
• investigate the challenging issues of resource management in disaster environments;
and
• develop multi-agent approaches to achieve efficient task-based resource management
in disaster environments.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 introduces some back-
ground knowledge about this thesis. Section 1.2 introduces challenging issues of resource
management in disaster environments. Section 1.3 introduces the motivation and objectives
of the thesis. Section 1.4 introduces contributions of the thesis. Section 1.5 gives the struc-
ture of the thesis.
1.1 Background
In this section, some background knowledge about this thesis is introduced. Subsection 1.1.1
focuses on introducing the special features of disaster environments. Subsection 1.1.2 mainly
introduces applications of multi-agent approaches for resource management.
1.1.1 Special features of disaster environments
In the last twenty years, disasters, such as the Hurricane Katrina [142], Indian Ocean Earth-
quake [23], 2008 Sichuan Earthquake [10], etc. have attracted much attention from re-
searchers all over the world. After disasters happened, many tasks, such as saving survivors
in debris, extinguishing fire of buildings need to be completed by different resources, such as
rescuer teams, mechanical devices, robots, etc. In disaster environments, a number of special
features of environments and tasks need to be considered during resource management.
Major constrains in disaster environments:
• Unknown and complexity of the environment
An environment can be changed greatly by a disaster. Even if we have knowledge
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about the environment before the disaster, it is hard to know or predict the circum-
stances in the environment after the disaster [97]. In addition, ubiquitous obstacles in
a disaster environment could block the path and occupy some locations of tasks [103].
• Communication constraints
Due to the destruction of local communication infrastructures, the communication for
resource management mainly relays on portable wireless communication devices. The
wireless communication technologies have two main drawbacks [72], [112], which
are communication capacity and range constraints. The communication capacity con-
straint indicates that the amount of information that can be transferred between two
devices is limited. The communication range constraint indicates that the distance
between two communicable devices is limited.
• Open and dynamic environments
In disaster environments, resources can continuously enter and leave an environment
and tasks can be continuously discovered and finished in the environment [133], [21].
The characteristics of tasks include:
• Time constraints
In disaster environments, tasks include saving survivors in debris, extinguishing fire
of buildings, etc. In such circumstances, each task should have a hard deadline (i.e.,
the time point until which a survivor is still alive or the building is still standing) and a
task is worthy to be completed before its deadline [113], [37], [48].
• Space constraints
In disaster environments, many tasks are stationary and need to be performed on the
sites so that if a resource is requested by a task, it first needs to move to the location of
the task, which will consume a certain amount of time [79], [9], [113].
• Different urgent degrees of tasks
In disaster environments, different tasks may have different urgent degrees [111], [76].
The tasks with higher urgent degrees need to be completed first, while tasks with lower
urgent degrees should be disregarded if resources are not sufficient.
1.1.2 Multi-agent approaches for resource management
Multi-agent approaches for resource management have been studied from late last century.
Multi-agent resource management aims to effectively and efficiently manage different kinds
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of resources in different areas [58], [65], [144], [98], such as market environments [19],
multiprocessor environments [87], robotic applications [45], disasters [76], etc. In different
applications, the objectives of resources management are different.
• Resource management in market environments
In market environments, [59], [71], [24], sellers and buyers are resource managers,
which trend to maximise their profits through trading their resources (i.e., products
and money). Therefore, each resource manager in a market environment is self-interest
and the relationships between the same kind of resource managers (i.e., all sellers or
all buyers) are competitive.
• Resource management in multiprocessor environments
In multiprocessor environments [86], [114], [53], a controller centrally manages pro-
cessors in a system, which aims to make the system to work properly and efficiently.
• Resource management in robotic applications
In robotic applications [16], [36], [85], robots, such as mobile robots, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), etc can only carry limited resources (i.e., such as gasoline, battery,
etc). Therefore, in robotic applications, efficient management of limited resources of
robots is the main objective to extend the working time of robots.
• Resource management in disaster environments
In disaster environments, all different resources are heterogeneous and autonomous
agents, which form a Multi-Agent System and cooperatively perform tasks. The main
objective of resource management in disaster environments is to maximise the number
of tasks completed on time (i.e., before their deadlines) in the environments [26], [27],
[33]. However, due to the constraints in the environments and the characteristics of
tasks (see Subsection 1.1.1), the following aspects need to be considered in the design
of multi-agent approaches for such applications.
– Local views
In most disaster environments, due to the space and communication constraints as
well as unknown and complexity of environments, it is hard for an agent to have
global knowledge about the environments. Therefore, agents make decisions for
resource management in disaster environments only based on their local views
[76], [126].
– Heterogeneity
In disaster environments, agents in MASs are heterogeneous, which means that
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different agents have different capabilities and work efficiencies to perform dif-
ferent tasks [79], [7]. When allocating heterogeneous agents to tasks, the capa-
bilities of agents need to be considered. For example, first aiders are good at
treating injured people and fire fighters are good at extinguishing fires. It is very
inefficient to assign tasks of extinguishing fire to first aiders or tasks of treating
injured people to fire fighters.
– Limited resources
Due to blocked roads and distributed transport facilities of an environment, at
the beginning, only a limited number of resources can enter the environment to
participate in the disaster rescue [138], [93], which might be much less than the
number of tasks in the environment. Therefore, it is hard or even impossible for
the limited number of resources to complete all tasks in a disaster environment
under requested deadlines.
– Limited energy and capabilities of resources
In disaster environments, due to the destruction of local infrastructures, agents
can only carry limited energy (gasoline, battery, etc) [156], [2]. When their en-
ergy is exhausted, agents will lose corresponding capabilities. In addition, even
if agents have energy, the corresponding capabilities might also be limited. For
example, it is hard for a first aider to treat hundreds of injured people or a fire
fighter extinguish fire of a whole building.
1.1.3 Task-based resource management in disaster environments
In the last twenty years, many multi-agent approaches were proposed for resource man-
agement in disaster environments from different perspectives, which includes routing ap-
proaches [70], [95], locating approaches [49], [115], task allocation approaches [112], [101],
ad hoc network establishment approaches [55], [18], evacuating approaches [141], [102], in-
formation sharing approaches [42], etc. This thesis mainly focuses on the study of task-based
resource management.
Nowadays, wireless mobile robots, which are a kind of agents in disaster environments,
have played an important role and become a main technique in task-based resource man-
agement in disaster environments, due to their collaborative problem solving, low infras-
tructure dependence, quick adaptability and scalability, etc, which are suitable for them to
cooperatively work in disaster environments. However, due to special features of disaster
environments, tasks and agents, there are eight main challenging issues to be handled when
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designing multi-agent approaches for task-based resource management in disaster environ-
ments. These issues are given in the next section.
1.2 Challenging Issues for Task-based Resource Manage-
ment in Disaster Environments
In disaster environments, the main parts for task-based resource management (i.e., task allo-
cation and ad hoc network establishment) include i) information collection, ii) task allocation
and iii) ad hoc network establishment.
• Information collection
In task-based resources management, if agents want to make good decisions, they need
to collect comprehensive information about the environments. However, due to the
special features of disaster environments and limited energy and capabilities of agents,
it is hard for an agent to collect such information. To efficiently collect information in
disaster environments, the following challenging issues must be solved.
– Challenging issue 1: Planning the searching path
In disaster environments, agents should be able to dynamically create search-
ing pathes in the unknown and complex env an collect as much information as
possible within its energy and capability limitations.
– Challenging issue 2: Sharing Information
In multi-agent systems, information sharing among agents is also an important
and popular way for information collection. However, due to communication
constraints, an agent in a disaster environment can only share limited information
with limited number of other agents in the environment.
• Task allocation
Based on the collected information (i.e., local views), agents make decisions for task
allocation to achieve different objectives. In disaster environments, task allocation
approaches trends to maximise the number of tasks that can be completed by agents
on time. To achieve such the objective, agents have to handle a number of challenging
issues caused by special features of environments and tasks as well as their different
and limited capabilities.
– Challenging issue 3: Handling multiple constraints in open and dynamic envi-
ronments
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During task allocation, agents should take their limited energy and capabilities,
openness and dynamics of environments as well as time and space constraints of
tasks into account to ensure that the allocated tasks can be completed.
– Challenging issue 4: Distinguishing different urgent degrees of tasks
During task allocation, tasks should be classified according to their urgent de-
grees. Tasks with higher urgent degrees need to be completed first, while tasks
with lower urgent degrees should be delayed or disregarded, if agents are not
sufficient in disaster environments.
– Challenging issue 5: Matching different capabilities of agents with tasks
During task allocation, the requirements of tasks should match the capabilities of
agents, such as allocating first aiders to treat injured people and fire fighters to
extinguish fires.
• Ad hoc network establishment
Based on the collected information (i.e., local views), wireless mobile robots (WRs)
have to find suitable deployment locations to establish ad hoc networks in disaster
environments. To increase the work efficiency of the established ad hoc network, the
following challenging issues should be considered.
– Challenging issue 6: Maximising the coverage of important locations and the
environment
In a disaster environment, the distribution of important locations (ILs) (i.e., loca-
tions of tasks, victims, etc.) is uneven. In order for most of ILs can be reached by
suitable rescue resources (i.e., rescuer teams, mechanical devices, robots, etc.),
the established ad hoc network should be able to cover the maximum number of
ILs in the environment. In addition, due to the unpredictable mobility of rescue
resources, the established ad hoc network should be able to cover the maximum
areas of disaster environments so as to increase the opportunities to guide these
resources.
– Challenging issue 7: Enabling the communication of agents in ad hoc networks
In an established ad hoc network, agents with limited sensing and communication
range should be communicable. By doing so, the information about ILs and res-
cue resources can be shared among agents within the entire network. In addition,
the work efficiencies of the ad hoc networks can be improved.
– Challenging issue 8: Maximising the effectiveness of limited number of agents
At the beginning of disaster rescues, due to the blocking of roads, only a limited
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number of agents can enter disaster environments to establish ad hoc networks.
In such situation, the number of agents is much less than the number of ILs in the
disaster environments. Therefore, how to deploy the limited number of agents to
maximise their effectiveness and efficiency is an important and challenging issue.
1.3 The Motivation and Objectives of The Thesis
The motivation of this thesis is to solve challenging issues listed in Section 1.2 by develop-
ing multi-agent approaches to achieve efficient task-based resource management in disaster
environments. The objectives of the thesis are listed as follows.
• Objective 1: Effective and efficient path planning
Developing path planning mechanisms to help agents with limited energy and search-
ing capabilities to efficiently search in unknown environments by avoiding ubiquitous
obstacles.
• Objective 2: Information sharing under communication constraints
Developing information sharing mechanisms to help agents with limited communica-
tion capabilities to efficiently share information and communicate with each other in
environments under communication constraints.
• Objective 3: Dynamic task allocation by considering multiple constraints
Developing dynamic task allocation mechanisms to allocate suitable agents to tasks
by considering limited energy and capabilities of agents, openness and dynamics of
environments as well as time and space constraints of tasks.
• Objective 4: Task allocation by considering different urgent degrees of tasks
Developing task allocation mechanisms to allocate suitable agents to tasks by consid-
ering different urgent degrees of tasks.
• Objective 5: Task allocation by considering different capabilities of agents
Developing task allocation mechanisms to allocate suitable agents to tasks by taking
different requirements of tasks and capabilities of agents into account.
• Objective 6: Ad hoc network establishment with the maximum coverage
Developing wireless mobile robot (WR) deployment mechanisms for ad hoc network
establishment, which should be able to maximise ILs and areas of environments cov-
ered by the ad hoc network established by WRs.
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• Objective 7: Ad hoc network establishment with the communication of agents
Developing WR deployment mechanisms for ad hoc network establishment, which
should enable WRs in the established ad hoc network to communicate with each other.
• Objective 8: Ad hoc network establishment with the limited number of agents
Developing WR deployment mechanisms for ad hoc network establishment, which
should be able to maximise the utility of the ad hoc network established by the limited
number of WRs.
1.4 Contributions of The Thesis
The major contributions of the thesis are listed as follows.
• A coordinated approach is proposed for weighted task allocation in disaster envi-
ronments (to achieve Objectives 2, 3 and 4)
The proposed coordinated task allocation approach includes three mechanisms, which
are 1) a group formation mechanism is employed by agents to form temporary groups
and select a coordinator for each group by considering limited communication capa-
bilities of agents in disaster environments (to achieve Objective 2); 2) a token passing
mechanism is employed by group members to pass information for task allocation to
coordinators of groups by considering communication constraints in disaster environ-
ments (to achieve Objective 2); and 3) a utility calculation mechanism is employed by
coordinators to create suitable task allocation solutions for their groups by considering
multiple constraints (to achieve Objectives 3) as well as different urgent degrees of
tasks in disaster environments (to achieve Objectives 4).
• A dynamic task allocation approach is proposed for heterogeneous agents by
group formation (to achieve Objectives 2, 3 and 5)
The dynamic task allocation approach includes three mechanisms, which are 1) an in-
formation collection mechanism is employed by agents to prune their connections in
communication networks and select network leaders by considering limited commu-
nication capabilities of agents in disaster environments (to achieve Objective 2); 2)
a group task allocation mechanism is employed by network leaders to allocate tasks
and agents of their networks to isolated groups by considering space and communica-
tion constraints (to achieve Objective 3) and different capabilities of agents in disaster
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environments (to achieve Objective 5); and 3) a group coordination mechanism is em-
ployed by groups to periodically coordinate at assembly points by considering dynam-
ics and communication constraints of disaster environments (to achieve Objectives
3).
• A wireless mobile robot (WR) search and deployment approach is proposed for
ad hoc network establishment in disaster environments (to achieve Objectives 1,
2, 6 and 7)
The proposed approach consists of a search process and a deployment process. The
search process enables WRs with limited energy and (sensing and communication)
capabilities to efficiently collect information in unknown and complex disaster envi-
ronments (to achieve Objective 1); The deployment process finds suitable deployment
locations for WRs to establish ad hoc networks, which can cover as many important
locations (ILs) and areas in disaster environments (to achieve Objective 6) and enable
the communication of deployed WRs in the established networks (to achieve Objec-
tive 7) by considering limited sensing and communication capabilities of WRs (to
achieve Objective 2);
• Two mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches are proposed
for disaster rescues (to achieve Objectives 2, 6 and 8)
The two approaches are a linear programming (LP)-based WR deployment approach
and a quadratic programming (QP)-based WR deployment approach. The LP-based
approach can find suitable deployment locations for a limited number of WRs (to
achieve Objective 8) to cover the maximum ILs and areas (to achieve Objective 6)
by considering multiple constraints of disaster environments and limited sensing and
communication capabilities of WRs (to achieve Objective 2); The QP-based approach
can create the same deployment locations for the WRs as the LP-based approach with
less computational complexity.
1.5 The Structure of The Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews current approaches on task allocation and ad hoc network establish-
ment in disaster environments.
Chapter 3 introduces a coordinated approach for dynamic weighted task allocation in
disaster environments under time, space and communication constraints.
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Chapter 4 proposes a task allocation approach for heterogeneous agents in disaster en-
vironments under space and communication constraints.
Chapter 5 introduces a task-based WR search and deployment approach for ad hoc net-
work establishment in disaster environments.
Chapter 6 introduces two mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches
for the ad hoc network establishment.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and outlines future directions of this research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The main purpose of this thesis is to study and solve challenging issues of task-based re-
source management (which were identified in Section 1.2) in disaster environments. As
introduced in Subsection 1.2, these challenging issues mainly exist during i) information
collection, ii) task allocation and iii) ad hoc network establishment. In this chapter, current
approaches in these three parts are reviewed in detail. In particular, Section 2.1 introduces
approaches related to information collection in disaster environments; Section 2.2 introduces
approaches related to task allocation in disaster environments; and Section 2.3 introduces ap-
proaches related to ad hoc network establishment in disaster environments.
2.1 Information Collection in Disaster Environments
In order for agents to make optimal decisions on task-based resource management, the main
objective of information collection is to enable agents with limited energy and capabilities
to collect as much information in disaster environments as possible. As introduced in Sub-
section 1.2, in disaster environments, the information collected by agents comes from two
aspects, which are the information collected from searching and from other agents. In this
section, approaches related to the two aspects of information collection are introduced in
detail in the following two subsections.
2.1.1 Searching in disaster environments
After disasters happened, agents with limited energy and capabilities have to search rescue
tasks (i.e., locations of victims, fires, etc) in disaster environments. In many disasters, due to
the scale of disaster environments and limited energy and capabilities of agents, it is hard or
even impossible for agents to search all locations of the environment. Hence, how to efficient
search in disaster environments has become an important and challenging issue for agents.
A good search approach should include two components: 1) an efficient search strategy
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and 2) a path planning algorithm. Search strategies enable agents to find as many tasks in
disaster environments as possible without prior information about the environments. Path
planning mechanisms enable agents to find the shortest pathes to move to locations of envi-
ronments by avoiding obstacles.
• The search strategies
Reich and Sklar [117] developed a search and rescue approach for robots (i.e., agents).
They assumed that there are sufficient robots in a disaster environment, so robots
search tasks only based on the blind search strategy. However, at the early stage of
the disaster response, only a limited number of robots can enter the environment to
participate search and rescue. Hence, the blind search strategy is not an effective and
efficient strategy for searching in disaster environments. Koenig et al. [78] introduced
the greedy mapping method for robots to search in unknown environments. Based on
the greedy mapping method, robots always move to the closest locations that they have
not visited yet. According to the analysis of Koenig et al., the greedy mapping method
can effectively and efficiently reduce travelling distances of robots in disaster environ-
ments. Sariel and Akin [124] proposed a search strategy for autonomous robots. In
Sariel and Akin’s search strategy, a robot always trends to search the fastest unsearched
locations in a disaster environment. By doing so, if a robot has enough energy, it can
search all locations of the disaster environment. However, due to limited energy and
capabilities of robots, it is not applicable to employ Sariel and Akin’s search strategy
to search in large-scale disaster environments.
• The path planning methods
The A* search algorithm [107], [31], [150] is a common and popular path planning
algorithm in disaster environments, which employs the grid map and heuristics to find
the shortest pathes for robots by avoiding obstacles. However, the A* search algo-
rithm has two main drawbacks, which limit its application in disaster environments.
First, the path planning in the A* search algorithm is based on the grid map of envi-
ronments, which is hard to be applied in unknown disaster environments. Second, the
path planning in the A* search algorithm is based on heuristics so that the computa-
tional complexity of the A* search algorithm increases exponentially when the size of
planning areas increases. Nilsson [106] introduced the visibility graph method for path
planning in complex environments. The visibility graph method [147], [64] can find
shortest pathes and avoid obstacles for robots through connecting locations of robots
and visible vertices of obstacles so that a path created by the visibility graph method is
always combined by several straight sub-pathes. However, the visibility graph method
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has also two drawbacks to limit its applications in disaster environments. First, the
path planning in the visibility graph method is based on the information of obstacles
in a disaster environment. In addition, the computational complexity of the visibility
graph method is proportional to the number of obstacles in the area. Latombe [88],
introduced the Voronoi diagram based method for path planning. The Voronoi dia-
gram [74], [5] is a popular tool for plane partitions. Based on the Voronoi diagram, if
obstacles are modeled as points, pathes in a disaster environment can be found, which
can keep the maximum distances with all obstacles in the environment. The same
as the the visibility graph method, the creation of the Voronoi diagram requires the
information of obstacles in disaster environment. In addition, the Voronoi diagram
path planning method can only find the safest pathes rather that the shortest pathes for
robots in disaster environments.
2.1.2 Information sharing in disaster environments
Information sharing is also an important and popular way for information collection in
MASs. In disaster environments, due to the destruction of local communication infrastruc-
tures, an agent has to share information with other agents under communication capacity
and range constraints. The communication capacity constraint limits the amount of infor-
mation that agents can be transmitted at a time. The communication range constraint limits
the distance between two communicable agents. Under the communication range constraint,
all agents in a disaster environment naturally form a communication network based on their
locations and communication distances. In disaster environments, the information sharing
aims to enable agents to effectively and efficiently exchange information for task allocation
in a decentralised manner through the communication network. In order to achieve this pur-
pose, many decentralised information sharing approaches have been proposed from different
perspectives.
Theocharopoulou et al. [140] proposed a task allocation approach for agents in a large-
scale network. In their approach, some agents in the network are selected as gateways, which
are responsible for the information transmission for a group of agents through maintaining
routing indices of them. Based on gateways and routing indices, information can be effi-
ciently and accurately transmitted among agents in a static and large-scale communication
network. However, due to the dynamics of disaster environments, communication networks
continuously change. Since gateways cannot always be able to communicate with agents
of their groups, Theocharopoulou et al.’s approach does not work well in highly dynamic
disaster environments.
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Wang et al. [145] proposed a distributed task allocation approach for robots search and
rescue. In their approach, all information related to task allocation, such as resource alloca-
tion, information of tasks and information of agents, etc, are represented by tokens, which
can be exchanged among agents through the communication network. Based on Wang et
al.’s approach, the amount of information transferred among agents in an environment can
be significantly reduced, which has proved that their approach is suitable for agents to share
information under communication constraints.
Farinelli et al. [38] developed a max-sum-based approach for task allocation. In Farinelli
et al.’s approach, agents are assumed to be cooperative so as to maximise the benefit of all
agents in an environment. Rather than exchanging tokens for information sharing, agents in
Farinelli et al.’s approach exchange the objective function through the communication net-
work. In the objective function, many factors correspond to different agents so that an agent
can collect information of other agents by the values of their factors in the objective function.
Based on Farinelli et al.’s approach, the communication requested for task allocation among
agents can also be reduced.
2.2 Task Allocation in Disaster Environments
Based on the collected information, agents have to make decisions on task allocation. Task
allocation is a classic and popular research topic, which can be applied to many areas, such
as manufactories, vehicles, CPU, etc., [143], [47], [149], [89], [108], [82], [11]. Task allo-
cation in disaster environments refers to assigning a number of available agents to a number
of tasks, during which, special features of disaster environments, tasks and agents should
be considered (i.e., see Section 1.1). In this section, approaches related to task allocation
in disaster environments are introduced in detail. In particular, the classification of task al-
location approaches are introduced at first. Then, task allocation approaches for disaster
environments are introduced. Finally, some testbeds that can evaluate the performance of
task allocation approaches in disaster environments are introduced.
2.2.1 Classification of task allocation approaches
The task allocation approaches aim to create suitable assignments between tasks and agents
in disaster environments. Current task allocation approaches were classified by different
researchers from different perspectives.
Ramchurn et. al [113] classified task allocation approaches into centralised, decentralised
and hybrid approaches, based on who creates task allocation solutions.
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• Centralised task allocation approaches
In a centralised task allocation approach, there is a central controller in charge of creat-
ing task allocation solutions for all agents in a disaster environment. In order to create
suitable task allocation solutions, the central controller should be able to freely com-
municate with all agents in the environment so as to timely collect information from
them.
• Decentralised task allocation approaches
In decentralised task allocation approaches, there is no central controller so that agents
in a disaster environment have to collect formation and create solutions for task allo-
cation by themselves. Different from centralised task allocation approaches, decen-
tralised task allocation approaches do not highly depend on the communication among
agents, which makes these approaches more suitable for agents to work under com-
munication constraints.
• Hybrid task allocation approaches
In hybrid task allocation approaches, agents in a disaster environment form a number
of coalitions. In each coalition, there is a controller in charge of creating task alloca-
tion solutions for coalition members (i.e., agents). The architecture of the controller
and agents in a coalition is centralised, while the architecture of coalitions in the envi-
ronment is decentralised. Therefore, the hybrid task allocation approaches could have
features of both centralised and decentralised task allocation approaches.
Gerkey and Mataric [45] proposed a taxonomy for task allocation approaches based on
three criteria.
• Single agent vs. Multiple agents
Single agent: task allocation approaches can only assign one agent to perform one
task.
Multiple agents: task allocation approaches can assign multiple agents to perform one
task.
• Single task vs. Multiple tasks
Single task: In task allocation approaches, one agent can only perform one task at a
time.
Multiple tasks: In task allocation approaches, one agent can perform multiple tasks at
the same time.
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• Instantaneous vs. Time-extended
Instantaneous: task allocation approaches assign agents to tasks at one time.
Time-extended: task allocation approaches continuously assign available agents to un-
finished tasks until there is no task in the environment.
2.2.2 Task allocation approaches for disaster environments
From the last century, disasters have become important social and political concerns. It
was found that suitable task allocation approaches can improve work efficiencies of agents
so as to enable them to complete more tasks in disaster environments. In addition, during
task allocation, special features of disaster environments, features of tasks and features of
agents should be considered. In this subsection, several famous task allocation approaches
for disaster environments are reviewed in detail based on the classification by Ramchurn et
al. [113].
Centralised task allocation approaches
In centralised task allocation approaches, the central controller is in charge of collecting
information and creating solutions for task allocation for all agents. In large-scale disasters,
such as the Indian Ocean Earthquake [110], Hurricane Katrina [35], etc, the number of tasks
and the number of agents in disaster environments can be large so that how to create optimal
solutions for task allocation by considering special features of environments, tasks and agents
in disasters is the primary concern of central controllers in this type of approaches.
In order to create optimal solutions for task allocation, some researchers employed the
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) for task allocation in disaster environments.
Koes et al. [79] proposed a MILP-based task allocation approach for robots, which consid-
ers time and space constraints of tasks as well as different capabilities of agents. In their
approach, the time of an agent to perform a task is divided into three stages. Based on ac-
curate information of the three time stages of tasks and information of agents, the MILP
formulates task allocation solution in a disaster environment. Koes et al.’s approach can
guarantee to find the optimal solution for task allocation.
Ramchurn et al. [113] also developed a MILP-based coalition formation approach for
task allocation in disaster environments. Their approach also considers time and space con-
straints of tasks. Different from Koes et al.’s approach, Ramchurn et al.’s approach improved
the work efficiencies of agents through forming coalitions. Ramchurn et al.’s approach also
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can find optimal solutions for coalition formation and task allocation in disaster environ-
ments. Although MILP-based approaches can guarantee optimal solutions for task allocation
in disaster environments, it is proved that the process of creating solutions based on the MILP
is NP-hardness (the proof can be found in [113]), which means that a central controller has
to spend a huge amount of time to find the optimal solution for task allocation in a disaster
environment. As authors mentioned in paper [113], ‘For small scenarios with not more than
4 agents and 7 tasks, the MILP-based algorithm takes more than 2 hours to find the optimal
solution.’ In order to simplify the process of creating task allocation solutions, Ramchurn et
al. also developed a myopic approach for task allocation in disaster environments in [113].
In their myopic approach, a long-term task allocation problem is divided into a number of
short-term task allocation problems. In each short-term task allocation problem, the central
controller finds the optimal solution for task allocation based on three heuristic steps so as to
achieve three objectives, which are
• maximising the number of completed tasks;
• maximising the working time of agents; and
• minimising the time taken by agents to complete tasks.
Based on the Ramchurn et al.’s myopic approach, the central controller can find near-optimal
solutions for task allocation in large-scale disaster environments without sophisticated cal-
culation.
From above introductions, it can be seen that centralised task allocation approaches have
following advantages.
• Optimal or near-optimal solutions
In centralised task allocation approaches, central controllers can create optimal or near-
optimal solutions for tasks and agents in disaster environments by considering special
features of environments, tasks and agents.
• Fast information collection
Since the central controller is responsible for information collection, agents in a dis-
aster environment only need to transmit their collected information to the central con-
troller, which can significantly reduce the time for information collection.
• Less conflicts
Since only the central controller is responsible for creating task allocation solutions
for all agents in a disaster environment, there are very few conflicts among agents in
centralised task allocation approaches.
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However, centralised task allocation approaches have following disadvantages, which
limit their applications in disaster environments.
• High communication dependence
Optimal or near-optimal task allocation solutions are created by central controllers
based on the comprehensive information timely collected from agents. Therefore,
centralised task allocation approaches are vulnerable to communication constraints
in disaster environments.
• High computation complexity
In centralised task allocation approaches, all information of tasks and agents in a dis-
aster environment is collected by the central controller. In order to create optimal or
near-optimal solutions for these tasks and agents, the central controller needs a large
amount of time and resources for solution computation.
Decentralised task allocation approaches
In decentralised task allocation approaches, agents have to collect information and make
decisions for task allocation by themselves. In order to make suitable decisions on task al-
location, agents have to collect comprehensive information in disaster environments. Due
to special features of environments and limited energy and capabilities of agents, it is hard
for agents to collect such information through searching so that information sharing among
agents through the communication network is an important way for information collection
in disaster environments. In the last twenty years, many information sharing methods (i.e.,
see Subsection 2.1.2) were employed by decentralised task allocation approaches in disas-
ter environments so as to enable agents to exchange information for task allocation under
communication constraints.
Some researchers employed “token-based” mechanisms to exchange information for task
allocation in large-scale disaster environments. Scerri et al. [125] proposed a threshold-based
task allocation approach for disaster rescues. In Scerri et al.’s approach, tasks are represented
by tokens and can be exchanged among agents through the communication network. When
an agent receives a task token, the agent has to make the decision on performing the task
of the token or passing the token to another agent based on the threshold of the task in the
token. Based on the token mechanism, the communication for task allocation among agents
in large-scale disaster environments can be greatly reduced. However, since in Scerri et al.’s
approach, the task can only be performed by the agent that holds its token, it is hard to handle
complex tasks (i.e., tasks cannot be completed by single agent) or interdependent tasks (i.e.,
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a task can only be preformed when another task are completed) in disaster environments.
Beside “token-based” mechanisms, some researchers employed the max-sum algorithm
for agents to share information for task allocation under communication constraints. Ram-
churn et al. [112] proposed a max-sum-based task allocation approach for RoboCup Rescue.
In Ramchurn et al.’s approach, the objective function of all agents in a disaster environment
is exchanged among agents through the communication network. In the objective function,
there are a number of factors corresponding to decisions on task allocation of agents. When
an agent receives the objective function, the agent can collect information for task allocation
of other agents by their factors and maximise the objective function (i.e., the benefit of all
agents) through adjusting its corresponding factors. Ramchurn et al.’s approach effectively
and efficiently combines the information sharing and task allocation together. Based on
Ramchurn et al.’s approach, agents in a disaster environment can cooperatively find the task
allocation solution that can maximise the objective function. However, since the max-sum
algorithm requires a certain amount of time for agents to exchange and adjust the objective
function, Ramchurn et al.’s approach is not applicable in highly dynamic disaster environ-
ments.
All above decentralised task allocation approaches were proposed for cooperative agents,
where agents in a disaster environment aim to maximise the benefit of all agents in the
environment. In recent years, a number of decentralised task allocation approaches were
proposed for non-cooperative and competitive agents in disaster environments.
The Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [77] is an effective and efficient tool for task allocation
among non-cooperative agents. Sugawara et al. [136] proposed a CNP-based approach for
task allocation in multi-agent systems. In their approach, in order to elicit the capabilities
of competitive agents in large-scale environments (i.e., disaster environments, market envi-
ronments, etc), the award strategy of agents can be dynamically adjusted through the CNP.
Based on Sugawara et al.’s approach, the performance of agents in a large-scale environment
can be improved greatly due to the motivated award strategy. However, in disaster environ-
ments, the CNP-based task allocation approaches can only find sub-optimal solutions for
task allocation. This is because when an agent sends a request, due to the communication
constraints, only some of agents rather than all agents in an environment can receive and
reply the request.
Except for the CNP, the game theory was also proved to be able to elicit enthusiasms of
non-cooperative agents through competition. Chapman et al. [21] proposed a game theory-
based task allocation approach for disaster environments. In their approach, a long-term
task allocation problem is divided into a number of time intervals. In each time interval,
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the task allocation problem is formulated as a potential game, in which, agents trend to
maximise their individual benefits through making decisions on performing certain tasks
based on their current states. Through potential games (i.e., all time intervals), individual
benefits of all agents in a disaster environment can be maximised. Chapman et al.’s approach
is also a myopic approach, which trends to maximise individual benefits of all agents through
maximising individual benefits of all agents in the current time interval without considering
following time intervals. Therefore, task allocation solutions created by Chapman et al.’s
approach are also sub-optimal.
From above introductions, it can be seen that decentralised task allocation approaches
have following advantages.
• Low communication dependence
Many decentralised information sharing mechanisms (i.e., see Subsection 2.1.2) can
be employed by decentralised task allocation approaches, which helps agents to effi-
ciently collect information for task allocation under communication constraints.
• Low computation complexity
Since in decentralised task allocation approaches, each agent only creates task alloca-
tion solutions for itself, during task allocation, an agent just needs to calculate tasks
and agents related to it, which greatly reduce the complexity for solution generations.
Comparing with centralised task allocation approaches, decentralised task allocation ap-
proaches have following disadvantages.
• Sub-optimal solutions
Since task allocation solutions are created by agents based on their local views, the
optimization of these solutions cannot compare with the solution created by the central
controller based on its global view.
• Time consuming on information collection
In decentralised task allocation approaches, without central controllers, agents have
to spend a large amount of time to collect information for task allocation in disaster
environments under communication constraints.
• Conflicts and inconsistent solutions
Since different agents might have different local views, agents in decentralised task
allocation approaches might not create consistent solutions for task allocation so that
some conflicts could exist among their solutions.
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Hybrid task allocation approaches
The architectures of hybrid task allocation approaches are various, which might have fea-
tures of centralised and decentralised task allocation approaches at the same time. One kind
of hybrid task allocation approaches are coalition formation approaches. In coalition for-
mation approaches, agents in a disaster environment form coalitions to achieve centralised
task allocation within each coalition and decentralised coordination and adjustment between
coalitions.
With the development of task allocation approaches, the complex task problems appeared
in disaster environments. A complex task requires a number of agents with different capa-
bilities to complete so that task allocation approaches for single agent cannot handle the
complex task allocation problems. There are two directions to handle the complex task allo-
cation problem, which are the task division and the coalition formation.
• Task division
Based on task division approaches, complex tasks are first divided into many suitable
subtasks, which are suitable to be completed by single agents in the environment.
Then, suitable single agents are allocated to subtasks.
• Coalition formation
Based on coalition formation approaches, a number of agents first form coalitions
based on existing complex tasks. Then, suitable coalitions are allocated to correspond-
ing complex tasks.
In addition, it is found that due to the tight cooperation, the work efficiencies of agents
working in coalitions can be improved. For example, if E(·) is used to represent work effi-
ciencies of agents, the relationship between two agents (i.e., a and b) working in a coalition
and individually can be described as E(a+ b) ≥ E(a) + E(b). Since the last decade, many
coalition formation approaches for task allocation have been proposed for disaster environ-
ments from different perspectives.
Shehory and Kraus [130] proposed coalition formation algorithms for task allocation.
In their approach, Shehory and Kraus proved that through forming coalitions, agents can
perform tasks that cannot performed by single agents (i.e., complex tasks) to improve the
work efficiencies of agents in coalitions. In their approaches, Shehory and Kraus handled
the coalition formation problem in two following situations.
• An agent can only belong to one coalition; and
• An agent can join in multiple coalitions.
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Since the Shehory and Kraus’s algorithms are any-time algorithms and form coalitions in a
decentralised manner, their algorithms can work well in open and dynamic environments,
such as disaster environments, market environments, etc.
Shehory et al. [131] proposed a modification method to enable theoretical coalition for-
mation algorithms to be applied to real-world multi-agent systems. In their paper, Shehory
et al. pointed out that most theoretical coalition formation algorithms are developed based
on the game theory, which are centralised and computation complex. In order to apply
these algorithms in decentralised MASs in open and dynamic environments, Shehory et al.
proposed a modification method through relaxing a number of common assumptions and
limitations in theoretical coalition formation algorithms. They also proved that the modifica-
tion method can enable theoretical algorithms to create near-optimal solutions on coalition
formation for decentralised MASs in open and dynamic environments (i.e., agents in disaster
environments) without the sophisticated calculation.
Koes et al. [80] proposed a MILP-based optimization framework to help a team of robots
to replan under communication constraints. In Koes et al.’s approach, a team of robots is di-
vided into many fractured subteams (i.e., coalitions), where robots in the same subteam have
the similar plan and can communicate with each other. Then, the Constraint Optimization
Coordination Architecture (COCoA) is employed to map the team planning problem of each
subteam to a MILP problem and find the optimal replanning solution for the subteam. Koes
et al.’s framework can enable a team of robots to dynamically replan under communication
constraints so as to suit open and dynamic environments.
Ramchurn et al. [113] proposed a task allocation approach through coalition formation
for complex tasks. Ramchurn et al.’s approach mainly handles long-term task allocation so
that in their approach, agents form coalitions based on the reusability of coalitions. There-
fore, based on Ramchurn et al.’s approach, coalitions in a disaster environment do not need to
frequently dissolve and reform, which can improve the work efficiencies of agents working
in same coalitions due to their tight and long-term cooperations.
From above reviews, it can be seen that coalition formation approaches for task allocation
have following advantages.
• Handling complex tasks
In disaster environments, many complex task requires a number of agents with differ-
ent capabilities to complete. Through coalition formation, agents can cooperatively
perform such tasks in the environments.
• Improvement of work efficiency
Due to the tight cooperation among agents in coalitions, the work efficiencies of agents
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can be improved greatly during task performing.
However, coalition formation approaches for task allocation also have following disad-
vantages.
• High computation complexity
In [130], Shehory and KrausIt has proved that the process of forming effective and
efficient coalitions is also NP-hardness.
• Inflexibility
Since most of approaches form coalitions for particular complex tasks, it is hard for
these coalitions to handle all complex tasks a disaster environment. Therefore, agents
have to frequently dissolve and reform coalitions in a dynamic disaster environment.
2.2.3 Testbeds for task allocation in disaster environments
In order to comprehensively evaluate task allocation approaches and present real-world situ-
ations of disaster environments to researchers, many testbeds for task allocation approaches
in disaster environments were proposed in recent years.
Dimakis et al. proposed a simulator built on top of JADE platform [34], [40]. The ob-
jective of their simulator is to simulate building evacuation scenarios (i.e., evacuation when
building is ablaze) with heterogeneous autonomous agents. Dimakis et al.’s simulator is
characterised by the multi-agent paradigm, the achievement on entities’ interaction and the
distributed decision making of entities. In addition, the Dimakis et al.’s simulator also simu-
lates the disaster spread in the building to reflect the real-world situation in disaster environ-
ments. However, since the Dimakis et al.’s simulator mainly focus on disasters in buildings,
some special feature in large-scale disaster environments are not considered.
The DARPA coordinators program is a popular testbed for multi-tasks allocation in dy-
namic environments [81]. In the DARPA coordinators program, the relationships among
tasks are represented by a complicated hierarchical network and each agent can only have
the local view about its responsible tasks. In addition, tasks in the hierarchical network
are interdependent, where a task can be performed, when all its interdependent tasks have
been completed. Although the DARPA coordinators program can comprehensively describe
the relationships among tasks in disaster environments, it neglects the communication con-
straints in disaster environments. Therefore, in approaches [100], [133], [9] for the DARPA
coordinators program, agents are assumed to be able to freely communicate with each other
so as to share information about interdependent tasks and achieve efficient coordination for
task allocation.
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The RoboCup Rescue (RCR) platform [75] is also a popular testbed for disaster environ-
ments simulation, which is established due to the the Great Hanshin earthquake and continu-
ously maintained by Autonomous Learning Agents for Decentralised Data and Information
Networks [75]. The RCR platform aims to simulate real-world situations in large-scale dis-
aster environments so that the platform considers heterogeneous agents, such as civilians, fire
brigades, ambulances, police agents, etc and different situations such as road blocks, traffic
congestion, communication constriants, etc in disaster environments. Due to the compre-
hensive and realistic simulations, nowadays, the RCR have been widely applied to evaluate
performance of task allocation approaches in large-scale disaster environments.
2.3 Ad hoc Network Establishment in Disaster Environ-
ments
In disaster environments, due to the destruction of local communication infrastructures, a
number of wireless mobile robots (WRs) are usually employed to establish ad hoc networks
[32], [69], [122], [94] so as to achieve effective and efficient task-based resource manage-
ment in such environments. In this section, the approaches related to ad hoc network estab-
lishment in disaster environments are introduced in detail. In particular, the classification
of ad hoc network establishment approaches are introduced at first. Then, ad hoc network
establishment approaches for disaster environments are reviewed.
2.3.1 Classification of ad hoc network establishment approaches
Since the last decade, with the development of wireless technologies, ad hoc networks es-
tablished by WRs have played an important role in task-based resource management in dis-
aster environments, due to their low infrastructure dependence [105], low expenses [154],
quick deployment [8], quick adaptability [127] and scalability [63]. Current ad hoc net-
work establishment approaches [28], [56], [15] were classified by researchers from different
perspectives.
Tang et al. [139] classified ad hoc network establishment approaches into unconnected
and connected ad hoc network establishment approaches based on whether the deployed
WRs are connected with each other.
• Unconnected ad hoc network establishment approaches
In unconnected ad hoc network establishment approaches, the main objective of the ad
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hoc network establishment is to collect information for task allocation in disaster en-
vironments. Therefore, WRs are deployed at the locations that maximise the coverage
of important locations (ILs) (i.e., locations of tasks, sensors, agents, etc) in disaster
environments. By doing so, the deployed WRs can collect information from their cov-
ered sensors in disaster environments and transmit the collected information to base
stations and sinks or guide.
• Connected ad hoc network establishment approaches
In connected ad hoc network establishment approaches, in order to improve the life-
time and performance of the established ad hoc networks, WRs are deployed at the
locations that not only can cover as many ILs in a disaster environment as possible,
but also can communicate at least one deployed WR in the environment. By doing so,
a deployed WR can save energy for information transmission and share information
with other WRs in the established ad hoc networks.
Except for Tang et al.’s classification, current approaches for the ad hoc network es-
tablishment can be also classified into non-greedy algorithm-based approaches and greedy
algorithm-based approaches based on by what kind of algorithms the ad hoc network are
used to establish networks.
• Greedy algorithm-based approaches
This kind of approaches establish ad hoc networks based on greedy algorithms and
deploy WRs in a disaster environment one by one. New WRs are deployed at the loca-
tions that can maximise the number of additional ILs covered by the established net-
work without adjusting deployment locations of the WRs that have already deployed
in the network.
• Non-greedy algorithm-based approaches
This kind of approaches establish ad hoc networks based on non-greedy algorithms,
mostly the mathematical programming, which deploy all WRs in a disaster envi-
ronment at a time. Different from greedy algorithm-based approaches, non-greedy
algorithm-based approaches can maximise ILs covered by all WRs in the established
network rather than the new WRs.
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2.3.2 Current approaches for ad hoc network establishment in disaster
environments
From the last century, disasters have become important social and political concerns. In
disaster environments, many tasks need to be performed by agents. In such environments,
WRs are usually employed to establish ad hoc networks so as to collect information and
guide agents for task allocation in disaster environments. With the guidance of WRs in a
established ad hoc network, the work efficiencies of agents in a disaster environment can be
improved. As introduced in Section 1.2, due to special features of disaster environments,
agents needs to handle a number of challenging issues to establish an ad hoc network. In this
subsection, current approaches for ad hoc network establishment in disaster environments
are introduced in detail based on the classification of Tang et al. [139].
Approaches for unconnected ad hoc network establishment
In approaches for unconnected ad hoc network establishment, the WRs cannot communicate
with each other. Most of these approaches assumed that WRs are powerful enough to di-
rectly communicate with base stations or sinks. Hence, the main objective of this kind of
approaches is to cover the maximum ILs and areas in disaster environments through deploy-
ing a limited number of WRs in the environments. To achieve this objective, many this type
of approaches were developed in the last decade.
In order to maximise the coverage of areas of the established ad hoc networks in disaster
environments, Heo et al. [61] proposed a sensor deployment approach for the sensor network
establishment. In their approach, sensors trend to maximise their area coverage through
minimising the overlaps between their sensing ranges. In order to achieve this objective, a
self-spread approach, inspired by the equilibrium of molecules, is employed by Heo et al.’s
approach. The strength of interaction forces between two sensors in a network is calculated
from the distance between the two sensors. The final locations of sensors in Heo et al.’s
approach are their balance points of interaction forces of their surrounding sensors. Based
on the Heo et al.’s approach, sensors can autonomously and evenly distributed in a disaster
environment and cover as many areas in the environment as possible.
Bilbao et al. [14] proposed a hybrid heuristics for the dynamic relay deployment problem
in disaster environments. In their approach, relays are assumed to be powerful enough to
directly communicate with satellites, with the assistant of which, collected information can
be transmitted to the base station out of disaster environments. In order to dynamically
deploy relays in disaster environments, the main objectives of Bilbao et al.’s approach include
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• minimising the number of relays deployed in a disaster area;
• maximising the coverage of areas of deployed relays; and
• minimising the cost of the relay deployment.
In order to achieve the above three objectives, Bilbao et al.’s approach employs heuristics in-
cluding a harmony search-based global search mechanism and a K-means-based local search
mechanism. From simulations, it is found that Bilbao et al.’s approach can maximise relays’
coverage areas in disaster environments.
In order to maximise the coverage of ILs of the established ad hoc networks in disaster
environments, Guo et al. [56] proposed three dynamic relay deployment approaches for the
establishment of wireless network in disaster environments. The same as Bilbao et al.’s ap-
proach, relays in Guo et al.’s approach also directly communicate with satellites to transmit
collected information to base stations or sinks. Hence, the main objective of their approaches
is to maximise first responders (i.e., ILs) covered by relays in the established network. In
order to achieve this objective, Guo et al.’s approaches employed two-vertex square covering
algorithm, the circle covering algorithm and the binary integer programming algorithm. The
first two algorithms are based on greedy algorithms to find near-optimal deployment loca-
tions for relays in a short time. The third algorithm is based on mathematical programming,
which can find optimal deployment locations for relays with sophisticated calculations.
From above introductions, it can be seen that unconnected ad hoc networks have follow-
ing advantages.
• The maximum coverage of ILs and areas
Since the communication of WRs is not considered in approaches for unconnected
ad hoc network establishment, the coverage of ILs and areas of unconnected ad hoc
networks are big so that the established networks can cover the maximum ILs and
areas in disaster environments.
• The minimum number of WRs
For the same reason, approaches to establish unconnected ad hoc networks can de-
ployed the minimum WRs to achieve the maximum coverage of ILs and areas in dis-
aster environments.
However, unconnected ad hoc networks have following disadvantages, which limit their
applications in disaster environments.
• Low work efficiency
Since WRs in this kind of ad hoc networks cannot communicate with each other, each
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WR needs to perform jobs (i.e., collecting and transmitting information, guiding agents
for task allocation, etc) by itself. Without cooperation of agents, the work efficiencies
of WRs in the established ad hoc networks are low.
• Short lifetime
In [119], it was proved that the energy consumption of WRs for information trans-
mission is proportional to the square of their transmission distance. Since WRs in the
unconnected ad hoc networks have to directly transmit information to based stations
or sinks by themselves, the lifetimes of unconnected ad hoc networks are short.
Approaches for connected ad hoc network establishment
In approaches for connected ad hoc network establishment, the WRs in the established ad
hoc network are communicable so as to extend the lifetime and improve the work efficiencies
of WRs in the established ad hoc network. Based on this consideration, the objectives of the
established ad hoc networks aim to
• enable WRs to communicate with each other; and
• cover as many ILs and areas in an environment as possible.
To achieve these objectives, many this type of approaches were developed in the last decade.
Reich et al. [116] proposed a robot-sensor deployment approach for establishing robot-
sensor networks for search and rescue. In their approach, a very large number of sensor
robots (i.e., WRs) guide a smaller number of mobile robots (i.e., first responders) to per-
form tasks (i.e., ILs). In order to increase the opportunity to guide mobile robots to perform
tasks, the objectives of sensor robots are to cover discovered tasks in a disaster environ-
ment and communicate with each other in the established robot-sensor networks. In order
to achieve these objectives, Reich et al.’s approach deploys sensor robots based on a number
of hierarchical actions. Although Reich et al.’s approach can find deployment locations for
sensor robots in disaster environments, it cannot find the optimal deployment locations for
the robots due to the simpleness of hierarchical actions.
Srinivas et al. [134] proposed a mobility node placement approach for constructing and
maintaining backbones in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In [134], Srinivas et al. first
introduced some backbone nodes (i.e., WRs) in networks, which can be placed to suitable
locations to form backbones of WSNs, to improve the performance and extend the lifetime
of WSNs, In their approach, Srinivas et al. aim to select the minimum number of backbone
nodes and place them at suitable locations so as to enable these nodes to cover all the other
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nodes in WSNs and connect with each other. In order to achieve their objectives, authors di-
vided the backbone placement problem into two sub-problems. The first sub-problem aims
to place the minimum number of backbone nodes to cover all nodes in WSNs, handled by
distributed approximation algorithms. The second sub-problem aims to place the minimum
number of relays to connect all backbone nodes in WSNs, handled by a discretization ap-
proach. Based on the simulation and evaluation, authors found that their approach could use
less backbone nodes and relays to form backbones in WSNs than other current approaches.
Shao et al. [128] proposed an approach for ad hoc network establishment based on aero-
crafts. Different from ad hoc networks established by robots on the ground, the establishment
of the aerial network is rapid and reliable, and is not affected by blocks or obstacles in
disaster environments. In Shao et al.’s approach, aero-crafts worked as relays in traditional
ad hoc networks to cover the maximum areas in an environment. In addition, aero-crafts
in the disaster environment also form a network to cooperatively transmit the information
collected from the ground to the base stations (out of disaster environments) with the assistant
of satellites. Shao et al.’s approach showed the advantages of aero-crafts in disaster rescuers
and directed a potential direction of future disaster rescues.
The connected ad hoc networks have following advantages.
• High work efficiency
Since WRs in connected ad hoc networks can communicate with each other, the in-
formation about covered ILs and agents can be shared among WRs and efficient task
allocation can be achieved within the entire networks.
• Long lifetime
In [119], Rogers et al. has proved that the energy consumption of WRs for informa-
tion transmission is proportional to the square of their transmission distance. WRs in
connected ad hoc networks can transmit information with assistant of other WRs in
the networks, which can reduce transmission distances of WRs, so that the lifetime of
WRs is increased.
Compare with unconnected ad hoc networks, connected ad hoc networks have following
disadvantages.
• Low coverage of ILs and areas
Since WRs in connected ad hoc networks can communicate with each other, each WR
must sacrifice some coverage areas as overlaps so as to communicate with other WRs
in the networks.
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• High number of WRs
For the same reason, if an ad hoc network trend to cover the same number of ILs and
areas in an environment, the number of WRs required by connected ad hoc networks
is much more than that required by unconnected ad hoc networks.
2.4 Summary
The key contributions and critics of different categories of approaches introduced in this
chapter are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: The comparison of different categories of task allocation and ad hoc network
establishment approaches
Categories Key contributions Critics
Task
allocation
approach
Centralised
1. Optimal or near optimal
solutions
2. Fast information collection
3. Less conflicts
1. High communication
dependence
2. High computation
complexity
Decentralised
1. Low communication
dependence
2. Low computation complexity
1. Sub-optimal solutions
2. Time consuming on
information collection
3. Conflicts and inconsistent
solutions
Hybrid
1. Handling complex tasks
2. Improvement of work
efficiency
1. High computation
complexity
2. Inflexibility
Ad hoc
network
establish-
ment
approach
Unconnected
1. The maximum coverage of
ILs and areas
2. The minimum number of WRs
1. Low work efficiency
2. Short lifetime
Connected 1. High work efficiency
2. Long lifetime
1. Low coverage of ILs and areas
2. High number of WRs
In this chapter, current approaches for task-based resource management were reviewed
and analysed comprehensively. In particular, first, approaches related to information collec-
tion in disaster environments were reviewed in Section 2.1, where searching and informa-
tion sharing approaches for agents in disaster environments are reviewed in detail. Then,
approaches related to task allocation in disaster environments were reviewed in Section
2.2, where the classification of task allocation approaches, task allocation approaches and
testbeds for task allocation approaches in disaster environments were given, respectively.
Finally, approaches related to ad hoc network establishment were reviewed in Section 2.3,
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where the classification of ad hoc network establishment approaches and ad hoc network
establishment approaches for disaster environments were given in detail.
Chapter 3
A Weighted Task Allocation Approach
Dynamic task allocation based on available resources is a very challenging research issue
in disaster environments with time, space and communication constraints. In addition, the
space and communication constraints and the dynamic features of disaster environments
make an extra difficulty to achieve efficient task allocation through centralised coordination
approaches, which require a central controller to have global knowledge of the environments.
To this end, a coordinated task allocation approach for weighted tasks is proposed in this
chapter. The proposed approach includes three mechanisms. In particular,
• a group formation mechanism is developed to help agents to form groups and select
coordinators by considering communication constraints of disaster environments (to
solve Challenging Issue 2, identified in Section 1.2);
• a token passing mechanism is employed to help coordinations to collect information
for task allocation from agents by considering limited communication capabilities of
agents (to solve Challenging Issue 2, identified in Section 1.2); and
• a utility calculation mechanism is developed to help coordinators to create solutions
for task allocation by considering multiple constraints of disaster environments and
urgent degrees of tasks (to solve Challenging Issues 3 and 4, identified in Section
1.2);
3.1 Problem Description and Definition
In general, agent-based task allocation involves to model the coordinating problem of a set
of agents during the task allocation process. The set of agents contains M agents, which can
be described as {A1, A2, A3, ..., AM}, where Ai represents the ith agent and 1 ≤ i ≤ M .
Each agent can discover its nearby tasks and index these tasks as Tij , where Tij represents
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the jth task discovered byAi. The following definitions are given to describe the coordinated
task allocation problem in detail.
Definition 3.1. An Agent (Ai) can be defined as a six-tuple Ai=<ANo, Utii, Loci, MSpi,
Commi, AStai>, where ANo is the ID of Ai; Utii is the work efficiency of Ai, which
represents how many units of workload that Ai can perform per time unit; Loci is the current
location ofAi;MSpi is the moving speed ofAi, which represents how many units of distance
that Ai can move per time unit; Comi is the communication range of Ai, which represents
the maximum units of distance that Ai can directly communicate with; and AStai is the
status of Ai, which can be either ‘available’ or ‘working’.
In order to distinguish different urgent degrees of workloads among tasks, the variable
Emgij is proposed. By takingEmgij into account, the definition of a task is given as follows.
Definition 3.2. A Task (Tij) can be defined as a six-tuple Tij=<TNo, DLij , WLij , Locij ,
Emgij , TStaij>, where TNo is the ID (generated by the agent which discovered the task)
of Tij; DLij is the deadline of Tij and DLij ∈ [0,∞]; WLij is the workload of Tij , which
represents how many units of workload must be done to complete Tij; Locij is the location
of Tij; Emgij is the urgent degree of the workload of Tij and Emgij ∈ [1, 10], where 1 and
10 represent the lowest and the highest urgent degrees of workloads of tasks, respectively;
and TStaij is the status of Tij , which is either ‘available’, ‘working’, ‘finished’ or ‘expired’.
The proposed approach in this chapter deals with the task allocation problem by consid-
ering the urgent degrees of workloads of tasks, called the weighted task allocation problem.
The main objective of a weighted task allocation problem is to find an allocation solution
Alloc∗ to maximise the sum of weighted workloads of finished tasks, which is described as
follows.
Alloc∗ = argmax
∑
Finish(Tij)=1
WLij · Emgij, (3.1)
where Finish(Tij) is a Boolean function under the conditions that if Tij is finished, i.e.,
Finish(Tij) = 1, otherwise Finish(Tij) = 0; WLij is the workload of a finished task; and
Emgij is the corresponding urgent degree of the workload of Tij (see Definition 3.2).
In the proposed approach, a token describing and passing mechanism is employed to
describe information of tasks and agents and help agents to efficiently share such information
for task allocation. There are two types of tokens: agent tokens (e.g. ATokeni) and task
tokens (e.g. TTokenij). The definitions of two types of tokens are presented in Definition
3.3 and Definition 3.4, respectively.
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Definition 3.3. An Agent Token (ATokeni) is generated by Ai for itself, which can be de-
fined as a four-tuple ATokeni =< ANo, Utii, Loci, MSpi>, where ANo is the ID of
the agent represented by ATokeni; Utii is the work efficiency of the agent represented by
ATokeni; Loci is the current location of the agent represented by ATokeni; and MSpi is
the moving speed of the agent represented by ATokeni.
Definition 3.4. A Task Token (TTokenij) is generated by Ai for its jth discovered task,
which can be defined as a five-tuple, TTokenij =< TNo, DLij , WLij , Locij , Emgij>,
where TNo is the ID of the task represented by TTokenij; DLij is the deadline of the task
represented by TTokenij; WLij is the workload of the task represented by TTokenij; Locij
is the location of the task represented by TTokenij; and Emgij is the urgent degree of the
workload of the task represented by TTokenij .
Agents can have two different roles, i.e., coordinators and resource providers. An
agent can be a coordinator or a resource provider or both.
• A coordinator is an agent, which is in charge of allocating agents to tasks.
• A resource provider is an agent, which is in charge of finishing tasks.
In general disaster environments, the constraint of communication ranges is a common
problem. In this situation, an agent can only directly communicate with other agents close
to its location within its communication range (i.e., Comi, see Definition 3.1). The direct
neighbours of an agent is defined as follows.
Definition 3.5. The direct neighbours of an agent Ai are the agents within Ai’s communi-
cation range. (i.e., the Euclidean distances between Ai and its direct neighbours cannot be
more than the communication range of Ai (represented by Comi, see Definition 3.1)).
3.2 The Basic Principle of the Coordinated Task Allocation
Approach
The proposed coordinated task allocation approach consists of five looping steps. 1) token
generation, 2) group formation, 3) token passing, 4) task allocation, and 5) solution return.
The five steps of the proposed approach is shown by Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The five steps of the proposed approach in one loop
The process of the coordinated task allocation approach is described by Algorithm 3.1.
Algorithm 3.1: The process of coordinated task allocation approach
1 Available agents collect information for task allocation in a disaster environment
2 while There are available tasks in the environment do
3 for each available agent Ai, where AStai =‘available’ do
4 Ai generates ATokeni and TTokenij .
5 end
6 All available agents form groups and select coordinators based on the group
formation mechanism.
7 for each formed group do
8 available agents pass their ATokeni and TTokenij to the coordinator C based
on the token passing mechanism.
9 C creates task allocation solutions based on the utility calculation mechanism.
10 C returns task allocation solutions to their group members.
11 The group are dismissed and available agents begin to work on their allocated
tasks.
12 end
13 end
Algorithm 3.1 is explained as follows. After collected information in a disaster envi-
ronment, available agents (i.e., Ai, where AStai =‘available’, see Definition 3.1) will gen-
erate task tokens (i.e., TTokenij , see Definition 3.4) for available tasks (i.e., Tij , where
TStaij =‘available’, see Definition 3.2) in the environment and agent tokens (i.e., TTokenij ,
see Definition 3.4) for themselves (Lines 1 to 5). Then, available agents form temporary
groups and select a coordinator (i.e., Ck) for each group based on the group formation mech-
anism (Line 6). Based on the token passing mechanism, available agents in each group pass
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their agent tokens and task tokens to the coordinator C of their group (Line 7 to 8). Based
on the utility calculation mechanism, the coordinator C creates the task allocation solution
for its group members (Line 9). Then, the coordinator returns the task allocation solution to
their group members (Line 10). After one loop of the five steps, groups formed in group for-
mation step will be dismissed and agents begin to work on their allocated tasks according to
the allocation solution (Line 11). When some agents finish their allocated tasks and there are
still available tasks in the environment, the above five steps will be repeated again according
to the information of available tasks and agents at that time, so the dynamic task allocation
will be achieved. The technical design for five steps are introduced in following subsections.
3.2.1 Token generation
In this step, each available agent Ai (i.e., AStai = ‘available’, see Definition 3.1) checks its
surrounding area and generates a task token, TTokenij=<Tij , DLij , WLij , Locij , Emgij>
(see Definition 3.4) for each available task Tij (i.e., TStaij = ‘available’, see Definition 3.2)
that Ai discovered. After task checking, Ai also generates an agent token, ATokeni=<Ai,
Utii, Loci, MSpi> (see Definition 3.3) for itself.
3.2.2 Indirected neighbours group formation
Due to space and communication constraints in disaster environments, each agent can only
directly communicate with its direct neighbours (see Definition 3.5). In order to get much
information for task allocation in such disaster environments, agents could form groups to
share information with their surrounding neighbours for task allocation. Under this consider-
ation, the group formation mechanism should help agents to connect as many other agents in
the environment as possible. Many group formation mechanisms [43], [44], [46], [113] have
been developed in multi-agent research under different considerations and very few of them
consider the communication constraints, especially the constraints of communication ranges.
These group formation mechanisms form groups through connecting only direct neighbours,
we call this kind of mechanisms as Direct Neighbours Group Formation (DNGF) mecha-
nisms in this thesis. In order to collect as much information for task allocation as possible
under space and communication constraints in disaster environments, we develop a group
formation mechanism in the proposed approach to help agents to form groups through con-
necting as many agents as possible including direct and indirect neighbours within commu-
nication ranges of agents in a decentralised manner. The formed group is a tree structure, in
which the agent at the root node is chosen to be the coordinator of the group. To distinguish
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with DNGF mechanisms, the group formation mechanism proposed in this chapter is called
Indirect Neighbours Group Formation (INGF) mechanism. The difference between DNGF
and INGF can be described in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The difference between INGF and DNGF
In Figure 3.2, the rectangles represent the agents and solid lines between agents indicate
that the two agents are direct neighbours of each other (see Definition 3.5). In the DNGF
mechanism, an agentAi can only form a group with its direct neighbours i.e., A1, A2, A3 and
A4 (black stars), while in INGF mechanism, Ai can add four indirect neighbours i.e., A5, A6,
A7 and A8 (white triangles) to its group. The more agents in a group, the more information
can be collected by the coordinator of the group and the more efficient task allocation can be
achieved.
In the INGF mechanism, three ‘neighbour related’ variables are defined for each agent,
which are the parent agent (PA), the coordinator (C) and the number of direct neighbours of
the coordinator (NNC). For example, for an agentAi, the three ‘neighbour related’ variables
can be denoted as Ai.PA, Ai.C and Ai.NNC, respectively. The proposed group formation
mechanism is described by Algorithm 3.2.
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Algorithm 3.2: INGF mechanism
1 for each Agent Ai do
2 Ai.PA← Ai; Ai.C ← Ai; Ai.NNC ← the number of direct neighbours of Ai
3 end
4 for each Agent Ai do
5 Get Au from Ai and Ai’s direct neighbours, where Au.NNC is the maximum
6 if Au.NNC > Ai.NNC then
7 Ai.PA← Au; Ai.C ← Au.C; Ai.NNC ← Au.NNC
8 for each direct neighbours of Ai:Al do
9 if Al.C 6= Ai.C then
10 Al.PA← Ai; Al.C ← Ai.C; Al.NNC ← Ai.NNC
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 end
At the beginning of Algorithm 3.2, the three ‘neighbour related’ variables of each agent
(e.g. Ai) are initialised as follows: Ai.PA is set to Ai, Ai.C is set to Ai and Ai.NNC is set
to the number of direct neighbours of Ai (since Ai is the coordinator of itself) (Lines 1 to 2).
Then, each agent (e.g. Ai) repeats the following three steps.
Step 1: Ai finds an agent (e.g. Au), which has the highest value of the variable NNC (i.e.,
Au.NNC) from its direct neighbours (including Ai itself) (Line 5).
Step 2: If Au.NNC has a higher value than the value of Ai.NNC, the three ‘neighbour
related’ variables of Ai (i.e., Ai.PA, Ai.C and Ai.NNC) are updated as follows:
Ai.PA is set to Au, Ai.C is set to Au.C and Ai.NNC is set to Au.NNC (Lines 6
to 7).
Step 3: If the three ‘neighbour related’ variables of Ai are updated in Step 2, each direct
neighbour of Ai (e.g. Al) compares its coordinator (i.e., Al.C) with the coordinator
of Ai (i.e., Ai.C). If a different coordinator has been found (i.e., Al.C 6= Ai.C),
the three ‘neighbour related’ variables of Al (i.e., Al.PA, Al.C and Al.NNC) are
updated as follows: Al.PA is set to Ai, Al.C is set to Ai.C and Al.NNC is set to
Ai.NNC (Lines 8 to 10). Through Step 3, the values of three ‘neighbour related’
variables of Ai can be passed to its child agent Al and the agent with the highest
number of direct neighbours in a group can be the root node of the tree structure and
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is chosen as the coordinator of the group.
The above three steps (Lines 4 to 10) will be repeated by each agent until no further updating
for three ‘neighbour related’ variables of any agent, which means that each agent in the
communication network has found its only way to pass message to the coordinator of the
network.
A group formed by the INGF mechanism can connect the maximum number of direct and
indirect neighbours of the coordinator. Therefore, if there are two or more groups formed ac-
cording to the proposed group formation mechanism in a disaster environment, these groups
are completely isolated and cannot communicate with each other according to current com-
munication situations. The following sub-sections describe the steps of task allocation in
each isolated group.
3.2.3 The token passing mechanism
Since in a group, most members (agents) are indirect neighbours of the coordinator, which
means that these neighbours cannot directly communicate with the coordinator, a token pass-
ing mechanism is employed to help the coordinator to collect information from its group
members [92], [84]. The token passing mechanism begins from the agents who do not
have child agents and ends at the coordinator. By employing the the token passing mecha-
nism, each agent first receives agent and task tokens (generated in the token generation step)
from its child agents. Different agents in the same group can generate task tokens for the
same task. For example, Al and Au are child agents of Ai and they can generate task to-
kens, TTokenlj=<Tlj , DLlj , WLlj , Loclj , Emglj> and TTokenuj=<Tuj , DLuj , WLuj ,
Locuj , Emguj>, respectively, for the same task. After Ai received the task tokens from
Al and Au, Ai found that except the first element (i.e., ANo, see Definition3.4), the values
of other variable of two task tokens (i.e., DLlj = DLuj , WLlj = WLuj , Loclj = Locuj ,
Emglj = Emguj , see Definition3.4) are exactly same. In this situation, Ai only keeps one
task token to represent the task and abandons the other (i.e., TTokenlj created by Al is
abandoned and only TTokenuj created by Au is kept). After that, Ai passes the agent to-
kens, the remaining task tokens, and the agent token of itself (i.e., ATokeni) to its parent
agent. Finally, all of task and agent tokens generated by the group members are passed to
the coordinator of the group. Figure 3.3 shows an example of token passing.
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Figure 3.3: The example of token passing
There are four agents (i.e., A1 to A4 represented by rectangles), where A1 is the parent
agent ofA2 (A2.PA = A1),A2 is the parent agent ofA3 andA4 (A3.PA = A2 andA4.PA =
A2 ) and three tasks (i.e., T1 to T3 represented by circles), where T1 and T2 can be discovered
by A3 and T2 and T3 can be discovered by A4. After the token generation step, A3 generates
two task tokens ‘<T31, ...>’ and ‘<T32, ...>’, whileA4 also generates two task tokens ‘<T41,
...>’ and ‘<T42, ...>’. Then, the task tokens and the agent tokens of A3 and A4 are passed to
their parent agent A2. After checking the variables of received task tokens, A2 discovers that
task tokens ‘<T32, ...>’ and ‘<T41, ...>’ are generated for the same task by two different
agents. Then, A2 abandons the task token ‘<T41, ...>’ and keeps the task token ‘<T32, ...>’.
After that, A2 passes the agent tokens received from A3 and A4 (AToken3, AToken4), task
tokens received fromA3 andA4 (<T31, ...> and<T42, ...>), the remaining task token (<T32,
...>), and the agent tokens of itself (AToken2) to its parent agent A1.
3.2.4 Weighted task allocation
This step is the core of the proposed approach. In this step, the coordinator trends to find
the most suitable allocation solution for its group according to the information of tasks and
agents collected in the token passing step. In the proposed approach, an allocation solution
Aloca is a set of allocations (e.g. Aloca = {A1 → T12, A2 → T41, ..., Ai → Tij}). An
allocation is a map from an agent to a task (i.e., Ai → Tij), which represents that the agent is
allocated to the task. If an agent is not allocated to any task, Tij in the allocation equals to ∅.
Since finding the most suitable allocation solution is an NP-hard problem (the proof process
can be found in [113]), the proposed approach employs a utility calculation mechanism to
help the coordinator to find the most suitable allocation solution. The process of finding the
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most suitable allocation solution consists of two sub-steps: 1) the elimination of unuseful
allocation solutions; and 2) the utilities calculation of allocation solutions.
1) The Elimination of Unuseful Allocation Solutions
Based on the combinatorics, the number of allocation solutions for a group including M
agents and N tasks is (N + 1)M (i.e., each agent can be allocated to one of N tasks or ∅).
Among these allocation solutions, there are many unuseful allocation solutions, in which
some agents cannot finish their allocated tasks on time (before the deadlines of tasks). In
order to make the following utility calculation more efficient, these unuseful allocation so-
lutions should be eliminated first. The process of the elimination of unuseful allocation
solutions can be described as follows. First, the coordinator gets all (N + 1)M allocation
solutions of its group. Second, for each task Tij in each allocation solution Aloca, the coor-
dinator calculates whether the agents allocated to Tij can finish it before the deadline of Tij
according to current status of the agents. UFin(Tij) is the unfinish indicator function of Tij ,
which is calculated as follows.
UFin(Tij) =

1 WLij >
∑
Aloca
(DLij − CT − Dis(Locij ,Loci)MSpi )Utii
0 WLij ≤
∑
Aloca
(DLij − CT − Dis(Locij ,Loci)MSpi )Utii
, (3.2)
where WLij is the workload of Tij; Ai is one of agents allocated to Tij in Aloca; DLij is
the deadline of Tij; CT is the current time; Dis(Locij, Loci) is the distance between the
location of Tij and the current location of Ai; and MSpi is the moving speed of Ai; Utii
is the work efficiency of Ai. If Tij cannot be finished by the allocated agents in Aloca, the
function UFin(Tij) = 1, otherwise UFin((Tij) = 0.
Elim(Aloca) =
⋃
Tij∈Aloca
UFin(Tij) =
{
1 Aloca unuseful
0 Aloca useful
, (3.3)
where Elim(Aloca) is the elimination indicator function of Aloca. If any allocated task,
say Tij , cannot be finished in Aloca, the elimination indicator function of Aloca equals to
1 (i.e., UFin(Tij) = 1), which means that the Aloca is unuseful and should be eliminated.
For example, in a disaster environment, there are 2 agents (A1, A2) and 2 tasks (T11, T21).
Therefore, there are totally (2 + 1)2 = 9 different kinds of allocation solutions, which are
listed as follows.
Aloc1 = {A1 → ∅, A2 → ∅}
Aloc2 = {A1 → ∅, A2 → T11}
Aloc3 = {A1 → ∅, A2 → T21}
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Aloc4 = {A1 → T11, A2 → ∅}
Aloc5 = {A1 → T11, A2 → T11}
Aloc6 = {A1 → T11, A2 → T21}
Aloc7 = {A1 → T21, A2 → ∅}
Aloc8 = {A1 → T21, A2 → T11}
Aloc9 = {A1 → T21, A2 → T21}
The information of T11 and T21 and status of A1 and A2 are shown as follow.
Figure 3.4: The information of tasks and status of agents
From Figure 3.4, it can be seen that both of workloads of T11 and T21 (circles) are 10
workload units and T11 will expire in 10 time units, while T21 will expire in 20 time units.
The work efficiency and moving speed of A1 and A2 (rectangles) are 1 workload unit and
1 distance unit, respectively. In addition, the distances between tasks and agents are shown
by the lines between them. After calculation, we can find that UFin(T11) equals to 1 in any
allocations (i.e., 10 > (4 + 2), 10 > 4, and 10 > 2), which means that even if both of A1
and A2 work on T11, T11 cannot be finished according to the information of T11 and status of
A1 and A2. Therefore, the allocation solutions (i.e., Aloc2, Aloc4, Aloc5, Aloc6 and Aloc8)
involving allocations of A1 → T11 or A2 → T11 are unuseful and should be eliminated.
2) The Utilities Calculation of Allocation Solutions
In this sub-step, the coordinator calculates the utilities of useful allocation solutions. The
utility calculation depends on not only how many tasks that can be completed, but also the
benefits that agents can receive after completing their allocated tasks and the costs that agents
must spend on the completion of these tasks. Based on the benefits and costs, the utility of
an allocation solution Aloca can be calculated by the following formula.
Utlity(Aloca) = Qbenefit −Qcost, (3.4)
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where Qbenefit is the benefits that agents can receive after completing their allocated tasks,
which involves:1) the sum of the weighted (urgent degree) workloads of allocated tasks and
2) the sum of saved time of completed tasks; and Qcost is the costs that agents must spend
for completing tasks, which involves: 1) the sum of traveling time for completing tasks and
2) the sum of working time for completing tasks.
Under above considerations, the Qbenefit of Aloca can be calculated as follows.
Qbenefit =
∑
Tij∈ranAloca
Emgij · (WLij +
(DLij − FTij)WLij
DLij
), (3.5)
where WLij , Emgij and DLij are the workload, the urgent degree of the workload and the
deadline of Tij in Aloca, respectively, and FTij is the predicted completing time of Tij in
Aloca.
The Qcost of Aloca can be calculated as follows.
Qcost =
∑
Ai∈domAloca
(FTij − CT )Utii, (3.6)
where FTij is the predicted completing time of Tij in Aloca, CT is the current time and Utii
is the work efficiency of Ai.
The FTij in Equation 3.5 and 3.6 can be calculated as follows:
FTij =
WLij + CT ·
∑
Aloca
Utii +
∑
Aloca
Dis(Locij ,Loci)
MSpi
Utii∑
Aloca
Utii
, (3.7)
where WLij is the workload of Tij; CT is the current time; Utii is the work efficiency of Ai,
which is allocated to Tij in Aloca; Dis(Locij, Loci) is the distance between the location of
Tij and the current location of Ai; and MSpi is the moving speed of Ai .
The allocation solution (e.g. Aloca) with the highest value of utility (i.e., Utility(Aloca))
is chosen by the coordinator to be the most suitable allocation solution of its group.
3.2.5 Solution return
In this step, the coordinator sends the chosen allocation solution (e.g. Aloca) to its group
members. The process of solution return is the inverse process of token passing. Different
from token passing, when an agent (e.g. Ai) receives theAloca, it needs to perform following
actions based on Algorithm 3.3.
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Algorithm 3.3: The actions performed by Ai
1 for each direct neighbours of Ai: Au do
2 Ai
Aloca−→ Au
3 end
4 Ai is dismissed from its group
5 if Aloca(Ai) = Tij then
6 Ai moves to and works on Tij;
7 AStai =‘working’
8 end
9 if Ai finishes Tij then
10 AStai =‘available’; TStaij =‘finished’
11 end
First, Ai passes the Aloca to its direct neighbours and Ai is dismissed from its group
(Lines 1 to 4). Then, if Ai is allocated to a task in Aloca, Ai changes its status (i.e., AStai,
see Definition 3.1) from ‘available’ to ‘working’ and starts to move to the location of its
allocated task (Lines 5 to 6). When Ai reaches the location of its allocated task, it changes
the status of the task (i.e., TStaij , see Definition 3.2) from ‘available’ to ‘working’ (Line
7). After finishing the allocated task, all agents working on the same task change their status
from ‘working’ to ‘available’ and the status of the task is also changed from ‘working’ to
‘finished’ (Lines 9 to 11).
3.3 Experiments and Analysis
Three experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
Experiment 1 is to evaluate the performance of the proposed group formation mechanism.
Experiment 2 is to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on task allocation in
disaster environments.
Experiment 3 is to evaluate the impact of urgent degrees of workloads of tasks on the pro-
posed approach.
Three experiments are demonstrated and the results are analysed in detail in the following
three sub-sections, respectively.
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3.3.1 Experiment 1: Test of group formation
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the proposed group forma-
tion (INGF) mechanism under different communication ranges of agents.
Experiment settings
In the proposed approach, before task allocation, the agents need to share information for
task allocation through forming groups under space and communication constraints. There-
fore, the performance of the proposed group formation mechanism has a great impact on the
results of task allocation. In this experiment, the INGF mechanism is compared with the
DNGF mechanism proposed by Glinton et al. [46]. The performance of the proposed group
formation mechanism and the benchmark mechanism is compared under different commu-
nication ranges of agents. The settings of Experiment 1 are described in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The settings of Experiment 1
Name Value
Area size 50× 50 cm2
Number of agents 10
Communication ranges of agents 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 cm
In Experiment 1, the Euclidean space is employed to describe the distance between lo-
cations of two agents [99], [83]. Through the calculation, it can be seen that in a Euclidean
space, if M agents with the same communication range D are randomly arranged in an
N × N area and the average number of direct neighbours of an agent can be calculated as
follow:
Poss = (M − 1) · π ·D
2
N2
. (3.8)
Based on Equation 3.8, when communication ranges of agents are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
and 40, the average numbers of direct neighbours of each agent are 0.28, 1.13, 2.54, 4.52,
7.07, 10.18, 13.85 and 18.10, respectively. These settings can cover most of communica-
tion situations of agents in disaster environments from ‘isolated’ to ‘full’ communication. In
this experiment, two indicators are employed to represent the performance of group forma-
tion mechanisms, which are 1) the average number of agents of formed groups and 2) the
maximum number of agents of the formed group.
Experimental results and analysis
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The results of Experiment 1
In Figure 3.5, the X-axis is the communication ranges of agents, while the Y-axis is
the number of agents. The two indicators (i.e., the average number of agents of formed
groups and the maximum number of agents of the formed group) in this experiment are
represented by the bars and lines in Figure 3.5, respectively. From Figure 3.5, it can be
seen that both DNGF and INGF mechanisms have the same performance on the two indica-
tors, when the communication ranges (D) of agents are only 5. Since the average number
of direct neighbours of each agent is only 0.28, we call this communication situation ‘iso-
lated’. In this communication situation, the biggest agent groups formed by both of group
formation mechanisms contain only 3 agents and the average number of agents of formed
groups through both of group formation mechanisms contain only about 1.5 agents, which
means that most of agents in this communication situation cannot form groups with other
agents. With the increase of the communication ranges of agents, the two indicators of
groups formed through both of group formation mechanisms increase. However, the two
indicators of groups formed by INGF mechanism increase shapely. That is because groups
formed through the proposed group formation mechanism contain not only the direct neigh-
bours but also the indirect neighbours of group members, while groups formed by DNGF
mechanism only contain direct neighbours. Therefore, the groups formed by INGF mecha-
nism can reach the ideal status (one group contains all of 10 agents) when the communication
ranges of agents are only 25, while the groups formed by DNGF mechanism cannot reach the
ideal status until communication ranges of agents are 35. Therefore, when communication
ranges of agents are limited, the groups formed by INGF mechanism contain more agents
than that of formed by DNGF mechanism.
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3.3.2 Experiment 2: Test of task allocation
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on
task allocation under different communication ranges of agents.
Experiment settings
Experiment 2 focuses on the evaluation of the task allocation performance of the proposed
approach. Therefore, most of experimental parameters (i.e., the size of the area, the number
of tasks and agents, the deadlines and workloads of tasks, the moving speeds and work
efficiencies of agents) are set to simulate real-life disaster environments. The settings of
Experiment 2 are described in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: The settings of Experiment 2
Name Value
Area size 50× 50 cm2
Number of tasks 100
Deadlines of tasks 5 ∼ 200
Workloads of tasks 10 ∼ 50
Urgent degrees of workloads of tasks 1
Number of agents 10
Work efficiencies of agents 1
Moving speeds of agents 1
Communication ranges of agents 5 ∼ 40 cm with 5 cm per step or 50 cm
From Table 3.2, it can be seen that in Experiment 2, 100 tasks are randomly distributed
in a 50 × 50 environment. The deadlines and workloads of these tasks are 5 to 200 and 10
to 50, respectively. The urgent degrees of workloads of tasks are set to 1 to remove their
impact on this experiment. 10 agents with the same work efficiency (i.e., 1 at a time) and
moving speed (i.e., 1 at a time) work in the environment. The benchmark approach of Ex-
periment 2 is the heuristics task allocation approach proposed by Ramchurn et al. [113]. The
reason for this choice is because that the experimental settings of this approach are similar
to the proposed approach, both of which consider the time and space constraints in disaster
environments. The difference between the benchmark approach and the proposed approach
is that the benchmark approach uses a centralised method for task allocation without con-
sidering the communication constraints, while our approach uses a decentralised manner for
task allocation. Therefore, in the experiment, it is assumed that there is no communication
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constraints when conducting the benchmark approach in this experiment in order for the co-
ordinator to get the global knowledge of the environment. For the proposed approach, eight
different kinds of communication ranges of agents are simulated (i.e., from 5 to 40 with 5 per
step). As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the proposed group formation mechanism can connect
the maximum number of direct and indirect neighbours of the coordinator based on the com-
munication ranges of agents so that if two or more groups are formed through the proposed
group formation mechanism, these groups are completely isolated. In order to compare the
performance of the proposed approach with the benchmark (centralised) approach on task al-
location, the sum of finished tasks is used in a disaster environment by all isolated groups of
the proposed approach as its overall performance in the environment. Therefore, in this ex-
periment, the number of finished tasks in a disaster environment is employed as the indicator
to evaluate the performance of two task allocation approaches.
Experimental results and analysis
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 3.6. In Figure 3.6, the X-axis is the com-
munication ranges of agents of the proposed approach. The Y-axis is the number of tasks
that have been finished.
Figure 3.6: The results of Experiment 2
From Figure 3.6, it can be seen that since the communication constraints are not consid-
ered when conducting the benchmark approach, the performance of the benchmark approach
is constant in this experiment. For the proposed approach, when the communication ranges
of agents are very limited (i.e., the communication range is only 5), the performance of the
proposed approach on task allocation is about 50% less than that of the benchmark approach.
That is because when the communication range is 5, only many small scale isolated groups
are formed in the environment. Although the coordinator of each group trends to find the
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most suitable allocation solution for its group, the performance of these isolated groups is
far away from that of the centralised approach. However, with the increase of communi-
cation ranges of agents, the coordinator of each group can connect more and more agents
and the performance of the proposed approach is becoming better and better. When the
communication ranges of agents are 25 (i.e., agents can communicate with each other in the
environment), the performance of the proposed approach is as good as the benchmark ap-
proach. That is because all 10 agents in a disaster environment form only one group, so the
task allocation result is similar to the benchmark (centralised) approach. Therefore, we can
conclude that the benchmark (centralised) approach can achieve the optimal solution than
the proposed (decentralised) approach, if the coordinator can have a global view about the
environment. However, due to space and communication constraints, it is hard to have such
a view in most of disaster environments. For that reason, the applications of the benchmark
(centralised) approach in disaster environments are limited. However, the coordinators in the
proposed (decentralised) approach can create near optimal solutions under space and com-
munication constraints without the global view of the environment. Therefore, the proposed
(decentralised) approach is more suitable to be applied in disaster environments with space
and communication constraints than the benchmark (centralised) approach.
3.3.3 Experiment 3: Test of the impact of urgent degrees of tasks
This experiment is to evaluate the proposed approach on task allocation under different ur-
gent degrees of workloads of tasks.
Experiment settings
Experiment 3 focuses on the evaluation of the impact of urgent degrees of workloads of tasks
on the proposed approach. The settings of general disaster environments in Experiment 2 are
also employed in this experiment. In order to get rid of the impact of the proposed group
formation mechanism on task allocation, the communication ranges of agents are fixed to 50
in this experiment. The settings of this experiment are described in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: The settings of Experiment 3
Name Value
Area size 50× 50 cm2
Number of tasks 100
Deadlines of tasks 5 ∼ 200
Workloads of tasks 10 ∼ 50
Urgent degrees of workloads of tasks 5 or 1 ∼ 9
Number of agents 10
Work efficiencies of agents 1
Moving speeds of agents 1
Communication ranges of agents 50 cm
In Experiment 3, the performances of the proposed approach in two kinds of environ-
ments are compared to demonstrate the impact of the urgent degrees of workloads of tasks.
Environment 1: the urgent degrees of workloads of all tasks are same and equal to 5.
Environment 2: the urgent degrees of workloads of all tasks vary from 1 to 9 with the
normal distribution.
The sitting of the first environment is equivalent to the situation when the proposed approach
does not consider the urgent degrees of workloads of tasks.
Experimental results and analysis
The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. In Figure 3.7, the X-axis is
the consumed time units, while Y-axis is the sum of the workloads of tasks that have been
finished. In Figure 3.8, the X-axis is the consumed time units, while Y-axis is the sum of the
weighted workloads of tasks that have been finished.
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Figure 3.7: Sum workload
Figure 3.8: Sum weighted workload
From Figures 3.7 and 3.8, it can be seen that the proposed approach can finish more
workload, when the urgent degrees of workloads of all tasks are same. This is because
when the urgent degrees of workloads of tasks have no difference, the coordinator allocates
agents to tasks only based on the workload of each task, which equals to the situation that
the workloads of tasks do not have urgent degrees. However, when the urgent degrees of
workloads of tasks are different, the proposed approach can finish more weighted workloads
than the situation when the urgent degrees of tasks are the same. The reason behind this is
that the proposed approach considers the urgent degrees of workloads of tasks in its utility
calculation function. Therefore, if we differentiate the urgent degrees of workloads of tasks
in an environment, the proposed approach can allocate more urgent tasks before less urgent
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tasks. This result is encouragable when allocating urgent tasks in disaster environments.
3.4 Summary
From experiments, it can be discovered that
1. by employing the INGF mechanism and token passing mechanism, each agent can con-
nect more neighbouring agents and share more information for task allocation in disaster
environments under space and communication constraints (to achieve Objective 2, see
Section 1.3);
2. by employing the utility calculation mechanism, coordinators can create the task alloca-
tion solution as good as the solution created by the centralised task allocation approach
under time, space and communication constraints (to achieve Objective 3, see Section
1.3); and
3. by employing the utility calculation mechanism, agents can finish more weighted work-
loads of tasks (to achieve Objective 4, see Section 1.3).
In this chapter, a coordinated task allocation approach for weighted tasks in disaster envi-
ronments with time, space and communication constraints was proposed. First, the problem
description and definitions of the coordinated task allocation approach in disaster environ-
ments were given. Then, the process and the five steps of the coordinated task allocation
approach were introduced in detail. Finally, experiments to evaluate the performance of the
coordinated task allocation approach were demonstrated and analysed.
Chapter 4
A Dynamic Task Allocation Approach
A dynamic task allocation approach is proposed for heterogeneous agents in this chapter. The
proposed approach consists of an information collection mechanism, a group task allocation
mechanism and a group coordination mechanism.
• The information collection mechanism is developed to help agents to reduce their con-
nections and select network leaders to collect information for task allocation in com-
munication networks by considering communication constraints of disaster environ-
ments (to solve Challenging Issue 2, identified in Section 1.2);
• The group task allocation mechanism is developed to help network leaders to allocate
tasks and agents of their communication network to groups with suitable space ranges
by considering space and communication constraints as well as different capabilities
of agents (to solve Challenging Issues 3 and 5, identified in Section 1.2); and
• The group coordination mechanism is developed to help groups to achieve dynamic
coordination in disaster environments by considering communication constraints (to
solve Challenging Issue 3, identified in Section 1.2).
4.1 Problem Description and Definitions
In general, there is a set of agents in task allocation problems, which can be described as
{A1, A2, ..., Ai, ..., Am}. A task can only be discovered by the agents close to its location
and is numbered as T(i,j), where T(i,j) represents the jth task discovered by Ai. The terms
of an agent and a task were defined in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 in Chapter 3. To fit the task
allocation problem solved in this chapter, they are redefined in this section as follows.
Definition 4.1. An Agent (Ai) can be defined as a four-tupleAi=<Utii, Loci,MSpi, ~Capi>,
where Utii is the work efficiency of Ai, which represents how many units of workload that
Ai can perform per time unit; Loci is the current location of Ai; MSpi is the moving speed
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ofAi, which represents how many units of distance thatAi can move per time unit; and ~Capi
is the capabilities of Ai, which can be described as a vector ~Capi=(c1i , c
2
i , ..., c
R
i ), where c
r
i
is the indicator of the rth capability, which indicates that whether Ai has the rth capability, if
Ai has the rth capability, cri = 1, otherwise, c
r
i = 0.
Definition 4.2. A Task (T(i,j)) represents the jth task discovered by Ai, which can be defined
as a four-tuple T(i,j)=<DLine(i,j),WLoad(i,j), Loc(i,j), ~RCap(i,j)>, whereDLine(i,j) is the
deadline of Ti,j (e.g., the time point until which the survivor can remain alive or a building
remain standing), where DLine(i,j) ∈ [0,∞]; WLoad(i,j) is the workload of T(i,j), which
represents how many units of workload must be done to complete T(i,j); Loc(i,j) is the loca-
tion of T(i,j); and ~RCap(i,j) is the capabilities requirement of T(i,j), which can be described as
a vector ~RCap(i,j)=(c1(i,j), c
2
(i,j), ..., c
R
(i,j)), where c
r
(i,j) is the requirement indicator of the r
th
capability, which indicates whether T(i,j) requires the rth capability to finish, if T(i,j) requires
the rth capability to finish, cr(i,j) = 1, otherwise, c
r
(i,j) = 0.
The objective of task allocation in disaster environments is to maximize the workload of
finished tasks, which can be described as follows.
Objective = max
∑
∀T(i,j)
Finish(T(i,j))×WLoad(i,j), (4.1)
where Finish(T(i,j)) is a Boolean-return function, if T(i,j) is finished before its deadline
(i.e., DLine(i,j), see Definition 4.2), Finish(T(i,j))=1, otherwise, Finish(T(i,j)) = 0; and
WLoad(i,j) is the workload of T(i,j) (see Definition 4.2).
In disaster environments, each agent can only directly communicate with other agents
within its communication range. In the proposed approach, we assume that the communica-
tion ranges of all agents in the environment are the same and equal to CR (units of distance).
Based on the locations and communication ranges of agents, three types of communication
relationships between agents can be defined as follows.
Definition 4.3. The direct neighbours of an agent (Ai) are the agents within the communi-
cation range of Ai (i.e., the Euclidean distances [51] between Ai and its direct neighbours
cannot be more than CR), and Ai can directly communicate with its direct neighbours.
Definition 4.4. The indirect neighbours ofAi are the agents beyond its communication range
(i.e., the Euclidean distances between Ai and its indirect neighbours are more than CR),
however, Ai can exchange information with its indirect neighbours through other agents
(i.e., there are communication pathes between Ai and its indirect neighbours).
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Definition 4.5. The isolated agents of Ai are the agents beyond its communication range
(i.e., the Euclidean distances between Ai and its isolated agents are more than CR), and Ai
cannot exchange information with its isolated agents through other agents (i.e., there are no
communication pathes between Ai and its isolated agents).
Examples of the three types of communication relationships are shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The communication relationships among agents
In Figure 4.1, the rectangles represent agents and solid lines between agents indicate that
the two agents are within communication range of each other. Direct neighbours of Ai are
A1 and A2 (stars), indirect neighbours of Ai are A3 to A6 (triangles) and isolated agents of
Ai are A7 and A8 (squares).
In the proposed approach, tasks and agents are allocated to groups, each of which in-
cludes a set of tasks and a set of agents in charge of finishing the tasks. The definition of the
group information of a group is given as follows.
Definition 4.6. The Group Information (GInfk) of a group (Gk) can be defined as a five-
tuple GInfk=<TSetk, UTSetk, ASetk, IASetk, Repk>, where TSetk is the set of tasks
of Gk; UTSetk is the set of unfinished tasks of Gk, where UTSetk ⊆ TSetk; ASetk is the
set of agents of Gk; IASetk is the set of idle agents of Gk, where IASetk ⊆ ASetk; and
Repk is the representative agent of Gk, which is in charge of coordination with other groups.
In the proposed approach, groups periodically coordinate with each other at assembly
points and one round of coordination is finished in TP time units. In the proposed approach,
there are two types of coordination: the top-layer and the bottom-layer. These are carried out
at two types of assembly points, i.e., the assembly point of the environment, and assembly
points of the network.
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Definition 4.7. The assembly point of the environment (APe) is defined as the only location
in a disaster environment, which is set for the top-layer coordination beforehand and can be
well known by agents in the environment.
Definition 4.8. An assembly point of the network (APnp) is defined as a location in a disas-
ter environment, which is set during the emergency for bottom-layer coordination of groups
from the same communication network.
4.2 The Principle of the Dynamic Task Allocation Approach
The proposed approach consists of following three mechanisms, which are
1) the information collection mechanism;
2) the group task allocation mechanism; and
3) the group coordination mechanism.
The basic process of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: The basic process of the dynamic task allocation approach
The detailed process of the dynamic task allocation approach is described in Algorithm
4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1: The process of dynamic task allocation approach
1 Agents collect information for task allocation in a disaster environment
2 Agents select network leaders to collect information for task allocation (i.e.,
WLoad(i,j), Loc(i,j), ~RCap(i,j), Utii, Loci, MSpi, and ~Capi) based on the
information collection mechanism
3 Network leaders allocate tasks and agents into different groups based on the group
task allocation mechanism.
4 while There are available tasks in the environment do
5 Groups of agents periodically coordinate with each other based on the group
coordination mechanism
6 end
Algorithm 4.1 is explained as follows. After collected information in a disaster environ-
ment, the information collection mechanism helps agents to reduce their connections and
select an agent in each communication network as the network leader to collect information
collection for task allocation. Based on this network, agents can pass the information about
the tasks near them (i.e., workloads (WLoad(i,j)), locations (Loc(i,j)), and required capabil-
ities ( ~RCap(i,j)) of tasks, see Definition 4.2) and their own status (i.e., the work efficiency
(Utii), location (Loci), moving speed (MSpi), and capabilities ( ~Capi), see Definition 4.1)
to the network leader (Lines 1 to 2). Then, according to the group task allocation mecha-
nism, each network leader first allocates tasks to isolated groups with suitable space ranges
according to the task locations of tasks and then, allocates agents to suitable groups accord-
ing to the capabilities of each agent (Line 3). The information collection mechanism and
the group task allocation mechanism are performed for only once and network leaders are
dismissed after performing the group task allocation mechanism. During task execution, due
to the dynamics of disaster environments, the original allocation (by the group task alloca-
tion mechanism) of tasks and agents to groups may be unsuitable, where agents in some
groups might finish their tasks and are idle, while agents in other groups are still working on
unfinished tasks. In order to reallocate group members (heterogeneous agents) and achieve
continuous coordination of isolated groups, the group coordination mechanism is periodi-
cally (in every TP time units) employed to enable the representative agent (i.e., Repk, see
Definition 4.6) of each group to use its latest group information (i.e., GInfk, see Definition
4.6) and coordinate with representative agents of other groups at the assembly point. The
group coordination mechanism is continuously employed by groups during task execution
until all tasks have been completed (Lines 4 to 6).
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4.2.1 The information collection mechanism
The objective of the information collection mechanism is to help agents to reduce their com-
munication connections and elect a network leader to collect information for task allocation
in a decentralised manner, during which agents in the communication network eliminate all
their communication connections except the one leading to the network leader. Therefore,
after applying the information collection mechanism for a communication network with m
number of agents, only m− 1 number of connections are kept in the network. By doing so,
each agent only needs to pass the information it has to the network leader through its only
direct neighbour so as to reduce the overhead information exchange for task allocation.
In the information collection mechanism, three neighbour-related parameters are defined
for each agent. These are the parent agent (represented by PA), the network leader (rep-
resented by L) and the number of direct neighbours of the network leader (represented by
NNL). For example, for an agent Ai, three neighbour-related parameters can be denoted as
Ai.PA,Ai.L andAi.NNL, respectively. The information collection mechanism is described
in Algorithm 4.2.
Algorithm 4.2: The information collection mechanism
1 for each agent (e.g., Ai) do
2 Ai.PA← Ai; Ai.L← Ai; Ai.NNL← the number of direct neighbours of Ai
3 Broadcasts its three neighbour-related parameters
4 end
5 for each agent (e.g., Ai) do
6 Gets Au from its received parameters, where Au.NNL is maximum
7 if Au.NNL > Ai.NNL then
8 Ai.PA← Au; Ai.L← Au.L; Ai.NNL← Au.NNL
9 Broadcasts its new neighbour-related parameters
10 end
11 end
At the beginning of Algorithm 4.2, each agent (e.g., Ai) initialises its three neighbour-
related parameters as follows: Ai.PA is set to Ai, Ai.L is set to Ai and Ai.NNL is set to
the number of direct neighbours of Ai and broadcasts its initialised parameters to its direct
neighbours (Lines 1 to 3). When an agent (e.g., Ai) receives parameters from its direct
neighbours, it repeats the following two steps.
Step 1: Ai finds the agent (e.g., Au) with the highest value of NNL (Lines 5 and 6); and
Step 2: If Au.NNL is higher than the current value of Ai.NNL, Ai updates its three
neighbour-related parameters as follows: Ai.PA is set to Au, Ai.L is set to Au.L
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and Ai.NNL is set to Au.NNL and broadcasts its updated parameters to its direct
neighbours (Lines 7 to 9).
The above two steps (Lines 5 to 9) will be repeated by each agent until no further updating
for three neighbour-related parameters of any agent.
In the final stage of the information collection mechanism, each agent passes the infor-
mation about its nearby tasks and status to its network leader (i.e., Ai.L) through its parent
agent (i.e., Ai.PA) set in the mechanism. In addition, since a task can be discovered by
multiple agents, agents need to identify superfluous information about tasks and not pass
that information. In addition, if there are isolated agents in an environment, more than one
communication networks exists in the environment and more than one network leaders are
selected.
4.2.2 The group task allocation mechanism
The group task allocation mechanism helps each network leader to allocate tasks and agents
within its network to groups with suitable space ranges under the consideration of task allo-
cation and execution.
The group task allocation mechanism is executed by each network leader and this include
three steps: 1) task allocation, 2) agent allocation and 3) setting the assembly point of the
network.
1) Task allocation
In the task allocation step, the tasks of each network are allocated to groups with suitable
space ranges according to the task locations (i.e., Loc(i,j), see Definition 4.2) and the com-
munication range of agents (i.e., CR, see Definition 4.3). The objective of this step is to
restrict the space range of each group so that the travelling ranges of agents can be reduced
so that ensure that agents working in the same group can always communicate with each
other. By doing so, the centralised task allocation approaches can be employed by agents
within each group [79], [113].
To achieve these objectives, the mean-shift algorithm [25] is employed by each network
leader to allocate tasks. The mean-shift algorithm is a grouping algorithm, which is widely
applied to data mining, pattern recognition etc [148], [20]. The only parameter of the mean-
shift algorithm h represents the radius of the window, which decides the space ranges of
groups. In order to enable agents working in the same group to always communicate with
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each other, h is set equal to CR (see Definition 4.3). For an n tasks grouping problem in a
2-dimensional space, the multi-kernel density function can be calculated as follows.
f(x) =
1
n · CR2
∑
∀T(i,j)∈window
K(
x− Loc(i,j)
CR
), (4.2)
where K(x) is the kernel function, Loc(i,j) is the location of T(i,j) within the window, x
is the centre (mean) of a window. In the proposed approach, K(x) can be described by the
Euclidean distance between the centre (mean) of the window (i.e., x) and the location of T(i,j)
in the window (i.e., Loc(i,j), see Definition 4.2). Based on the multi-kernel density function,
the centre (mean) of the window always moves to the point with the greatest density value.
After employing the mean-shift grouping algorithm, tasks in each communication net-
work are allocated. For example, 50 tasks are discovered in a 50 × 50 environment. When
CR is 15, groups allocated by the mean-shift algorithm are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
Figure 4.3: Locations of tasks before employing the mean-shift algorithm
In Figure 4.3, locations of tasks in the environment are represented by circles.
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Figure 4.4: Groups of tasks after employing the mean-shift algorithm
In Figure 4.4, groups of tasks are represented after employing the mean-shift algorithm.
2) Agent allocation
In the agent allocation step, heterogeneous agents are allocated to suitable groups accord-
ing to the missed capabilities requirements of tasks allocated to each group (e.g., Gk) and
capabilities of each unallocated agent (e.g., Au). In order to identify what is the missed capa-
bilities requirements of tasks allocated to Gk, we first identify the capabilities requirements
of tasks (i.e., T(i,j) ∈ Gk) and capabilities of agents (i.e., Ai ∈ Gk) allocated to Gk, which
can be calculated as follows.
~RCapk =
∑
T(i,j)∈Gk
~RCap(i,j) (4.3)
= (
∑
T(i,j)∈Gk
c1(i,j),
∑
T(i,j)∈Gk
c2(i,j), ...,
∑
T(i,j)∈Gk
cR(i,j)),
where ~RCap(i,j) is the vector of the capabilities requirement of T(i,j) allocated toGk and cr(i,j)
is the requirement indicator of the rth capabilities of T(i,j) allocated to Gk (see Definition
4.2).
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~ACapk =
∑
Ai∈Gk
~Capi (4.4)
= (
∑
Ai∈Gk
c1i ,
∑
Ai∈Gk
c2i , ...,
∑
Ai∈Gk
cRi ),
where ~Capi is the vector of the capabilities of Ai allocated to Gk and cri is the indicator of
the rth capability of Ai allocated to Gk (see Definition 4.1).
Then, the vector of the missed capabilities requirements of tasks allocated to Gk can be
calculated as follows.
~MRCapk = norm( ~RCapk)− norm( ~ACapk) (4.5)
= (mc1k,mc
2
k, ...,mc
R
k ),
where norm( ~RCapk) and norm( ~ACapk) are the normalised vector of the capabilities re-
quirements of tasks and capabilities of agents allocated to Gk, respectively; and mcrk is the
indicator of the rth capability, which describes that to what extant Gk misses the rth capabil-
ity, if mcrk≤0, mcrk = 0, otherwise, mcrk = mcrk.
Finally, the similarity value between the vector of the missed capabilities requirements
of tasks allocated to Gk and the normalised vector of capabilities of an unallocated agent Au
(i.e., norm( ~Capu)=(nc1u, nc
2
u, ..., nc
R
u )) can be calculated by the dot product of two vectors
[73], which can be described as follows.
Sim(k,u) =
∑R
r=1(mc
r
k × ncru)√
(
∑R
r=1(mc
r
k)× (
∑R
r=1(nc
r
u)
2)
(4.6)
Au will be allocated to the group with the highest similarity value.
Considering the example that there are two groups (e.g., G1 and G2) in an environment,
where G1 has four tasks (i.e., T(1,1) to T(1,4)) and G2 has three tasks (i.e., T(2,1) to T(2,3)). The
vectors of capabilities requirements of tasks (i.e., ~RCap(i,j), see Definition 4.2) allocated to
G1 and G2 are shown as follows.
Tasks allocated to G1 Tasks allocated to G2
~RCap(1,1) = (0, 1, 1, 0) ~RCap(2,1) = (1, 1, 0, 0)
~RCap(1,2) = (0, 1, 1, 0) ~RCap(2,2) = (1, 0, 0, 1)
~RCap(1,3) = (0, 0, 1, 0) ~RCap(2,3) = (1, 0, 0, 0)
~RCap(1,4) = (0, 0, 1, 0)
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There are three agents (i.e., A1, A2 and A3) in the environment, where A1 is already
allocated to G2, while A2 and A3 are unallocated. The vectors of capabilities of three agents
(i.e., ~Capi, see Definition 4.1) are shown as follows.
A1 : ~Cap1 = (1, 0, 0, 0)
A2 : ~Cap2 = (0, 1, 1, 0)
A3 : ~Cap3 = (1, 0, 0, 1)
First, the vectors of capabilities requirements of tasks allocated toG1 andG2 (i.e., ~RCap1
and ~RCap2) can be calculated based on Equation 4.3 as follows.
~RCap1 =
∑
T(i,j)∈G1
~RCap(i,j)
= ~RCap(1,1) + ~RCap(1,2) + ~RCap(1,3) + ~RCap(1,4)
= (0, 2, 4, 0)
~RCap2 =
∑
T(i,j)∈G2
~RCap(i,j)
= ~RCap(2,1) + ~RCap(2,2) + ~RCap(2,3)
= (3, 1, 0, 1)
Then, since there is no agent allocated to G1, while A1 is already allocated to G2, the
vectors of capabilities of agents allocated to G1 and G2 (i.e., ~ACap1 and ~ACap2) can be
calculated based on Equation 4.4 as follows.
~ACap1 =
∑
Ai∈G1
~Capi
= (0, 0, 0, 0)
~ACap2 =
∑
Ai∈G2
~Capi
= ~Cap1
= (1, 0, 0, 0)
After that, the vectors of the missed capabilities requirements of tasks of G1 and G2 (i.e.,
~MRCap1 and ~MRCap2) can be calculated based on Equation 4.5 as follows.
~MRCap1 = norm( ~RCap1)− norm( ~ACap1)
= norm((0, 2, 4, 0))− norm((0, 0, 0, 0))
= (0, 0.4472, 0.8944, 0)
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~MRCap2 = norm( ~RCap2)− norm( ~ACap2)
= norm((3, 1, 0, 1))− norm((1, 0, 0, 0))
= (0.9045, 0.3015, 0, 0.3015)− (1, 0, 0, 0)
= (0, 0.3015, 0, 0.3015),
where, mk11 = 0.9045− 1 = −0.0955 < 0 so that mk11 = 0.
Finally, the normalised vectors of capabilities of unallocated agents A2 and A3 (i.e.,
norm( ~Cap2) and norm( ~Cap3)) are (0, 0.7071, 0.7071, 0) and (0.7071, 0, 0, 0.7071), respec-
tively. The similarity values between the vectors of the missed capabilities requirements of
tasks allocated to G1 and G2 and the normalised vectors of capabilities of unallocated agents
A2 and A3 are can be calculated based on Equation 4.6, the results of which are shown as
follows.
G1 G2
A2 0.9486 0.2132
A3 0 0.2132
Based on similarity values, A2 is allocated to G1 and A3 is allocated to G2.
3) Assembly point of the network setting
At the final step of the group task allocation mechanism, one agent in each group is elected as
the representative agent of the group (i.e., Repk, see Definition 4.6) and the assembly point
of the network (i.e., APnp, see Definition 4.5) is set for the coordination of groups from the
same communication network. In order for representative agents of the groups to arrive at
APnp at the same time, the location ofAPnp will be set at the centroid [4], [123] of locations
of representative agents. After that, the network leader are dismissed and participates in task
execution in allocated groups.
4.2.3 The group coordination mechanism
During task execution, the original allocation of tasks and agents among groups may be un-
suitable, where agents in some groups finish all tasks and are idle, while agents in other
groups are still working on unfinished tasks. In addition, due to space and communica-
tion constraints, the communication relationships among agents may change during task
execution hence it is difficult to employ centralised coordination mechanisms to reallocate
group members. To do this, if a group (e.g., Gk) has unfinished tasks or idle agents (i.e.,
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UTSetk 6= ∅ or IASetk 6= ∅, see Definition 4.6), the group coordination mechanism is pe-
riodically executed by the representative agent (i.e., Repk, see Definition 4.6) of the group.
One round of coordination can be finished in TP time units and includes: 1) the represen-
tative agent departs; 2) the representative agent waits; 3) the representative agent coordinates;
and 4) the representative agent returns.
1) The representative agent departs:
The representative agent (e.g., Repk) of each group (i.e., Gk) takes the latest group infor-
mation (i.e., GInfk, see Definition 4.6) and begins to move to the assembly point.
2) The representative agent waits:
Since different representative agents may have different moving speed or different dis-
tances to the assembly point, if Repk arrives at the assembly point earlier, it needs to wait
for other representative agents until TP
2
time units from its departure.
3) The representative agent coordinates:
The representative agents at the assembly point begins to coordinate with each other and
updates their GInfk accordingly. The detailed process of coordination at the assembly
point will be introduced in Subsection 4.2.3.
4) The representative agent returns:
Repk returns to Gk and adjusts the work of its group members according to the updated
GInfk.
The two-layer coordination structure
The group coordination mechanism has a two-layer structure, which are the bottom-layer
coordination and the top-layer coordination.
• The bottom-layer coordination:
The representative agents (i.e., Repk, see Definition 4.6) of groups from the same
communication network first coordinate with each other at the assembly point of the
network (i.e., APnp, see Definition 4.8).
• The top-layer coordination:
After the coordination at APnp, if there still exist unfinished tasks or idle agents in
some groups at APnp (i.e., UTSetk 6= ∅ or IASetk 6= ∅), one Repk at each APnp
collects the group information (i.e., GInfk, see Definition 4.6) of them, moves to the
assembly point of the environment (i.e., APe, see Definition 4.7) and coordinates with
representative agents from other assembly points of the network there.
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The reason for this two-layer structure is that group members must first be reallocated
among the groups from the same communication network. After that, group members can
be reallocated among groups in the environment. This is because group members are closer
to their assembly points of the network (i.e., APnp, see Definition 4.8) than to the assembly
point of the environment (i.e., APe, see Definition 4.7). The mechanism enables most of the
representative agents to periodically coordinate at their APnp and only some of them need
to coordinate at APe, which can reduce the travelling distances of representative agents in
order to coordinates the groups.
In addition, when a new agent (e.g., Ai) enters the environment without knowing the
locations of groups in the environment, it can move to the assembly point of the environment
(i.e., APe, see Definition 4.7) and waits for a new round of coordination at APe. After
coordination at APe, Ai can move to the allocated group with the representative agents (i.e.,
Repk, see Definition 4.6).
An example of the two-layer group coordination mechanism is shown in Figure 4.5
Figure 4.5: The two-layer group coordination mechanism
In Figure 4.5, black squares and white circles represent tasks and agents in groups, re-
spectively. APe is the assembly point of the environment (see Definition 4.7). There are five
groups (i.e., G1, G2, G3, G4 and G5) in the environment, where G1, G2, and G3 are from the
same communication network and their assembly point of the network is APn1 (see Defini-
tion 4.8); G4 and G5 are from the same communication network and their assembly point of
the network is APn2 (see Definition 4.8). During task execution, the representative agents
of G1, G2 and G3 (i.e., Rep1, Rep2 and Rep3) first coordinate with each other at APn1. At
the same time, Rep4 and Rep5 coordinate with each other at APn2. After coordination at
APn1 and APn2 (i.e., the bottom-layer coordination), one Repk at each APnp (e.g., Rep1
at APn1 and Rep4 at APn2) collects any remaining unfinished tasks and idle agents and
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moves to APe to coordinate with each other. At the same time, other representative agents
(i.e., Rep2, Rep3 and Rep5) return to their groups (i.e., G2, G3 and G5) and reallocate their
group members. After coordination at APe (i.e., top-layer coordination) and adjustment in
G2, G3, and G5, Rep1 and Rep4 return to APn1 and APn2, respectively from APe. Rep2
and Rep3 move to APn1 and Rep5 moves to APn2 from their groups. When Rep1, Rep2
and Rep3 arrive at APn1 and Rep4 and Rep5 arrive at APn2, a new round of coordination
at APn1 and APn2 begin (i.e., the bottom-layer coordination), respectively. After coordina-
tion, another oneRepk at eachAPnp (e.g.,Rep2 atAPn1 andRep5 atAPn2) moves toAPe
to coordinate with each other. At the same time, other representative agents (i.e., Rep1, Rep3
and Rep4) return to their group (i.e., G1, G3 and G4) and adjust task allocation of their group
members. The group coordination mechanism is continuously executed by groups during
task execution until there is no unfinished task in the environment.
Coordination at the assembly point
The coordination of groups can be achieved through reallocation of group members, which
can allocate suitable idle agents in some groups to unfinished tasks in other groups. The
suitability of an idle agent (e.g., Ai) allocated to an unfinished task (e.g., T(i,j)) involves
two aspects: 1) whether the idle agent can finish the unfinished task before its deadline
(i.e., DLine(i,j), see Definition 4.2), and 2) whether the capabilities of the idle agent fit the
capabilities requirement of the unfinished task. The first aspect can be evaluated based on
the estimated finishing time (Est((i,j),i)) of the unfinished task, which can be calculated as
follows.
Est((i,j),i) = (CTime+
TP
2
+
Dis(Loc(i,j), Loci)
Mspi
+
WLoad(i,j)
Utii
), (4.7)
where CTime is the current time point; TP is the period of one round of coordination;
Dis(Loc(i,j), Loci) is the distance between location of the unfinished task T(i,j) and location
of Ai; Mspi is the moving speed of Ai (see Definition 4.1); WLoad(i,j) is the workload
of T(i,j) (see Definition 4.2); and Utii is the working efficiency of Ai (see Definition 4.1).
The second aspect can be evaluated through the similarity value between the vectors of the
required capabilities of the unfinished task (i.e., ~RCap(i,j), see Definition 4.2) and the capa-
bilities of the idle agent (i.e., ~Capi, see Definition 4.1), which can be described as the dot
product of two vectors (see Equation 4.6).
Many task allocation mechanisms can be employed by agents to reallocate group mem-
bers. The Contract-Net Protocol (CNP) [132] is employed in our coordination mechanism.
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The process of the CNP-based coordination mechanism to reallocate group members is de-
scribed in Algorithm 4.3.
Algorithm 4.3: CNP based coordination at an assembly point
1 for each Repk whose UTSetk 6= ∅ do
2 Broadcasts each T(i,j) ∈ UTSetk
3 end
4 for each Repu whose IASetu 6= ∅ do
5 for each received T(i,j) do
6 for each Ai ∈ IASetu do
7 Calculates Est((i,j),i) for T(i,j) conducted by Ai
8 if Est((i,j),i) ≤ DLine(i,j) then
9 Calculates Sim((i,j),i) between ~RCap(i,j) of T(i,j) and ~Capi of Ai
10 end
11 end
12 Records Ai with Max(Sim((i,j),i)) in RResu
13 end
14 Sends RResu to Repk.
15 end
16 for each Repk whose UTSetk 6= ∅ do
17 for each T(i,j) ∈ UTSetk do
18 chooses suitable Ai in RResu that can finish T(i,j) and informs Repu
19 Repk and Repu updates GInfk and GInfu, respectively.
20 end
21 end
At the initial stage, the representative agent (e.g., Repk) of each group (e.g., Gk) with
unfinished tasks (i.e., UTSetk 6= ∅, see Definition 4.6) broadcasts its unfinished tasks (i.e.,
∀T(i,j) ∈ UTSetk) to other representative agents at the assembly point (Lines 1 and 2).
When a representative agent (e.g., Repu) of a group (e.g., Gu) receives unfinished tasks
(e.g., T(i,j) ∈ UTSetk) and Gu has idle agents (i.e., Ai ∈ IASetu), Repu first calculates
the estimated finish time of each received T(i,j) conducted by each idle Ai (i.e., Est((i,j),i),
see Equation 4.7) (Lines 4 to 7). If a received T(i,j) can be finished by an idle Ai before
its deadline, the similarity value (i.e., Sim((i,j),i)) between the required capabilities of the
received T(i,j) and the capabilities of idle Ai is calculated (Lines 8 and 9). For each T(i,j)
records the Ai with the highest Sim((i,j),i) in resource response RResu, which is sent back
to Repk (Lines 12 to 14). After receiving all resource responses, Repk chooses the most
suitable Ai for each T(i,j) and informs the owner (i.e., Repu) of each Ai (Lines 16 to 18).
Repk and Repu update Sglnfk and GInfu, respectively (Line 19).
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4.3 Experiments and Analysis
Two experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
Experiment 1 is to evaluate the performance of the information collection mechanism under
different communication ranges of agents.
Experiment 2 is to evaluate the performance of task allocation under different communica-
tion ranges of agents.
The same as experiments in the approach proposed by Rmchurn et al. [113], we also
borrow some settings (i.e., heterogeneous agents and dynamic environments) from the RCR
platform [75] and develop programs in Matlab2010 [57] to conduct the two experiments of
the proposed approach.
4.3.1 Experiment 1: test of information collection
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on
information collection under different communication ranges of agents. The difference be-
tween information collection in the proposed approach and the max-sum-based approach is
that the proposed approach reduces communication connections of agents in the communi-
cation network and selects a network leader for information collection, while the max-sum
based approach directly use the communication connections of agents for information ex-
change. Therefore, the performance of the information collection mechanism has a great
effect on the resulting performance of the proposed approach.
Experiment settings
The setting of Experiment 1 is described in Table 4.1.
Name Value
Area size 50× 50
Number of agents 20
Communication ranges of agents (CR) 10, 20, 30, 40, 100
Table 4.1: The setting of Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, 20 agents with the same communication ranges are randomly dis-
tributed in a 50 × 50 area. The Euclidean distance is employed to evaluate the distance
between the locations of two agents [29], [96]. If the distance between these locations is
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no more than the communication range of agents, these two agents are direct neighbours of
each other (see Definition 4.3). Experiment 1 is conducted when the communication ranges
of all agents are 10, 20, 30, 40 and 100, respectively.
The objective of the information collection mechanism is to reduce the communication
connections of agents in the communication network so that the total number of communi-
cation connections of agents in the communication network before (Before Mechanism) and
after (After Mechanism) applying the information collection mechanism is an indicator of
Experiment 1. In addition, the communication overhead (i.e., broadcast times) spent on the
information collection mechanism is another indicator of Experiment 1. In order to obtain
the values of two indicators, the program can output topologies of communication networks
before and after applying the information collection mechanism and has a counter to calcu-
late how many broadcasts that agents sent during the information collection mechanism.
Experimental results and analysis
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.6, the X-axis is the com-
munication ranges of agents. The Y-axes are the total number of communication connec-
tions and the communication overhead (broadcast times) spent for the information collection
mechanism, which are represented by the bars and lines, respectively.
Figure 4.6: The results of Experiment 1
From Figure 4.6, it can be seen that when the communication range of agents is very lim-
ited (i.e., 10 units of distance), after employing the information collection mechanism, the
total number of communication connections in the communication network does not greatly
decrease. That is because due to the limited communication range, each agent only has one
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or two communication connections initially. However, with the increase of the communi-
cation range, the total number of communication connections increases and the reducing of
communication connections in the communication network after employing the information
collection mechanism becomes more and more obvious. Since the information collection
mechanism can help agents to reduce their communication connections by retaining only the
connection leading to the network leader, for an m agents communication network, the num-
ber of communication connections after employing the information collection mechanism is
m− 1 (i.e., each agent keep one communication connection and the network leader does not
retain a communication connection).
According to the information collection mechanism (i.e., Algorithm 4.2), an agent will
broadcast its three neighbour-related parameters, only when it finds a new network leader
(i.e., a new agent with the maximum direct neighbours, Line 7 in Algorithm 4.2). The com-
munication overhead of the information collection mechanism is only related to the number
of times that agents change their network leaders. When the communication range of agents
is very limited (i.e., 10 units of distances), the structures of the networks are simple. Agents
can easily find their network leaders without a lot of communications. When the commu-
nication range of agents is limited (i.e., 20 units of distance), the structures of the networks
are complex and each agent can only have partial information about its communication net-
work. In the such situation, agents need a lot of communications to exchange information
with other agents in the same communication network so as to find the only network leader.
When the communication range of agents is unlimited (i.e., 100 units of distance), the struc-
tures of the networks are complex. However, since each agent can have all information
about its communication network, agents can easily find the network leader without a lot of
communications.
Based on the above analysis, it can be seen that although when the communication range
of agents is unlimited (i.e., 100 units of distance), the reducing of communication connec-
tions in the communication network is very large after employing the information collection
mechanism (i.e., it reduces from 190 connections to 19 connections), the communication
overhead spent for this reducing is small (i.e., less than 40 broadcast times). Therefore, the
information collection mechanism can handle different communication situations and reduce
a complex communication network to a simple structure without spending much communi-
cation overhead.
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4.3.2 Experiment 2: test of task allocation
The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
on task allocation under different communication ranges of agents. The proposed approach
(TASC) is compared with three common task allocation approaches, which are: 1) the MILP-
based approach (MILP) [79], 2) the myopic approach (MySc) [113], and 3) the max-sum-
based approach (FMS) [112]. The first two approaches are centralised task allocation ap-
proaches, while the third approach is a decentralised task allocation approach. The per-
formance of TASC and three task allocation approaches are compared under four different
communication ranges of agents (i.e., CR, see Definition 4.3).
Experiment settings
The settings of Experiment 2 are described in Table 4.2.
Parameter Value
Area size 50 × 50
Number of tasks 100
Deadlines of tasks (DLine(i,j)) 20 ∼ 200
Workloads of tasks (WLoad(i,j)) 1 ∼ 10
Number of agents 12
Work efficiency of agents (Utii) 1or2
Moving speeds of agents (Mspi) 1or2
Communication range of agents (CR) 10, 15, 20, 25
Time for one round of coordination (TP ) 25
Table 4.2: The settings of Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, 100 tasks and 12 agents with the same communication ranges are ran-
domly distributed in a 50× 50 area. The Euclidean distance is also employed to evaluate the
distance between the locations [121], [17]. The deadlines of tasks are set from 20 to 200 units
of time. The workloads of tasks vary from 1 to 10 units of workload. The work efficiencies
of agents are set to 1 or 2 units of workload per unit of time. The moving speeds of agents are
set to 1 or 2 units of distance. Experiment 2 are conducted when the communication ranges
of all agents are 10, 15, 20 and 25, respectively. The time interval for one round of the group
coordination mechanism of TASC is 25 units of time. There are four kinds of capabilities
required by tasks and had by agents. Each task requires one or two kinds of capabilities and
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each agent has two random kinds of capabilities.
Since MILP and MySc do not consider communication constraints, we assume that there
is no communication constraints when conducting MILP and MySc in the experiment. While
communication relationships among agents in FMS and TASC are based on locations (i.e.,
Loci, see Definition 4.1) and the communication range of agents (i.e., CR, see Definition
4.3). In addition, two different kinds of environments are simulated: static and dynamic.
In static environments, 100 tasks are discovered by agents at the beginning of the experi-
ment, while in dynamic environments, only 40 tasks are discovered at the beginning of the
experiment, and 60 tasks are discovered during task execution. In addition, since the main
purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of allocation solutions created by
four approaches, we do not consider the time spent on computation or the amount of infor-
mation exchanged for task allocation of four approaches. To compensate this weakness, we
separately evaluate the time spent for computation and the amount of information exchanged
for task allocation in the four approaches in dynamic environments.
Experimental results and analysis
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.
Figure 4.7 shows the performance of the proposed approach on task allocation in static
and dynamic environments under different communication ranges. The X-axes in Figures
4.7 (a) and (b) are communication ranges of agents, while the Y-axes in Figures 4.7 (a) and
(b) are the average speed of finishing workload in 10 time units.
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(a) Static environments
(b) Dynamic environments
Figure 4.7: The results of Experiment 2
From Figure 4.7 (a), it can be seen that when environments are static, MILP and MySc
always have the same performance under different communication ranges of agents. That is
because MILP and MySc do not consider communication constraints in the experiment. In
addition, since MILP can create the optimal solution for task allocation, the solution created
by MILP can be taken as the benchmark in the experiment. When the communication range
of agents is very limited (i.e., 10 units of distance), FMS and TASC do not perform well.
The reason for this in FMS is that most of agents in the environment are isolated and cannot
communicate with each other so that agents cannot exchange comprehensive information
and they make decisions for task allocation only based on their limited local views of the en-
vironment. In TASC, although the group coordination mechanism enables isolated agents in
groups to communicate and coordinate with each other at assembly points, there are so many
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groups formed in the environment that most agents need to become representative agents and
cannot participate in task execution, which greatly reduces the work efficiency of agents in
TASC. With the increase of communication ranges, the number of groups in the environ-
ment reduces and the work efficiency of the agents in TASC obviously increase. Although
agent work efficiency in FMS also increases with the increase in the communication ranges,
without coordination among agents, isolated agents cannot exchange information for task
allocation so that the increase in the work efficiency of agents in FMS is not as great as that
in TASC. When the communication range of agents is limited (i.e., 25 units of distance), the
performance of TASC is similar to that of in MILP and MySc.
From Figure 4.7 (b), it can be seen that MILP still has the same performance under dif-
ferent communication ranges of agents in dynamic environments. However, the performance
of MySc is worse in dynamic than in static environments. This is because MySc is a myopic
scheduling approach, which makes decisions with only short-term task allocation and can-
not handle the dynamics of disaster environments. FMS and TASC in dynamic environments
have the same performance as that in static environments.
Figure 4.8 shows the time cost for task allocation under different communication ranges.
In Figure 4.8, the X-axis is the communication ranges of agents, while the Y-axis is the time
spent on computation for task allocation.
Figure 4.8: The time spent on computation for task allocation
From Figure 4.8, it can be seen that MILP spends the longest time on computation for task
allocation. This is because finding the allocation solution in MILP is an NP-hard problem
(the proof process can be found in [113]). With an increasing number of tasks and agents, the
time spent on computation for task allocation in MILP increases exponentially. MySc spends
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the second longest time on computation for task allocation. Although MySc simplifies the
computation process of MILP, it is still a centralised task allocation approach, in which the
cental controller needs to choose the best allocation solution from all combinations of the 12
agents and the 100 tasks. Unlike MILP and MySc, in FMS and TASC, computations for task
allocation are distributed to agents and groups, respectively, which can greatly reduce the
time spent on computation for task allocation through synchronous computations of agents.
FMS is a completely decentralised approach so that it spends the least time on computation
for task allocation. In TASC, the computation in each group is still centralised, with the
increase in communication ranges, the number of groups decreases, which makes TASC
more and more centralised so that the time spent on computation for task allocation increases
accordingly. Finally, when the communication range of agents is limited (i.e., 25 units of
distance), there are only a few groups in TASC and the time spent on computation for task
allocation is similar to that of MILP and MySc.
Figure 4.9 shows the message exchanges among agents during task allocation under dif-
ferent communication ranges. In Figure 4.9, the X-axis is the communication ranges of
agents, while the Y-axis is the total amount of information exchanged for task allocation.
Figure 4.9: The amount of information exchange for task allocation
From Figure 4.9, it can be seen that since information is exchanged only between agents
and the central controller in MILP and MySc, MILP and MySc have the same total amount
of information exchange for task allocation in the experiment. The information exchange
for task allocation in FMS increases exponentially with the increase in the communication
ranges of agents. This is because FMS is a completely decentralised task allocation ap-
proach and in order for agents to exchange comprehensive information for task allocation,
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each agent needs to pass the information to all its direct neighbours. When the communi-
cation range of agents is very limited (i.e., 10 units of distance), there are only a few agents
having one or two direct neighbours. Therefore, there is nearly no information exchange
among agents in FMS. While when the communication range of agents is limited (i.e., 25
units of distance), each agent has at least six direct neighbours, the total amount of informa-
tion exchange for task allocation in FMS increases exponentially. The information exchange
for task allocation in TASC consists of two parts, the information exchange for information
collection and the information exchange for group coordination. The information collection
mechanism in TASC enables agents to reduces their communication connections and selects
a network leader for information collection and this greatly reduces the total amount of in-
formation exchanged. The major information exchange for task allocation in TASC happens
during the group coordination among representative agents. Therefore, when the commu-
nication range of agents is very limited (i.e., 10 units of distance), though the information
exchange is low (i.e., only a few agents can have one or two direct or indirect neighbours),
TASC needs to allocate tasks to so many groups that a large amount of information exchange
is needed for coordination. While when the communication range of agents is limited (i.e.,
25 units of distance), though the information exchange for information collection increases,
the information exchange for group coordination reduces significantly because of the re-
duced number of groups. This means that the total amount of information exchange for task
allocation in TASC is reduced.
4.3.3 Findings from experiments
From Experiments 1, and 2, we have the following discoveries.
1. By employing the information collection mechanism, agents with limited communication
capabilities can efficiently share information for task allocation in disaster environments
under space and communication constraints (to achieve Objective 2, see Section 1.3);
2. By employing the group task allocation mechanism, coordinators can create suitable task
allocation solutions for heterogeneous agents, which can be as good as solutions created
by the centralised task allocation approaches under space and communication constraints
(to achieve Objectives 3 and 5, see Section 1.3);
3. By employing the group coordination mechanism, groups of agents can periodically re-
allocate group members to fit dynamic changes of disaster environments under space and
communication constraints (to achieve Objective 3, see Section 1.3).
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a dynamic task allocation approach was proposed for heterogeneous agents in
disaster environments under time, space and communication constraints. First, the problem
description and definitions of the dynamic task allocation approach in disaster environments
were given. Then, the process and the three mechanisms of the dynamic task allocation ap-
proach were introduced in detail. Finally, experiments to evaluate the performance of the
dynamic task allocation approach were demonstrated and analysed. Experimental results
showed that the proposed approach could have better performance than that of in many ex-
isting approaches in terms of information collection and dynamic task allocation in disaster
environments under time, space and communication constraints.
Chapter 5
A Wireless Mobile Robots Search and
Deployment Approach
Due to the complexity of disaster environments as well as capability limitations of wireless
mobile robots, ad hoc network establishment in disaster environments is an important step
for task allocation. In this chapter, a wireless mobile robot deployment approach is proposed.
The proposed approach consists of a search process and a deployment process. In particular,
• the search process enables WRs to efficiently searching in disaster environments so
as to collect information for task allocation by considering unknown and complexity
of environments and limited energy and capabilities of agents (to solve Challenging
Issue 1, identified in Section 1.2); and
• the deployment process can timely find deployment locations for WRs in disaster en-
vironments so as to establish ad hoc networks (to solve Challenging Issues 6 and 7,
identified in Section 1.2) by considering communication constraints of environments
and limited capabilities of WRs (to solve Challenging Issue 2, identified in Section
1.2).
5.1 Definitions
LetD be a two-dimension disaster environment, which is divided into many equivalent areas
and the size of each area is S. In this chapter, each area is indexed and represented by the
location at its center Locm ∈ D. Locm can be occupied by either an obstacle or a task Ti.
Based on the occupation, all locations of D can be classified into three types, which are: 1)
free locations FSet, 2) obstacle locations OSet and 3) task locations TSet. After entering
the environmentD, WRs have to collect information in the environment so as to enlarge their
local views about the environment. The definition of a WR and the information collected by
the WR (i.e., the local view of the WR) are defined as follows.
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Definition 5.1. A Wireless Mobile Robot WRj can be defined as a four-tuple WRj=<Locj ,
Engj , Staj , ANetk>, where Locj is the current location of WRj , Engj is the remaining
energy of WRj , which is represented by the number of locations that WRj can move to,
Staj is the status of WRj , which can be either ‘searching’ or ‘deployed’ and ANetk is the
information of the ad hoc network, to which WRj belongs. If Staj is ‘searching’, ANetk
must be ‘∅’.
Definition 5.2. The information (Infj) collected by the WRj (i.e., the local view of WRj)
about a disaster environment (i.e., D) can be defined as a two-tuple Infj=<WRSetj ,
LSetj>, where WRSetj is the set of WRs in D, which have ever communicated and shared
information with WRj and LSetj is the locations in D, whose information is collected by
WRj . Based on the three types of locations, LSetj can be further defined as a three-tuple
LSetj=<FSetj , OSetj , TSetj>, where FSetj , OSetj and TSetj are information of free
locations, obstacle locations, and task locations collected by WRj , respectively.
An ad hoc network (i.e., ANetk) is established by several WRs so that the information
of ANetk is the joint information of all WRs to establish the network, which is defined as
follows.
Definition 5.3. The information of an ad hoc network (ANetk) can be defined as a three-
tuple ANetk=<WRSetk, LSetCk , LSet
U
k>, where WRSetk is the information of WRs,
establishing ANetk, LSetCk is the locations, covered by ANetk, and LSet
U
k is the locations,
whose information is collected, but uncovered by ANetk. Based on the three types of loca-
tions, LSetCk and LSet
U
k can be further defined as LSet
C
k=<FSet
C
k , OSet
C
k , TSet
C
k> and
LSetUk=<FSet
U
k , OSet
U
k , TSet
U
k>, respectively.
In order to avoid obstacles, the A* search algorithm [109] [135] is employed by WRs to
create paths between two locations. The reason for this choice will be explained in Subsec-
tion 5.3.2. A path created by the A* search algorithm is defined as follows.
Definition 5.4. A path of WRj (Path(Locj, Locn)) is from its current location (i.e., Locj ,
see Definition 5.1) to the next location (i.e., Locn), which can be defined as a sequence
of locations Path(Locj, Locn)=(Locj, Locm1 , ..., Locmp , Locn), where Locmp is the p
th
location that WRj moves to before arriving at Locn.
Since WRs rely on wireless technologies, the sensing and communication distances of
WRs are limited. In this chapter, we assume that the sensing distances of all WRs are the
same and represented by r and the communication distances of all WRs are the same and
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represented by R. Based on the sensing and communication ranges of WRs, the three objec-
tives of Task-Based Wireless mobile Robots Search and Deployment (TBWSD) for the ad
hoc network establishment can be described as follows.
1) The communication of WRs: It means that two communicable WRs in the network are
within the communication range of each other;
2) The maximum coverage of tasks: It means that the maximum tasks are within the sens-
ing ranges of WRs in the network; and
3) The maximum coverage of an environment: It means that the maximum locations in
the environment are within the communication ranges of WRs in the network.
In order to evaluate whether an ad hoc network achieves the above three objectives of TB-
WSD, the definition of the guidance locations of a task (e.g. Ti) is proposed as follows.
Definition 5.5. The guidance locations (GLoci) of a task (e.g. Ti) are defined as the loca-
tions, at which first responders can be guided to preform Ti.
Figure 5.1: The guidance locations of tasks
An example of the guidance locations of tasks is illustrated in Figure 5.1. In the figure,
the grids are locations in a disaster environment, the points represent deployment locations of
WRs, the circle areas inside dash lines represent the communication range of WRs and black
crosses represent locations of tasks. In Figure 5.1, four WRs (i.e., WR1, WR2, WR3 and
WR4) are deployed, where WR1 can directly communicate with WR2; WR2 can directly
communicate with WR3; WR1 can indirectly communicate with WR3 through WR2; and
WR4 cannot communicate with any other WRs in the environment. Two stationary tasks
(i.e., T1 and T2) are within the sensing ranges of WR1 and WR4, respectively. Because
WR1, WR2 and WR3 are communicable, the information of T1 can be shared among WR1,
WR2 and WR3. Hence, when suitable first responders move to a location within the com-
munication range of any of WR1, WR2 or WR3, these first responders can be guided to
perform T1. Therefore, the guidance locations of T1 are locations within the communication
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ranges of WR1, WR2 and WR3 (i.e., locations in deep gray in Figure 5.1). Because WR4
cannot communicate with any other WRs in the environment, only when suitable first re-
sponders move to a location within the communication range of WR4, these first responders
can be guided to perform T2. Therefore, the guidance locations of T2 are locations within the
communication range of WR4 (i.e., locations in light gray in Figure 5.1).
Based on the guidance locations of tasks, the objective value function Objvalk is pro-
posed to evaluate whether an ad hoc network (e.g. ANetk) can achieve the three objectives
of TBWSD, which is calculated as follows.
Objvalk =
S ·
∑
Ti∈TSetCk
|GLoci|
(|TSetCk |+ |TSetUk |)|WRSetk|πR2
, (5.1)
where S is the size of the area of each location, |GLoci| is the guidance locations of Ti
covered by ANetk (i.e., Ti ∈ TSetCk , see Definition 5.3), |TSetCk | is the number of tasks
covered by ANetk (see Definition 5.3), |TSetUk | is the number of tasks uncovered by ANetk
(see Definition 5.3), |WRSetk| is the number of WRs establishing ANetk and πR2 is the
communication range of a WR. The value of Objvalk is in-between [0, 1], where 0 and
1 indicates that ANetk either does not or does achieve the three objectives of TBWSD,
respectively.
5.2 The Principle of the Proposed Approach
The principle of the WR search and deployment approach is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: The principle of the proposed approach
From Figure 5.2, it can be seen that there are two concurrent processes: the search process
and the deployment process. The search process contains four modules, which are the search
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strategy module, the path creation module, the movement checking module and the collected
information module. The deployment process also contains four modules, which are the
collected information module, the deployment location finding module, the path creation
module and the deployment location updating module. The two processes in a WR (e.g.
WRj) are described in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1: The two current processes in WRj
1 repeat
2 The search strategy module creates the next location Locn.
3 The path creation module creates the path to the next location Path(Locj, Locn).
4 The movement checking module calculates the energy of WRj .
5 if The movement checking module returns 1 then
6 WRj moves to Locn and collect information during movement.
7 end
8 if The deployment location finding module finds a new deployment location
Locnew then
9 The path creation module creates path to the new deployment location
Path(Locj, Locnew).
10 The deployment location updating module calculates the energy of WRj .
11 if The deployment location updating module returns 1 then
12 Locnew replaces Locdeploy
13 else
14 WRj still uses the current deployment location Locdeploy.
15 end
16 end
17 until The movement checking module returns 0;
18 WRj moves to the current deployment location.
Algorithm 5.1 is explained as follows. The search process is a looping process, one round
of which includes four steps.
Step 1: The search strategy module creates the next location (i.e., Locn) for WRj (Line 2);
Step 2: The path creation module employs the A* search algorithm to creates the path (i.e.,
Path(Locj, Locn), see Definition 5.4) from WRj’s current location (i.e., Locj , see
Definition 5.1) to Locn; The map used by the A* search algorithm is the information
stored in the collected information module (i.e., the local view) of WRj (i.e., Infj ,
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see Definition 5.2) (Line 3);
Step 3: Before moving to Locn, the movement checking module of WRj calculates that
whetherWRj has enough energy to move to the deployment location (i.e., Locdeploy)
after moved to Locn (Line 4); and
Step 4: If the movement checking module returns value 1 (i.e., WRj has enough energy),
WRj moves to Locn through Path(Locj, Locn), during which WRj collects in-
formation of locations within its sensing range and stores the information in the
collected information module (Line 5).
The above four steps are repeated until the movement checking module returns value 0 (i.e.,
WRj does not have enough energy) (Line 17). In the such circumstance, WRj dose not
move to Locn and begins to move to Locdeploy (Line 18).
During the search process, the deployment process of WRj continuously calculates the
most suitable deployment locations based on the collected information (i.e., information in
the collected information module). If the deployment location finding module finds a new
deployment location (i.e., Locnew) that is more suitable than the current deployment location
(i.e., Locdeploy), the path creation module of WRj employs the A* search algorithm to create
the path (i.e., Path(Locj, Locnew)) from its current location (i.e., Locj , see Definition 5.1)
to Locnew (Lines 8 to 9). Then, the deployment location updating module of WRj calculates
that whether WRj has enough energy to move from Locj to Locnew (Line 10). If the de-
ployment location updating module returns value 1 (i.e., WRj has enough energy), Locnew
replaces Locdeploy (Lines 11 to 12), otherwise (i.e., WRj does not have enough energy),
Locdeploy does not change (Lines 13 to 14).
The search process and the deployment process of the proposed approach will be intro-
duced in detail in Section 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
5.3 Technical Design of the Search Process
In the search process, a WR (e.g. WRj) trends to collect as much information of the environ-
ment as possible with limited capabilities so as to enable the deployment process to create
the most suitable deployment location. In this section, the search strategy module, the A*
search algorithm and the movement checking module are introduced in detail.
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5.3.1 The search strategy module
Due to the energy limitation, it is difficult for WRj to search the entire environment. Hence,
how to collect as much information of tasks as possible within the energy limitation is the
primary concern of WRj during search. To this end, a method adapted from the mean shift
algorithm [151] [137] is employed by the search strategy module to continuously create next
locations, which enables WRj to always move to the locations that can cover the maximum
tasks in an area. The mean shift-based search method employed by the module is described
by Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2: The mean shift-based search method
1 repeat
2 Temp = ∅
3 for each Ti ∈ TSetj do
4 if Dist(Locj, Loci) ≤ r then
5 Temp = Temp ∪ Ti
6 end
7 end
8 Locn =
∑
∀Ti∈Temp
Loci
|Temp|
9 dis = Dist(Locj, Locn)
10 until dis < sqrt(S);
11 records Locj as Loclocal
Algorithm 5.2 is explained as follows. At the beginning, the temporal variable Temp is
initialised as ∅ (Line 2). After variable initialisation, the tasks within the sensing range of
WRj are recorded in Temp (Lines 3 to 5). Then, the mean value (i.e., the average value)
of locations of all tasks in Temp is calculated as the next location (i.e., Locn) (Line 8).
After that, the difference between the current location (i.e., Locj) and Locn is calculated
and recorded in variable dis (Line 9). When dis is less than the width of one location (i.e.,
sqrt(S), S is the size of one location), which means that WRj has moved to the location
that can cover the maximum tasks in an area (i.e., a local maximum task coverage location),
which is recorded as Loclocal (Lines 10 to 11).
Loclocal is just a local maximum task coverage location. The searching goal of WRj is
to find the global maximum task coverage location in the environment. Thus, after arriving
at Loclocal, WRj should continue to search if it still has energy. However, at Loclocal, WRj
cannot employ the mean shift-based search method described in Algorithm 5.2. In such
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circumstances, WRj should continuously move far away from Loclocal until the mean of
tasks within the sensing range of WRj does not point to the direction of Loclocal. The mean
shift-based search method and the moving away method alternatively create next locations
for WRj during the search process.
5.3.2 The path creation module
The A* search algorithm [107] is a common and popular path planning algorithm in disaster
environments, which employs the grid map and heuristics to find the shortest pathes for
robots by avoiding obstacles. The prerequisite of employing the A* search algorithm to
create the path between the current location of WRj (i.e., Locj) and the next location (i.e.,
Locn) is that WRj has the map around these two locations. From the search strategy module
(i.e., see Section 5.3.1), it can be seen that the local view of WRj contains the locations
that were or are within the sensing range of WRj (i.e., Locm ∈ Infj , see Definition 5.2).
In addition, Locn is calculated from all task locations within the sensing range of WRj at
Locj so that Locn must be within the sensing range of WRj . Therefore, the information of
locations between Locj and Locn can be known by WRj . In such circumstances, the local
view of WRj (i.e., Infj , see Definition 5.2) is the map used by the A* search algorithm,
which can quickly create the path between Locj and Locn by avoiding obstacles.
5.3.3 The movement checking module
Since a WR (e.g. WRj) only has limited energy, during the search process, the movement
checking module of WRj checks its remaining energy (i.e., Engj , see Definition 5.1) and
decides when WRj should stop the search process and begin to move to the deployment
location (i.e., Locdeploy). Engj can be divided into two parts: 1) the energy for the search
process and 2) the energy for moving to Locdeploy (i.e., Engdeploy). In particular, for each
path (i.e., Path(Locj, Locn)) created by the A* search algorithm, the movement checking
module checks Engj and gives a return value (i.e., Ret) to WRj , which is calculated as
Equation 5.2.
Ret =
{
1, 2|Path(Locj, Locn)|+ Engdeploy ≤ Engj
0, 2|Path(Locj, Locn)|+ Engdeploy > Engj
(5.2)
where |Path(Locj, Locn)| is the required energy for moving through Path(Locj, Locn),
Engdeploy is the energy for moving to Locdeploy, created by the deployment location updating
module (see Subsection 5.4.2). If after moved to Locn, WRj still has enough energy (i.e.,
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Engj) to move to Locdeploy, the movement checking module returns value 1, otherwise, the
movement checking module returns value 0 and WRj stops the search process and begins to
move to Locdeploy.
After moved to Locn, WRj loses some energy for this movement (i.e., Engj = Engj −
|Path(Locj, Locn)|, see Definition 5.1 and 5.4) and Engdeploy is updated as Engdeploy =
Engdeploy + |Path(Locj, Locn)|.
5.4 Technical Design of the Deployment Process
During the search process, the deployment process continuously finds the most suitable de-
ployment location based on the collected information (i.e., Infj , see Definition 5.2). In
this section, the deployment location finding module and the deployment location updating
module are introduced in detail.
5.4.1 The deployment location finding module
In the proposed approach, the deployment location finding module finds deployment loca-
tions for WRs based on two different mechanisms, which are the deployment location finding
by two points (DLF-TP) and the deployment location finding by density graph (DLF-DG).
In this subsection, the two kinds of deployment location finding mechanisms are introduced
at first. The computational complexities of two mechanisms are compared and analysed,
respectively.
Mechanism 1: the deployment location finding by two points (DLF-TP)
The theoretical background and the procedure of the deployment location finding by two
points (DLF-TP) are introduced in detail.
I) The theoretical background of DLF-TP
During the search process, according to whether WRj has collected information about es-
tablished ad hoc networks in the environment, DLF-TP can be divided into two situations:
Situation 1: DLF-TP without information of ad hoc networks, and Situation 2: DLF-TP
with information of ad hoc networks.
Situation 1: DLF-TP without information of ad hoc networks
In this situation, since the communication range (i.e., the coverage area) of WRj is fixed
and WRj does not find other deployed WRs to communicate with, the deployment location
of WRj only needs to cover the maximum number of tasks in the environment. Because
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the sensing range of WRj is a fixed size circle, the problem of deploying WRj to cover the
maximum number of tasks is the same as the problem of using a circle to cover scattered
points. In papers [56], [62], researchers approved that if a circle could cover the maximum
number of scattered points, there must be at least two points on the border of the circle.
Thus, the deployment location of WRj can be found based on locations of two tasks, which
is described as follows.
Proposition 5.1. Given two stationary tasks (i.e., T1 and T2) and their locations (i.e., Loc1
and Loc2) in an environment and the sensing distance of WRj (i.e., r), if the distance be-
tween Loc1 and Loc2 is less than or equals 2r, deployment locations (i.e., Locc) can be
found. If WRj is deployed at Locc, T1 and T2 are on the border of the sensing range of
WRj .
Figure 5.3: An example of DLF-TP based on Proposition 5.1
Proof. As shown in Figure 5.3, the two crosses are locations of two tasks (i.e., T1 at Loc1
and T2 at Loc2); the circle area inside the dash line is the communication range of WRj (i.e.,
the communication distance is R); the circle area inside the solid line is the sensing range
of WRj (i.e., the sensing distance is r); and the point is the deployment location for WRj
(i.e., Locc), which is found based on Loc1 and Loc2. Based on the definition of the circle, the
relationships between coordinates of Loc1 = (x1, y1), Loc2 = (x2, y2) and Locc = (xc, yc)
are described as Equation 5.3.{
(x1 − xc)2 + (y1 − yc)2 = r2
(x2 − xc)2 + (y2 − yc)2 = r2
(5.3)
When
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 ≤ 2r, xc and yc in Equation 5.3 have two solutions for
each combination of two tasks.
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Situation 2: DLF-TP with information of ad hoc networks
In this situation, WRj should join the ad hoc network with the maximum number of WRs
(i.e.,ANetk). AfterWRj joined the network,ANetk should still achieve the three objectives
of TBWSD. In order for ANetk to achieve the communication of WRs and the maximum
coverage of the environment, the distance between the deployment location of WRj and
its communicable WR in ANetk should be R, which means that WRj is on the border of
the communication range of its communicable WR in ANetk. In order for WRj to achieve
the maximum coverage of tasks, based on Proposition 5.1, there must be at least a task on
the border of the sensing range of WRj . Under this consideration, the deployment location
of WRj can be found based on the deployment location of a WR in ANetk (i.e., WRu ∈
WRSetk, see Definition 5.3) and the location of a task uncovered by ANetk (i.e., Ti ∈
TSetUk , see Definition 5.3), which is described as follows.
Proposition 5.2. Given one WR in ANetk (i.e., WR1), one task uncovered by ANetk (i.e.,
T2) and their locations (i.e., Loc1 and Loc2) in the environment and the communication and
sensing distances ofWRj (i.e.,R and r, respectively), if the distance between Loc1 and Loc2
is more than or equals R − r and is less than or equals R + r, deployment locations (i.e.,
Locc) can be found. If WRj is deployed at Locc, WR1 and T2 are on the borders of the
communication and sensing ranges of WRj , respectively.
Figure 5.4: An example of DLF-TP based on Proposition 5.2
Proof. As shown in Figure 5.4, the point on the border of the circle with dash line is the
location of a WR in ANetk (i.e., WR1 at Loc1); the cross is the location of a task uncovered
by ANetk (i.e., T2 at Loc2); the circle area inside the dash line is the communication range
of WRj (i.e., the communication distance is R); The circle area inside the solid line is
the sensing range of WRj (i.e., the sensing distance is r ); and the point inside the circle
area is the deployment location of WRj (i.e., Locc), which can be found based on Loc1
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and Loc2. Based on the definition of the circle, the relationships between coordinates of
Loc1 = (x1, y1), Loc2 = (x2, y2) and Locc = (xc, yc) are described by Equation 5.4.{
(x1 − xc)2 + (y1 − yc)2 = R2
(x2 − xc)2 + (y2 − yc)2 = r2
(5.4)
When (R − r) ≤
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 ≤ (R + r), xc and yc in Equation 5.4 have
two solutions for each combination of a WR in an ad hoc network and a task uncovered by
the network.
Proposition 5.1 is described as Locc = Ctt(Loci, Loci′ , r) in the proposed approach,
where Locc is the deployment location of WRj , Loci and Loci′ are locations of two tasks in
the environment and r is the sensing range of WRj . Proposition 5.2 is described as Locc =
Cta(Locu, Loci, R, r) in the proposed approach, where Locc is the deployment location of
WRj , Locu and Loci are locations of a WR in an ad hoc network and a task uncovered by
the network, respectively, R and r are the communication and sensing distances of WRj .
II) The procedure of DLF-TP
Based on Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, the procedures of DLF-TP of a WR (e.g. WRj) in two
situations, which are: Situation 1: DLF-TP without information of ad hoc networks, and
Situation 2: DLF-TP with information of ad hoc networks, are described by Algorithms 5.3
and 5.4, respectively.
Situation 1: The procedure of DLF-TP without information of ad hoc networks is described
by Algorithm 5.3
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Algorithm 5.3: The procedure of DLF-TP without information of ad hoc networks
1 Temp = ∅
2 for each Ti ∈ TSetj do
3 for each Ti′ ∈ TSetj do
4 if i 6= i′ && Dist(Loci, Loci′) ≤ 2r then
5 Locc = Ctt(Loci, Loci′ , r)
6 Temp = Temp ∪ Locc
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 for each Locc ∈ Temp do
11 if Locc /∈ OSetj then
12 for each Ti ∈ TSetj do
13 if Dist(Loci, Locc) ≤ r then
14 TSetc = TSetc ∪ Ti
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 choose the Locc with Max(|TSetc|) as Locdeploy
In Algorithm 5.3, at the beginning, the temporary variable Temp is initialised to ∅ (Line
1). After that, all potential locations found based on locations of two tasks (i.e., Ti, Ti′ ∈
TSetj , see Definition 5.2) are calculated based on Proposition 5.1 and recorded in Temp
(Lines 2 to 6). If a potential location (i.e., Locc) is not occupied by the obstacle, the tasks
which will be covered by WRj at Locc are calculated and recorded in TSetc (Lines 10 to
14). Finally, the potential location at which WRj can cover the maximum number of tasks
is chosen to be the deployment location of WRj (Line 19).
Situation 2: The procedure of DLF-TP with information of ad hoc networks is described by
Algorithm 5.4
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Algorithm 5.4: The procedure of DLF-TP with information of ad hoc networks
1 Temp = ∅
2 for each Ti ∪ TSetUk do
3 for each WRu ∈ WRSetk do
4 if (R− r) ≤ Dist(Loci, Locu) ≤ (R + r) then
5 Locc = Cta(Loci, Locu, R, r)
6 Temp = Temp ∪ Locc
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 for each Locc ∈ Temp do
11 if Locc /∈ OSetj then
12 for each Ti ∈ TSetUk do
13 if Dist(Loci, Locc) ≤ R then
14 TSetc = TSetc ∪ Ti
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 choose the Locc with Max(|TSetc|) as Locdeploy
In Algorithm 5.4, at the beginning, the temporary variable Temp is initialised to ∅ (Line
1). After that, all potential locations found based on one location of a WR in ANetk (i.e.,
WRu ∈ WRSetk, see Definition 5.3) and one location of a task uncovered by ANetk (i.e.,
Ti ∈ TSetUk , see Definition 5.3) are calculated based on Proposition 5.2 and recorded in
Temp (Lines 2 to 6). If a potential location (i.e., Locc) is not occupied by the obstacle, the
tasks that are uncovered by ANetk, but will be covered by WRj at Locc, are calculated and
recorded in TSetc (Lines 10 to 14). Finally, the potential location at which WRj can cover
the maximum number of tasks that are uncovered by ANetk is chosen to be the deployment
location of WRj (Line 19).
Mechanism 2: the deployment location finding by density graph
In this mechanism, the theoretical background and the procedures of the deployment location
finding module by density graph (DLF-DG) are introduced in detail.
I) The theoretical background of DLF-DG
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If a WR (e.g. WRj) with a limited sensing distance can cover a task (Ti), the distance
between locations ofWRj and Ti must be less than or equal to r. Since the distance between
WRj and Ti is mutual,WRj can continuously update a density graph, in which each location
(i.e., Locm) associates with a density value to represent how many tasks can be covered if
WRj is deployed at Locm. In particular, for each task (i.e., Ti ∈ TSetj , see Definition 5.2),
a circle can be drawn with the center at Loci and the radius equals to r. The locations within
the circle is called the coverage locations of Ti and the density values of these locations
increase one for Ti. An example of the coverage locations of Ti is shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: The coverage locations of a task
In Figure 5.5, the grids are locations in a disaster environment, the cross is the location
of T1, the circle area within the solid line is the sensing range of WRj and the grey locations
are the coverage locations of T1. When WRj updates the density graph for Ti, the density
value of each location in grey increases one.
II) The procedure of DLF-DG
Based on the coverage locations of tasks, WRj can draw a density graph through updating
the density values of locations (i.e., Locm). The update of density values of tasks includes
two parts, which are: i) the density value that is increased by tasks discovered by WRj and
ii) the density values that is decreased by tasks, which have already covered by deployed
WRs. The update of density values is described in Algorithm 5.5.
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Algorithm 5.5: The update of density values
1 for each Locm do
2 Dvm = 0
3 for each ANetk do
4 for each Ti ∈ TSetj do
5 if Dist(Locm, Loci) ≤ r then
6 Dvm = Dvm + 1
7 end
8 end
9 for each Ti ∈ TSetCk do
10 if Dist(Locm, Loci) ≤ r then
11 Dvm = Dvm − 1
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end
At the beginning of Algorithm 5.5, the density value of each location is initialised to 0
(Line 2). Then, for each task discovered by WRj (i.e., Ti ∈ TSetj), the density values of
corresponding locations increase one (Lines 3 to 6). Finally, for each task that has already
covered by WRs in an ad hoc network, the density values of corresponding locations decrease
one (Lines 9 to 11).
There can be two situations for DLF-DG, i.e., Situation 1: DLF-DG without information
of ad hoc networks, and Situation 2: DLF-DG with information of ad hoc networks.
Situation 1: The procedure of DLF-DG without information of ad hoc networks
If WRj has collected information of any existing ad hoc networks in the environment, WRj
will establish an ad hoc network by itself. Since the communication range (i.e., the coverage
area) of WRj is fixed and WRj could not find other deployed WRs to communicate with,
the deployment location of WRj should be not occupied by the obstacle with the highest
density value in the environment.
Situation 2: The procedure of DLF-DG with information of ad hoc networks
If WRj has collected information about ad hoc networks in the environment, WRj will
join the ad hoc network (e.g. ANetk) with the highest number of WRs. After WRj joined
the network, ANetk should also achieve the three objectives of TBWSD. Therefore, the
deployment location of WRj should be not occupied by the obstacle, having the highest
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density value and within the communication range of a WR in ANetk.
The computational complexities of DLF-TP and DLF-DG
In this subsection, the computational complexities of DLF-TP and DLF-DG are analysed. In
this analysis,M number of tasks andN number of WRs are employed andM  N . In DLF-
TP, the main computation consuming process is the calculation of the potential locations for
WRj (Lines 2 to 6 in both Algorithms 5.3 and 5.4), while in DFL-DG, the main computation
consuming process is the update of density values of locations (Lines 3 to 6 and 9 to 11 in
Algorithm 5.5). The computational complexity of DLF-TP and DLF-DG are analysed as
follows.
The computational complexity of DLF-TP
In DLF-TP, all potential locations are calculated from a combination of two given locations.
Therefore, the number of potential locations for the N th WR in an environment with M
number of tasks are 2M(N − 1) = 2MN − 2M . The computational complexity of DLF-TP
is at most O(2MN).
The computational complexity of DLF-DG
In DLF-DG, WRj updates the density values of locations according to its discovered tasks.
Therefore, for each task (e.g. Ti), the density values of locations that need to be updated are
in a circle area with the center at Loci and radius equivalent to r. Since the area of the circle
is π · r2, the size of each location is S so that for each task there are at most 2πr2
S
number
of locations, whose density values need to be updated. For the N th WR in an environment
with M number of tasks, there are at most 2Mπr
2
S
number of locations updated so that the
computational complexity is about O(2Mπr
2
S
).
From the computational complexity of DLF-TP and DLF-DG, it can be seen that if r >√
N ·S
π
, the computational complexity of the DLF-TP is less than that of DLF-DG. If r ≤√
N ·S
π
, the computational complexity of DLF-DG is less than that of DLF-TP.
5.4.2 The deployment location updating module
The deployment process creates the current most suitable deployment location for WRj
based on the collected information during search process. With the enlarging of WRj’s
local view, new deployment locations (i.e., Locnew) must be more suitable than the current
deployment location (i.e., Locdeploy). Since the movement checking module only monitors
whether WRj has enough energy to move to Locdeploy, for each Locnew, the deployment
location updating module is employed to check whetherWRj has enough energy (i.e.,Engj ,
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see Definition 5.1) to move to Locnew from its current location (i.e., Locj). In the deployment
location updating module, first, the A* search algorithm is employed to create the path from
Locj to Locnew (i.e., Path(Locj, Locnew), see Definition 5.4). After the A* search algorithm
created the path, the decision for whether using Locnew to replace Locdeploy is made based
on Equation 5.5. {
Locdeploy = Locnew |Path(Locj , Locnew)| ≤ Engj
Locdeploy = Locdeploy |Path(Locj , Locnew)| > Engj
(5.5)
If WRj has enough energy to move to Locnew, Locnew replaces Locdeploy and Engdeploy is
updated as |Path(Locj, Locnew)|. Otherwise, Locdeploy will not be changed.
5.5 Experiments and analysis
Three experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach
(TBWSD).
Experiment 1 is to evaluate the performance of the search process. The benchmark of
Experiment 1 is the Robot-Sensors Deployment (RSD) approach proposed by Reich et al.
[116].
Experiment 2 is to evaluate the performance of the deployment process with the global view
about the environment (DLF-TP and DLF-DG). The benchmark of Experiment 2 is the Dy-
namic Relays Deployment (DRD) approach proposed by Guo et al.[56].
Experiment 3 is also to evaluate the performance of the deployment process with only lo-
cal views about the environment. The benchmark of Experiment 3 is also DRD approach
proposed by Guo et al. [56].
5.5.1 Experiment settings
In the three experiments, 100 tasks and 100 obstacles are randomly distributed in a disaster
environment with 100×100 locations. Each location could be occupied by a task or an obsta-
cle. In addition, the sensing and communication distances of WRs are 10 and 15 locations,
respectively. The settings of three experiments are shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: The settings of three experiments
Parameters Values
Size of the environment 100× 100
Number of obstacles 100
Number of tasks 100
The sensing distance of WRs 10
The communication distance of WRs 15
The setting of Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, two WRs without prior information, search an environment based on the
search strategies of RSD and TBWSD, respectively. The initial location of the two WRs is
(1, 1) and the energy of both two WRs could support them to move to 85 locations. RSD
uses the blind search strategy, while TBWSD uses the search strategy module of the proposed
approach to guide the search. In order to avoid obstacles in the environment, the A* search
algorithm is employed by both RSD and TBWSD. When the two WRs exhaust their energy
(i.e., after moved to 85 locations in the environment), the number of tasks discovered by the
two WRs (i.e., tasks were or are within the sensing range of the two WRs) is the indicator of
this experiment.
The setting of Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, 10 WRs with the global view about the environment are deployed one by
one to establish ad hoc networks according to DRD, DLF-TP and DLF-DG, respectively.
DRD is a centralised relays deployment approach, however, the relays deployed by DRD
need the assistance of satellites to coordinate with each other in a disaster environment. In
this experiment, the performance of ad hoc networks established based on DRD are divided
into two situations: with and without the assistance of satellites (DRD with satellite and DRD
without satellite). The coverage of tasks (i.e., the number of tasks covered by the established
ad hoc networks), the coverage of the environment (i.e., the number of locations covered by
the established ad hoc networks) and the objective values (i.e., Objvalk, see Equation 5.1)
of the established ad hoc networks are the three indicators of this experiment.
The setting of Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, a WR with different local view (i.e., collected 10% to 100% locations)
about the environment is deployed based on TBWSD first. Then, another WR with the global
view about the environment is deployed based on DRD. The numbers of tasks covered by
the deployed WRs based on TBWSD and DRD are indicators of this experiment.
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5.5.2 The results of Experiment 1
The results of Experiment 1 are illustrated in Figure 5.6. The X-axis in the figure represents
the number of locations that the two WRs moved to, while the Y-axis represents the number
of tasks, whose information was collected by WRs.
Figure 5.6: The results of Experiment 1
From Figure 5.6, it can be seen that at the beginning of the experiment, the numbers of
tasks collected by the two WRs based on the two search strategies were the same. This is
because the initial locations of the two WRs based on both RSD and TBWSD were the same.
After moved to 10 locations in the environment, the WR based on TBWSD could collect
more information of tasks in the environment than that of RSD. This is because the WR
based on TBWSD could move to the locations that can cover the maximum tasks in areas,
while the WR in RSD only randomly moved to locations in the environment. In addition,
based on the search strategy module (i.e., see, Section 5.3.1), the search process of an agent
is alternatively moving to a local maximum task coverage location (i.e., Loclocal, see Section
5.3.1) and moving far away from the last Loclocal. From the line of TBWSD in Figure 5.6,
it can be seen that when the WR moves from the 1st location to the 35th location, the WR
is moving to a Loclocal so that the number of collected tasks keeps on increasing. When the
WR moves from the 36st location to the 65th location, the WR is moving far away from the
last Loclocal. Since the WR has collected most of tasks at Loclocal, during this period (i.e.,
from the 36st location to the 65th location), the number of tasks collected by the WR does not
change. When the WR moves from the 66st location to the 85th location, the WR is moving
to another Loclocal so that the number of collected task increases again.
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5.5.3 The results of Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 2 are illustrated in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. In Figures 5.7, 5.8
and 5.9, the X-axes represent the number of deployed WRs, while the Y-axes represent the
number of covered tasks, the number of covered locations and the objective values of the
established ad hoc networks, respectively.
Figure 5.7 shows the coverage of tasks of established ad hoc networks.
Figure 5.7: The coverage of tasks in Experiment 2
From Figure 5.7, it can be seen that DRD with and without satellites can cover the same
amount of tasks. Meanwhile, they could cover much more tasks in the environment than that
of DLF-TP and DLF-DG and the numbers of tasks covered by ad hoc networks established
based on DLF-TP and DLF-DG were nearly the same. This is because DRD is a centralised
approach without the consideration of the communication ranges of WRs in the established
networks so that DRD-based approaches could find the most suitable deployment locations
for WRs from the whole environment, while in order to guarantee the communication of
WRs in the established networks, DLF-TP and DLF-DG had to find such locations from
the areas around the WRs that were deployed in the environment. Therefore, DRD-based
approaches could always find locations with maximum tasks coverage globally to deploy
WRs, while DLF-TP and DLF-DG could only find locations with maximum tasks coverage
near the deployment locations of WRs.
Figure 5.8 shows the coverage of the environment of established ad hoc networks.
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Figure 5.8: The coverage of the environment (i.e., locations) in Experiment 2
From Figure 5.8, it can be seen that DRD with and without satellites can cover much
more areas (i.e., including more locations) in the environment than that of DLF-TP and
DLF-DG. This is because generally, the locations with global maximum task coverage are
far from each other so that overlaps between communication ranges of WRs in the network
established based on DRD are small, while in the network established based on DLF-TP
and DLF-DG, each deployed WR must lose a certain amount of communication range as
the overlap to achieve the communication of WRs, which decreases the coverage area of
the established network. In addition, the ad hoc networks established based on DLF-TP can
cover more areas (i.e., including more locations) than that of DLF-DG, this is because the
distance between two communicable WRs deployed based on DLF-TP must be the same
as the WR’s communication distance, while the distance between two communicable WRs
deployed based DLF-DG may be a little less than the WR’s communication distance, which
means that ad hoc networks established based on DLF-DG might loss more coverage area as
overlaps than those established based on DLF-TP.
Figure 5.9 shows the objective values of established ad hoc networks.
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Figure 5.9: The objective values of ad hoc networks in Experiment 2
From Figure 5.9, it can be seen that the objective values (i.e., Objvalk, see Equation
5.1) of the ad hoc networks established by DRD with satellites are much higher than those
established by other three approaches. This is because with the help of satellites, relays (i.e.,
WRs), in the established ad hoc network, can freely communicate with each other without
the limitation of the communication distance. Therefore, DRD with satellites can be used as
the benchmark of this experiment. Although the ad hoc networks established by DRD with-
out satellite can cover more tasks and areas in the environment, without the help of satellites,
relays in the network cannot communicate with each other, which greatly decreases the guid-
ance locations of covered tasks (i.e., GLoci, see Definition 5.5). In DRD without satellite,
the guidance location of each covered task equals to the communication range of one WR,
which has the worst performance among four approaches. In ad hoc networks, established
by DLF-TP and DLF-DG, each WR loses a certain amount of its coverage area (communi-
cation range) as the overlap to achieve the communication of WRs. This communication,
however, enables information of covered tasks to be shared within the network so that in
the ad hoc network established based on DLF-TP and DLF-DG, the guidance locations of
each covered task always equal to the coverage area of the entire network. Therefore, the
objective values of ad hoc networks (i.e., Objvalk see Equation 5.1) established based on
DLF-TP and DLF-DG increase linearly with the increase number of WRs.
5.5.4 The results of Experiment 3
The results of Experiment 3 is illustrated in Figure 5.10. The X-axis in the figure represents
the percentage of locations searched by a WR in the environment, while the Y-axis represents
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the numbers of tasks covered by the WR (i.e., within the sensing range of the WR) deployed
based on DRD and TBWSD, respectively.
Figure 5.10: The results of Experiment 3
From Figure 5.10, it can be seen that the WR deployed based on DRD can always cover
9 tasks. This is because that in the experiment, DRD could always obtain the global view
about the environment so that the number of tasks covered by the WR deployed based on
DRD could be taken as the benchmark of this experiment. Different from DRD, the WR,
deployed based on TBWSD, could only cover 6 tasks in the environment when the WR
searched 10% of locations (i.e., 1000 locations of 10000 locations) in the environment. With
the increasing percentage of searched locations, the WR, deployed based on TBWSD, could
cover more and more tasks in the environment. When the WR searched 50% percentage
of locations (i.e., 5000 locations) in the environment, the WR, deployed based on TBWSD,
could cover the same number of tasks in the environment as that of the WR deployed based
on DRD. From this experiment, it can be seen that the WR, deployed based on TBWSD, can
cover as many tasks as that of the WR deployed based on DRD (i.e., the approach with the
global view about the environment), with only the local view about the environment.
5.5.5 Findings from experiments
From Experiments 1, 2 and 3, we have the following discoveries.
1. Based on the search process, WRs with limited energy and capabilities can efficiently
search to collect information for task allocation in unknown and complex disaster envi-
ronments (to achieve Objective 1, see Section 1.3);
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2. Based on the deployment process, WRs in the established ad hoc networks are commu-
nicable and can cover as many tasks and areas in disaster environments as possible (to
achieve Objectives 6 and 7, see Section 1.3);
3. Based on the WR search and deployment approach, the ad hoc network established by
WRs with local views about a disaster environment is as good as that established by WRs
with global views about the environment. (to achieve Objective 2, see Section 1.3);
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, a WR search and deployment approach was proposed for ad hoc network es-
tablishment in disaster environments. First, the definitions of the WR search and deployment
approach were given. Then, the technical designs of two processes of the WR search and
deployment approach for the establishment of ad hoc network in disaster environments were
introduced in detail. Finally, experiments to evaluate the performance of the WR search and
deployment approach were demonstrated and the results were analysed.
Chapter 6
Two Wireless Mobile Robots Deployment
Approaches
In many disaster environments, the number of WRs usually is much less than the number
of important locations in the environment so that how to maximise the important locations
covered by the established ad hoc network is the primary objective of WR deployment ap-
proaches for task allocation in such circumstances. To maximise the coverage of important
locations, most of current approaches in the literature were developed based on greedy al-
gorithms. Due to the myopia of greedy algorithms, these approaches can only maximise the
coverage of important locations of each WR rather than that of the whole network. In this
chapter, two mathematical programming-based WR deployment approach are proposed for
ad hoc network establishment in disaster environments. In particular,
• a linear programming (LP)-based WR deployment approach can find suitable deploy-
ment locations for a limited number of WRs (to solve Challenging Issue 8, identified
in Section 1.2) to cover the maximum important locations and areas in disaster en-
vironments (to solve Challenging Issue 6, identified in Section 1.2) by considering
multiple constraints of environments and limited sensing and communication capabil-
ities of WRs (to solve Challenging Issue 2, identified in Section 1.2);
• a quadratic programming (QP)-based WR deployment approach can create the same
deployment locations for the WRs as the LP-based approach with less computational
complexity.
6.1 Problem Description and Definitions
Let D be a 2-dimension disaster environment, which are divided into a number of equivalent
size square locations. At a time T ,M number of ILs are distributed inD. Let ILSet = {IL1,
IL2, IL3, ..., ILM} represent all ILs, where ILi represents the ith IL and 1 ≤ i ≤ M . At
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the same time, N number of WRs are going to establish the ad hoc network in D. Let
<WR1, WR2, WR3, ..., WRN}> represent all WRs, where WRj represents the jth WR
and 1 ≤ j ≤ N . In addition, the number of ILs is much more than the number of WRs (i.e.,
M >> N ). The IL is formally defined as follows.
Definition 6.1. An important location (ILi) can be defined as a two-tuple ILi=<ILNo,
ILoci>, where ILNo is the ID of ILi and ILoci is the location of ILi.
The term of a WR was defined in Definition 5.1 in Chapter 5. To fit the ad hoc network
establishment problem in this chapter, it is redefined in this chapter as follows.
Definition 6.2. A wireless mobile robot WRj can be defined as a two-tuple WRj =<
WRNo,WLocj >, where WRNo is the ID of WRj and WLocj is the deployment location
of WRj .
The distance between two locations in D is calculated by Euclidean distance [90], [50].
Since WRs relies on wireless technologies, the sensing distances of WRs are limited. We
assume that the sensing distances of all WRs in an environment are same and equal to r so
that if the distance between locations of an IL (e.g. ILi) and a WR (e.g. WRj) is less than
or equals to r (i.e., Dis(ILoci,WLocj) ≤ r, see Definition 6.1 and 6.2), we say that ILi is
covered by WRj .
The objective of the MILCP is to deploy all WRs in a disaster environment to establish
an ad hoc network (i.e., ANet) so as to maximise the number of ILs covered by the deployed
WRs in ANet. The objective value objval of ANet can be calculated by Equation 6.1.
objval = argmax
WLocj
∑
∀ILi∈ILSet
Cover(ILi), (6.1)
where Cover(ILi) is a Boolean function. If ILi is covered by at least one deployed WR in
ANet, Cover(ILi) = 1; Otherwise, Cover(ILi) = 0; The value of Objval is an integer
number between 0 and M , where 0 and M represent that ANet does not or does achieve the
objective of the MILCP, respectively.
6.1.1 The NP-hardness and non-linearity of the MILCP
In this subsection, the NP-hardness and non-linearity of the MILCP are proven.
Proposition 6.1. The MILCP is an NP-hard problem.
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Proof. To prove the NP-hardness of the MILCP, we first introduce a well-studied NP-hard
problem, which is termed as the Minimum WR Deployment Problem (MWRDP) [56]. The
MWRDP can be described as that given M number of ILs in an environment and the sensing
distances of WRs (i.e., r), how to find the minimum number of deployment locations for
WRs, at which all ILs in the environment can be covered by at least one WR. Zhu et al. [155]
have approved that the MWRDP is an NP-hard problem so that if the MILCP can be proven
to have the same computational complexity as the MWRDP, the MILCP is NP-hardness.
First, we can use Guo et al.’s binary integer programming approach (i.e., Subsection 5.3. in
[56]) for the MWRDP to create the minimum number of deployment locations (i.e., N ′) for
WRs to cover all M number of ILs in the environment. Comparing N ′ (i.e., the minimum
number of WRs for the MWRDP) to N (i.e., the number of WRs of the MILCP), there could
be two kinds of situations.
Situation 1: N ′ ≤ N
In this situation, the MILCP is the same as the MWRDP, so the MILCP is an
NP-hard problem.
Situation 2: N ′ > N
In this situation, the following two steps are employed, which are
1) to eliminate some ILs from the environment and
2) to employ the approach for the MWRDP again to get another N ′ for the
remaining ILs.
The above two steps are repeated until N ′ ≤ N . Then, same as Situation 1, the
MILCP is the same as the MWRDP again.
Therefore, no matter in what situation, the MILCP is at least an NP-hard problem.
Proposition 6.2. The MILCP is a non-linear problem.
Proof. The objective of the MILCP is to deployN number of WRs in a disaster environment
to establish an ad hoc network so as to maximise the number of ILs covered the established
ad hoc network. However, two deployed WRs can cover duplicated ILs so that in order to
calculate the maximum number of ILs covered by the network, the number of duplicated
ILs covered by any two WRs in the network should be eliminated from the sum number of
ILs covered by all WRs in the established ad hoc network. The number of duplicated ILs
covered by any two WRs can only be calculated based on a quadratic function so that the
MILCP is a non-linear problem.
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6.2 Non-greedy Algorithm-based Approaches vs. Greedy
Algorithm-based Approaches
To handle the WR deployment, the difference between greedy algorithm-based approaches
and non-greedy algorithm-based approaches is demonstrated by the following example. Sup-
posing there are a number of ILs distributed in a disaster environment and two WRs are going
to be deployed to maximise the coverage of ILs, which are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: An example of WAs deployment
In Figure 6.1, the crosses represent ILs in the environment, which form a diamond area.
The longest and the highest distances of the diamond area are 16 and 8, respectively. Two
points represent the two WRs and the areas inside the dash lines represent their sensing and
communication ranges, both of which are 5. The WR deployment based on the non-greedy
algorithm-based approach and the greedy algorithm-based approach is shown in Figure 6.2.
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(a) The WR deployment based
on non-greedy algorithm-based ap-
proach
(b) The WR deployment based on
greedy algorithm-based approach
Figure 6.2: The WR deployment between two kinds of approaches
From Figure 6.2 (a), it can be seen that based on the non-greedy algorithm-based ap-
proach, the two deployed WRs can cover all ILs in the environment (as shown in Figure 6.2
(a)). However, based on the greedy algorithm approach, the first WR will be deployed at the
centre of the diamond area (as shown in Figure 6.2 (b)). In this situation, without adjust-
ing the deployment location of the first WR, no matter how to deploy the second WR, it is
impossible for the two WRs to cover all ILs in the environment.
Theoretically, the maximum difference on ILs coverage between the non-greedy algorithm-
based approaches and the greedy algorithm-based approaches can reach 25%. Supposing
there are 4 ILs arranging in a line and intervals between any two adjacent ILs are 10 and
the two WRs employed in the last example are going to cover the four ILs. The maximum
difference of the IL coverage between WRs deployed by the non-greedy algorithm-based
approach and the greedy algorithm-based approach is shown in Figure 6.3.
(a) The deployment based on non-
greedy algorithm-based approaches
(b) The deployment based on
greedy algorithm-based approaches
Figure 6.3: The maximum difference of the IL coverage between WRs deployed by two
kinds of approaches
From Figure 6.3, it can be seen that based on the non-greedy algorithm-based approach,
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the two deployed WRs can cover all 4 ILs in the environment (as shown in Figure 6.3 (a)).
However, based ont the greedy algorithm-based approach, the two deployed WRs could only
cover 3 ILs in the environment (as shown in Figure 6.3 (b)). In this situation, the difference
on the IL coverage between two kinds of approaches is 25%.
From the above examples, it can be seen that in some circumstances, the IL coverage
between the non-greedy algorithm-based approaches and the greedy algorithm-based ap-
proaches for all the situations have a significant difference.
6.3 The Linear Programming-based Approach for the MILCP
In order to create the suitable deployment locations for WRs in a disaster environment for
the MILCP, a LP-based approach, adjusted from Guo et al.’s binary integer programming
approach (i.e., Subsection 5.3. in [56]) for the MWRDP, is proposed. In WR deployment
problem, the MWRDP is one of the well-studied problems and can be handled by the LP.
From the description of the MWRDP (i.e., Proof of Proposition 1 in Subsection 6.1.1), it can
be seen that the MWRDP is also based on the assumption of having enough WRs to cover
all ILs in an environment.
The proposed LP-based approach aims at solving the MILCP by removing the assump-
tion of the MWRDP.
The finding of potential deployment locations (i.e., PLSet), the construction of the cov-
ering relationship matrix (i.e., β), the LP formulation of the MWRDP, and the proposed
LP-based approach are introduced in detail in the following subsections.
6.3.1 The finding of potential deployment locations
In a disaster environment, WRs can be deployed at any locations. However, most of these
deployment locations are net very useful, at which WRs cannot cover or can only cover
one or two ILs. In order to reduce the computational complexities in the following steps,
the potential deployment locations should be found by removing these unuseful deployment
locations. Since the coverage area of a WR is a circle, the problem of deploying WRs to
cover a number of ILs is the same as the problem of using circles to cover scattered points
in a plane. In papers [56], [62], authors have approved that if a fixed-size circle can cover
the maximum number of scattered points in a two-dimensional plane, there are at least two
points on the border of the circle so that potential deployment locations of WRs can be found
based on Proposition 6.3 described as follows.
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Proposition 6.3. Given two ILs (i.e., IL1 and IL2) and their locations (i.e., ILoc1 and
ILoc2) in an environment and the sensing distance of WRj (i.e., r), if the distance between
ILoc1 and ILoc2 is less than or equals to 2r, potential deployment locations (i.e., PLock)
can be found. If WRj is deployed at PLock, IL1 and IL2 are on the border of the sensing
range of WRj .
Figure 6.4: The potential deployment locations found based on Proposition 6.3
Proof. As shown in Figure 6.4, the two crosses are locations of two ILs (i.e., IL1 at ILoc1
and IL2 at ILoc2); the circle area inside the solid line is the sensing range of WRj (i.e., the
sensing distance r); and the point is the potential deployment location (i.e., PLock), found
based on ILoc1 and ILoc2. Based on the definition of the circle, the relationship between
coordinates of Loc1 = (x1, y1), Loc2 = (x2, y2) and PLock = (xk, yk) are described as
Equation 6.2. {
(x1 − xk)2 + (y1 − yk)2 = r2
(x2 − xk)2 + (y2 − yk)2 = r2
(6.2)
When
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 ≤ 2r, xk and yk in Equation 6.2 have two solutions for
each combination of two ILs.
Proposition 6.3 is described as PLock = PLFound(ILi, ILi′ , r) in this chapter. Based
on Proposition 6.3, all potential deployment locations can be found based on all ILs (i.e.,
ILSet) in a disaster environment, which is described in Algorithm 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.1: The finding of all potential deployment locations
1 PLSet = ∅
2 for each ILi ∈ ILSet do
3 for each ILi′ ∈ ILSet do
4 if i 6= i′ && Dis(ILi, ILi′) ≤ 2r then
5 PLock = PLFound(ILi, ILi′ , r)
6 PLSet = PLSet ∪ PLock
7 end
8 end
9 end
Algorithm 6.1 is explained as follows. At the beginning, PLSet is initialised to ∅ (Line
1). After that, for any two different ILs (i.e., ILi and ILi′), if the Euclidean distance of their
locations is not more than 2r (i.e., Dis(ILoci, ILoci′) ≤ 2r), potential deployment locations
(i.e., PLock) are found based on Proposition 6.3 and recorded in PLSet (Lines 2 to 6).
After employing Algorithm 6.1, all potential deployment locations in a disaster envi-
ronment are found and recorded as PLSet = {PLoc1, PLoc2, PLoc3, ...., PLocL}, where
L is the number of potential deployment locations and PLock represents the kth potential
deployment location.
6.3.2 The construction of the covering relationship matrix
After finding all potential deployment locations PLSet, the covering relationships between
ILs in ILSet and potential deployment locations in PLSet can be calculated and represented
by an M × L coefficient matrix β, which is described in Equation 6.3.
β =

b1,1 b1,2 ... b1,L
b2,1 b2,2 ... b2,L
... ... ... ...
bM,1 bM,2 ... bM,L
 , (6.3)
whereM is the number of ILs in ILSet, L is the number of potential deployment locations in
PLSet and each element bi,k in β is a binary value, if the ith IL (i.e., ILi) can be covered by
the WR at the kth potential deployment location (i.e., PLock), bi,k = 1; Otherwise, bi,k = 0.
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6.3.3 The LP formulation of the MWRDP
Based on potential deployment locations (i.e., PLSet, see Subsection 6.3.1) and the cov-
ering relationship matrix (i.e., β, see Subsection 6.3.2), the MWRDP can be formulated
by the LP [56]. The variables of this LP formulation are represented by a binary vector
X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xL}, where xk is a binary value and 0 and 1 represent the kth potential
deployment location is not chosen or is chosen as a deployment location for a WR, respec-
tively. The LP formulation of the MWRDP is described in Equation 6.4.
min
L∑
i=1
xk (6.4a)
s.t. xk ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ k ≤ L (6.4b)
L∑
k=1
bi,k · xk ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤M (6.4c)
Equation 6.4 is explained as follows. The objective of the LP formulation of the MWRDP
is to minimise the number of chosen deployment locations (i.e., Equation 6.4a). Then, the
value of each xk in X should be a binary value, which is either 0 or 1 (i.e., Equation 6.4b).
Finally, the LP formulation of the MWRDP can ensure that each IL in the environment (i.e.,
∀ILi ∈ ILSet) should be covered by at least one WR (i.e., Equation 6.4c).
In this chapter, the LP formulation of the MWRDP is described asX = LPF (PLSet, β),
where ILSet is the set of ILs in the environment, and PLSet is the set of potential deploy-
ment locations and β is the M ×L coefficient matrix, where M and L are the number of ILs
in ILSet and the number of potential deployment locations in PLSet, respectively.
6.3.4 The proposed LP-based approach
In this subsection, the LP formulation of the MWRDP is adjusted to solve the MILCP. The
idea of this adjustment can be described as follows. Suppose that we employ the LP formu-
lation of the MWRDP to create the minimum number of WRs (i.e., N ′) to cover all ILs in a
disaster environment based on PLSet and β. Comparing N ′ with N of the MILCP (i.e., the
number of WRs in the environment), there are two situations, which are 1) N ′ ≤ N and 2)
N ′ > N .
Situation 1: N ′ ≤ N
In this situation, the number of WRs in the environment is enough to cover all ILs in the
environment, the deployment locations of WRs in the LP formulation of the MWRDP are
also the solution for WRs in the MILCP.
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Situation 2: N ′ > N
In this situation, since the number of WRs in the environment is not enough to cover all ILs
in the environment, we can repeat the following two steps, which are
Step 1: eliminating a number of ILs from ILSet to obtain ILSet′ and reconstruct PLSet′
and β′ based on ILSet′ (i.e., see Subsections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2); and
Step 2: employing the LP formulation of the MWRDP to create a new minimum number of
WRs N ′ for ILSet′, PLSet′ and β′.
With the increasing number of eliminated ILs from ILSet, the above two steps are repeated
until N ≥ N ′. However, for the same number of eliminated ILs, if the eliminated ILs are
different, different N ′ created by the LP formulation of the MWRDP are various. In order to
obtain the optimal deployment locations for WRs, for each number of eliminated ILs (i.e.,
en), all en-combinations of eliminated ILs should be calculated based on the LP formulation
of the MWRDP. The proposed LP-based approach is described in Algorithm 6.2.
Algorithm 6.2: The proposed LP-based approach
1 en = 0
2 (N ′en, X
′
en)← LPF (PLSet, β)
3 repeat
4 en = en+ 1
5 Temp = ∅
6 ESeten ← all en-combinations of ILs
7 for each een,q ∈ ESeten do
8 ILSet′ = ILSet \ een,q
9 Reconstruct PLSet′ based on ILSet′
10 Reconstruct β′ based on ILSet′ and PLSet′
11 (N ′en,q, X
′
en,q)← LPF (PLSet′, β′)
12 Temp = Temp ∪ (N ′en,q, X ′en,q)
13 end
14 (N ′en, X
′
en)←Min(N ′en,q ∈ Temp)
15 until N ≥ N ′en;
16 X ′en is the deployment location of the MILCP
Algorithm 6.2 is explained as follows. At the beginning, the number of eliminated ILs
(i.e., en) is initialised to 0 (Line 1). Then, the LP formulation of the MWRDP is employed
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to create the solution (i.e., N ′en and X
′
en) for ILSet, PLSet and β (Line 2). If the number
of WRs in the MILCP is less than the minimum number of WRs to cover all ILs in the
environment (i.e., N < N ′en), we begin to eliminate ILs from ILSet and the number of
eliminated ILs increases (i.e., en increases from 1 to M ) (Lines 3 to 4). For each value of
en, the following four steps are executed in order.
Step 1: The temporary set Temp is initialised to ∅ (Line 5);
Step 2: All en-combinations of ILs (i.e., CenM kinds of combinations) are calculated and
recorded inESeten = {een,1, een,2, ..., een,Q}, where een,q ⊂ ILSet and |een,q| = en
(Line 6);
Step 3: For each combination of en number of ILs (i.e., een,q ∈ ESeten), ILSet′ is obtained
from eliminating ILi ∈ een,q from ILSet, PLSet′ is reconstructed based on ILSet′
(i.e., see Subsection 6.3.1) and β′ is reconstructed based on ILSet′ and PLSet′ (i.e.,
see Subsection 6.3.2) (Lines 8 to 10). Then, the LP formulation of the MWRDP is
employed to create solutions (i.e., N ′en,q and X
′
en,q) for PLSet
′ and β′, which are
recorded in Temp (Lines 11 and 12); and
Step 4: After creating the solutions for all en-combinations of ILs (i.e., ∀een,q ∈ ESeten),
the solution with the minimum value of N ′en,q is chosen as the final solution of en
number of eliminated ILs and recorded in (N ′en, X
′
en)) (Line 13).
The above four steps (Lines 3 to 13) will be repeated until N ′en in the optimal solution of en
number of eliminated ILs is less than or equals to N (i.e., N ≥ N ′en) (Line 14). Then, X ′en
contains the optimal deployment locations for N number of WRs in the MILCP (Line 15).
6.3.5 The computational complexity of the LP-based approach
In this subsection, the computational complexity of the LP-based approach is analysed. In
this analysis, it is assumed that there areM number of ILs, N number of WRs and L number
of potential deployment locations in the environment. In addition, the potential deployment
locations are derived from ILs (i.e., see Subsection 6.3.1), since the number of potential
deployment locations mainly depends on the distance between any two ILs, M and L do
not have a direct relationship. In the LP-based approach, the main computational consuming
process is to calculate combinations of eliminated ILs (see Lines 6 to 13 in Algorithm 6.2).
All combinations of all numbers of eliminated ILs need to calculated for
∑M
en=0
(
M
en
)
times.
However, in most of time, the WRs do not need to calculate through all combinations of all
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numbers of eliminated ILs and the calculation of the LP-based approach ends when N ≥
N ′en. Generally, the computational complexity of the LP-based approach is not stable, which
mainly depends on the difference between the number of WRs in the environment (i.e., N )
and the minimum number of WRs that can cover all ILs in the environment (i.e., N ′, the
solution of the LP formulation of the MWRDP). If the difference between N and N ′ is big,
the LP-based approach needs more computations to find the solution for the MILCP and vice
versa.
6.4 The QP-based approach for the MILCP
Due to the unstable computational complexity of the LP-based approach for the MILCP,
sometimes, it is not efficient to employ the LP-based approach to create the deployment
locations for WRs in a disaster environment. To this end, a Quadratic Programming (QP)
formulation of the MILCP is proposed. The basic principle of the QP-based approach for the
MILCP is described as follows.
1. All potential deployment locations that can cover a number of ILs are found and recorded
in PLSet (i.e., see Subsection 6.3.1).
2. The covering relationships between ILs in ILSet and potential deployment locations
PLSet are calculated and recorded in an M × L coefficient matrix β (i.e., the cover-
ing relationship matrix, see Subsection 6.3.2), where M and L are the number of ILs and
the number of potential deployment locations in the environment, respectively.
3. The duplicated covering relationships between any two potential deployment locations are
calculated and recorded in an L×L upper triangle matrix α (i.e., the duplicated covering
matrix), where L is the number of potential deployment locations in the environment.
4. The QP-based approach for the MILCP is constructed based on PLSet, β and α.
In this section, the construction of the duplicated covering matrix (i.e., α) and the QP-
based approach for the MILCP are introduced in detail in the following subsections.
6.4.1 The construction of the duplicated covering matrix
In this subsection, the duplicated covering relationships between WRs at two potential de-
ployment locations in PLSet can be calculated and represented by an L×L upper triangular
matrix α, which is described in Equation 6.5.
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α =

a1,1 a1,2 ... a1,L
0 a2,2 ... a2,L
... ... ... ...
0 0 ... aL,L
 , (6.5)
where L is the number of potential deployment locations, each element ak1,k2 in α is a pos-
itive integer value to represent the number of duplicated ILs covered by WRs at the (k1)th
and the (k2)th potential deployment locations.
The procedure of constructing α is described in Algorithm 6.3.
Algorithm 6.3: The procedure of constructing α
1 for each PLock ∈ PLSet do
2 Covk = ∅
3 for each ILi ∈ ILSet do
4 if Dis(PLock, ILi) ≤ r then
5 Covk = Covk ∪ ILi
6 end
7 end
8 end
9 for each PLock1 ∈ PLSet do
10 for each PLock2 ∈ PLSet do
11 ak1,k2 = 0
12 if k1 < k2 then
13 for each ILi ∈ ILSet do
14 if ILi ∈ Covk1 && ILi ∈ Covk2 then
15 ak1,k2 = ak1,k2 + 1
16 Covk2 = Covk2 \ ILi
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 if k1 = k2 then
21 ak1,k2 = |Covk1|
22 end
23 end
24 end
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Algorithm 6.3 is explained as follows. For each potential deployment location (i.e.,
PLock), the set of covered ILs (i.e., Covk) by the WR at PLock is initialised to ∅ (Lines 1
to 2). For each IL (i.e., ILi), if ILi can be covered by the WR at PLock, ILi is included into
Covk (Lines 3 to 5). For any two potential deployment locations (i.e., PLock1 and PLock2),
the number of duplicated ILs between PLock1 and PLock2 (i.e., ak1,k2) is initialised to 0
(Line 6 to 8). After that, if k1 is less than k2, for each duplicated IL (i.e., ILi) covered by
WRs at PLock1 and PLock2 , ak1,k2 can increase one (Lines 9 to 12). Finally, to avoid the
repetitive computation of duplicated ILs, ILi is only kept in the set of covered ILs at PLock1
(i.e., Covk1) and is eliminated from the set of covered ILs at PLock2 (i.e., Covk2) (Line 13).
If k1 equals to k2, ak1,k2 equals to the number of covered ILs by the WR at PLock1 (Lines 14
to 15).
6.4.2 The quadratic programming formulation of the MILCP
Based on potential deployment locations (i.e., PLSet), the covering relationship matrix
β and the duplicated covering matrix α, the MILCP can be formulated by quadratic pro-
gramming (QP). Same as the variables in the LP formulation of the MWRDP (i.e., see
Subsection 6.3.3), the variables of this QP formulation are represented by a binary vector
X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xL} as well, where xk is a binary value and 0 and 1 represent that the
kth potential deployment location is not chosen or is chosen as a deployment location for a
WR, respectively. The QP-based approach for the MILCP is described in Equation 6.6.
max
L∑
k=1
(xk
M∑
i=1
bi,k)−
L∑
k1=1
L∑
k2=1
xk1xk2ak1,k2 (6.6a)
s.t.
L∑
k=1
xk = N (6.6b)
xk ∈ {0, 1} 1 ≤ k ≤ L (6.6c)
L∑
k=1
bi,kxk ≥ 0 1 ≤ i ≤M (6.6d)
Equation 6.6 is explained as follows. The objective of the QP formulation is to choose
N number of deployment locations from all potential deployment locations (i.e., PLSet)
so as to maximise the number of ILs covered by all WRs in an ad hoc network, which is
calculated from the difference between the sum of ILs covered by each chosen deployment
location (i.e.,
∑L
k=1(xk
∑M
i=1 bi,k)) and the sum of duplicated ILs covered by any two chosen
deployment locations (i.e.,
∑L
k1=1
∑L
k2=1
xk1xk2ak1,k2) (i.e., Equation 6.6a). The number of
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chosen deployment locations should equal to N (i.e., Equation 6.6b). In addition, the value
of each xk in X should be a binary value, which is either 0 or 1 (i.e., Equation 6.6c). Finally,
each IL in ILSet may be or may not be covered by WRs (i.e., Equation 6.6d).
6.4.3 The computational complexity of the QP formulation
In this subsection, the computational complexity of the QP-based approach for the MILCP
is analysed. The same as the analysis of the computational complexity of the LP-based
approach (i.e., see Subsection 6.3.5), there are alsoM number of ILs,N number of WRs and
L number of potential deployment locations in the environment. In the QP formulation, the
main computational consuming process is the construction of the upper triangular matrix α
(i.e., see Subsections 6.4.1). In order to construct the L×L adjacent matrix α, the WRs need
to calculate for L(L+1)
2
times. Totally, the computational complexity of the QP formulation
is O(L(2M+L+1)
2
). From this calculation, it can be seen that the computational complexity of
the QP-based approach for the MILCP is only related to the numbers of ILs and potential
deployment locations. Therefore, comparing to the LP-based approach, the computational
complexity of the QP formulation is stable, which is proportional to M and L.
6.4.4 The extension of the QP-based approach for the MILCP
From Equation 6.6, it can be seen that the number of ILs covered by the established ad hoc
network can be calculated based on potential deployment locations PLSet, the covering
relationship matrix β and the duplicated covering matrix α. Based on this, the QP-based
approach for the MILCP can be extended to calculate the numbers of multiple kinds of loca-
tions, such as less important locations, worthless locations, etc. covered by the established
network. If WRs assign each kind of covered locations a value to represent its contribution
to the established network, the utility of the established ad hoc network can be calculated
and maximised by the QP.
Based on this consideration, the extension of the QP-based approach for the MILCP is
proposed. The basic principle of the extension of the QP-based approach for the MILCP is
described as follows.
1. All C kinds of locations and their contribution values to the utility of the established
ad hoc network are identified and recorded in CSet = {LSet1, LSet2, ..., LSetC} and
{λ1, λ2, ..., λC}, respectively.
2. All potential deployment locations that can deploy WRs are found and recorded in PLSet.
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3. The covering relationship matrices (i.e., {β1, β2, ...., βC}) are constructed based on all
kinds of locations in CSet and potential deployment locations PLSet.
4. The duplicated covering matrices (i.e., {α1, α2, ..., αC}) are constructed based on all kinds
of locations in CSet and potential deployment locations PLSet.
5. The QP formulation for all kinds of locations are constructed based on PLSet, {β1, β2,
..., βC} and α1, α2, ..., αC .
In the proposed QP-based approach, the utility of an established ad hoc network (i.e.,
ANet) can be calculated as Equation 6.7
Utility(ANet) =
∑
LSetc∈CSet
λcNum(Loci ∈ LSetc), (6.7)
where Utility(ANet) is the utility of the established ad hoc network; LSetc is the set of the
cth kind of locations in the disaster environment; λc is the contribution value of the cth kind
of location to the utility of the established ad hoc network; and Num(Loci ∈ LSetc) is the
number of the cth kind of locations covered by the established ad hoc network, which can be
calculated based on PLSet, βc and αc.
The QP formulation for the proposed QP-based approach can be described as follows
max
∑
LSetc∈CSet
λc(
L∑
k=1
(xk
M∑
i=1
bi,k,c)−
L∑
k1=1
L∑
k2=1
xk1xk2ak1,k2,c) (6.8a)
s.t.
L∑
k=1
xk = N (6.8b)
xk ∈ {0, 1} 1 ≤ k ≤ L (6.8c)
L∑
k=1
bi,k,cxk ≥ 0 Loci ∈ LSetc ∈ CSet (6.8d)
Equation 6.8 is explained as follows. The objective function is to choose N number of
deployment locations from all potential deployment locations (i.e., PLSet) so as to max-
imise the utility of the established ad hoc network, which is calculated from the contribution
values of all kinds of locations and the numbers of there kinds of locations covered by the
established ad hoc network (i.e., Equation 6.8a). The number of chosen deployment loca-
tions should equal to N (i.e., Equation 6.8b). In addition, the value of each xk in X should
be a binary value, which is either 0 or 1 (i.e., Equation 6.8c). Finally, each location in CSet
may be or may not be covered by WRs (i.e., Equation 6.8d).
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6.5 Experiments and Analysis
Two experiments are conducted in Matlab2014a [52] to evaluate the performance of the LP-
based approach (represented by LP) and the QP-based approach for the MILCP (represented
by QP), respectively.
Experiment 1 is to evaluate the optimisation of the deployment locations created by LP and
QP. The benchmark approach of Experiment 1 is the greedy algorithm-based replay deploy-
ment approach proposed by Guo et al. [56] (represented by GA).
Experiment 2 is to compare computational complexities of LP and QP.
6.5.1 The experimental settings
In two experiments, 20 ILs are randomly distributed in a 25 × 25 disaster environment and
a number of WRs are going to be deployed to the environment. The sensing distances of all
WR are 5. The distribution of ILs in the environment is illustrated in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: The distribution of ILs in the environment
In Figure 6.5, the crosses represent the locations of ILs in the environment. Base on the
LP formulation of the MWRDP, the minimum number of WRs that can cover all ILs in the
environment is 6. The settings of two experiments are shown in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: The experimental settings
Parameters Values
Size of the disaster environment 25× 25
Number of ILs 20
Number of WRs 1-5
The sensing distance of WRs 5
In Experiment 1, GA, LP and QP are employed to create deployment locations for WRs
in the environment, respectively, where there are 1 to 5 WRs (i.e., N ) in the environment.
The maximum numbers of ILs covered by all WRs in the network are used to be the indicator
of Experiment 1.
In Experiment 2, LP and QP are employed to create deployment locations for WRs in
the environment, respectively, where there are 1 to 5 WRs (i.e., N ) in the environment.
The number of computations to create the deployment locations for WRs are used to be the
indicator of Experiment 2.
6.5.2 The results and analysis of Experiment 1
The results of Experiment 1 about the maximum number of ILs covered by the ad hoc net-
work are illustrated in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: The maximum number of ILs covered by WRs
In Figure 6.6, the X-axis represents the number of WRs (i.e., N ) in the environment,
while the Y-axis represents the number of ILs covered by WRs in the environment. From
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Figure 6.6, it can be seen that the numbers of ILs covered by the ad hoc network established
by LP and QP are always the same. We can say that QP can create the same deployment
locations for WRs as LP. When there is only 1 WR in the environment (i.e., N = 1), the
maximum numbers of ILs covered by the ad hoc network established by GA, LP and QP
are same. This is because that the GA aims to maximise the number of ILs covered by
the new deployed WR (i.e., the only WR). LP and QP also aim to maximise the number
of ILs covered by all WRs in the environment (i.e., the only WR) so that when N = 1,
the objectives of the GA, LP and QP are the same. However, with the number of WRs in
the environment increasing, the drawback of the GA begins to appear, because it can only
maximise the number of ILs covered by the new deployed WR rather than all WRs in the
established ad hoc network. Different from GA, LP and QP create deployment locations for
all WRs in the environment in one time so that LP and QP can create the sutiable deployment
locations for WRs to maximise the number of ILs covered by all WRs in the environment.
Therefore, when there are 4 WRs in the environment (i.e., N = 4), the deployment locations
of WRs created by GA can only cover 16 ILs, while the deployment locations of WRs created
by LP and QP can cover 18 ILs. The difference between the numbers of ILs covered by WRs
deployed by the greedy algorithm-based approach (GA) and programming based approaches
(LP and QP) is 2, which is 10% of all ILs in the environment. The number of ILs in this
experiment is small, if the greedy algorithm-based approach (GA) and programming based
approaches (LP and QP) are employed to deployed WRs in a large disaster environment
with thousands of ILs, the difference between the maximum numbers of ILs covered by
WRs deployed based on the greedy algorithm-based approach (GA) and programming based
approaches (LP and QP) could be very big.
6.5.3 The results and analysis of Experiment 2
From the environmental setting shown in Table 6.1, there are 20 ILs in the environment (i.e.,
M = 20). Based on the finding of potential deployment locations (i.e., see Subsection 6.3.1),
90 number of potential deployment locations are found in the environment (i.e., L = 90),
which is much less than the number of deployment locations in the environment (25× 25 =
625). The results of Experiment 2 are illustrated in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: The number of computations used by LP and QP
In Figure 6.7, the X-axis represents the number of WRs (i.e., N ) in the environment,
while the Y-axis represents the number of computation used to create deployment locations
for WRs. From Figure 6.7, it can be seen that the number of computations used by LP
is unstable, which is related to the number of WRs in the environment (i.e., N ). With the
increase ofN , the number of computations used by LP decreased sharply, which is 1026875,
431909, 21699, 1350 and 20, when N is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively (i.e., for clearness,
the maximum of Y-axis is only 40000). Different from LP, the number of computations used
by QP is stable. This is because the most of computation used by QP is to construct the
L × L upper triangle matrix α (i.e., see Subsection 6.1.1), which is only related with the
number of ILs (i.e., M ) and the number of potential deployment locations (i.e., L) in the
environment rather than the number of WRs (i.e., N ). The number of computations used by
QP to construct α are constant, which is L(2M+L+1)
2
= 45 × 131 = 5895, which is less than
the number of computations used by LP in some of situations.
6.5.4 Findings from experiments
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 have shown that the LP-based approach and the QP-based
approach have the following three features.
1. By removing the assumption of the MWRDP, the LP-based approach can deploy the
limited number of WRs to solve the MILCP in disaster environments (to achieve Ob-
jective 8, see Section 1.3);.
2. Based on the LP-based approach, the deployed WRs with limited sensing and commu-
nication capabilities can cover the maximum ILs and areas in a disaster environment
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(to achieve Objectives 2 and 6, see Section 1.3);
3. The QP-based approach can create the same deployment locations for WRs as the
LP-based approach with less computational complexity.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, two mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches were
proposed for the ad hoc network establishment. First, the problem description and definitions
of WR deployment problem were given. Then, the LP-based WR deployment approach
and the QP-based WR deployment approach for ad hoc network establishment in disaster
environments were introduced in detail. Finally, experiments to evaluate the performance of
the mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches were demonstrated and
the results were analysed. Theoretically, the coverage of important locations in the proposed
approaches could reach 25% more than that of in greedy algorithm-based approaches in some
disaster environments.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, the challenging issues of task-based resource management in disaster environ-
ments were investigated. In order to solve these challenging issues to achieve efficient task
allocation in disaster environments, four multi-agent approaches were proposed in the thesis.
This chapter concludes the thesis and outlines future directions of the research.
7.1 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis aims at (1) investigating challenging issues of task-based resource management in
disaster environments and (2) developing multi-agent approaches to achieve efficient task-
based resource management in disaster environments. The contributions of this thesis in-
clude:
• A coordinated approach for weighted task allocation
A coordinated approach was proposed for weighted task allocation in disaster envi-
ronments, which enables agents with limited capabilities to achieve efficient task al-
location under communication constraints by considering different urgent degrees of
tasks. In the proposed approach, firstly, the group formation mechanism enables agents
to make use of their limited communication capabilities to form groups and select co-
ordinators to collect information for task allocation under communication constraints.
Then, the token passing mechanism enables coordinators to efficiently collect informa-
tion for task allocation from their group members. Based on the collected information,
the utility calculation mechanism enables coordinators to create suitable task alloca-
tion solutions for their group members by considering time and space constraints as
well as different urgent degrees of tasks in disaster environments. Experimental results
showed the advantages of the proposed approach in terms of information collection un-
der communication constraints and weighted task allocation in disaster environments.
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• A dynamic task allocation approach for heterogeneous agents by group forma-
tion
A dynamic task allocation approach was proposed for heterogeneous agents in disaster
environments, which enables agents with different capabilities to achieve dynamic task
allocation in disaster environments under communication constraints. In the proposed
approach, the information collection mechanism enables agents with limited commu-
nication capabilities to prune their connections in communication networks and select
network leaders to collect information for task allocation under communication con-
straints. Based on the collected information, the group task allocation mechanism
enables network leaders to allocate tasks and agents into different groups based on
locations of tasks and capabilities of agents so as to facilitate agents to cooperatively
perform tasks. In addition, the group coordination mechanism enables different groups
of agents to dynamically coordinate at assembly points so as to suit changes of open
and dynamic disaster environments under communication constraints. Experimental
results demonstrated that the proposed approach had better performance than many
existing approaches in terms of information collection and dynamic task allocation in
disaster environments under space and communication constraints.
• A wireless mobile robot (WR) search and deployment approach for ad hoc net-
work establishment
A WR search and deployment approach was proposed for ad hoc network establish-
ment in disaster environment, which can help WRs with limited energy and capabili-
ties to efficiently search and deploy them to cooperatively establish ad hoc networks
in unknown and complex disaster environments so as to improve task allocation of
first responders in such environments. In the proposed approach, the search process
enables WRs without prior knowledge to efficiently search important locations (ILs)
(i.e., locations of tasks) in disaster environments. In order to avoid obstacles during
the search, the search process employs the A* search algorithm to create pathes for
WRs. In addition, the deployment process enables WRs to timely find suitable deploy-
ment locations based on the information collected in the search process. The ad hoc
networks established by the proposed approach can achieve three following objectives.
1. The communication of WRs: WRs are communicable in the established ad hoc
network so as to improve the work efficiency of WRs on task allocation in the
network;
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2. The maximum coverage of ILs: WRs can cover as many ILs in a disaster envi-
ronment as possible so as to ensure tasks at these ILs can be performed with the
guidance of WRs; and
3. The maximum coverage of areas: WRs can cover as many areas in a disaster
environment as possible so as to have more opportunities to guide first responders.
Experimental results showed that ad hoc networks established by the proposed ap-
proach can greatly improve the task allocation of first responders in disaster environ-
ments.
• Two mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches for disaster
rescues
Two WR deployment approaches based on mathematical programming were proposed
for ad hoc network establishment in disaster environments. The proposed approaches
can deploy a limited number of WRs to cover the maximum number of ILs and areas in
disaster environments so as to improve task allocation of first responders in such envi-
ronments. The linear programming (LP)-based approach deploys the limited number
of WRs to cover the maximum ILs and areas in disaster environments by considering
limited sensing and communication capabilities of WRs. The quadratic programming
(QP)-based approach can create the same deployment locations for WRs as the LP-
based approach with less computational complexity. Experimental results showed the
advantages of the proposed approaches in terms of the IL and area coverage of WRs
in disaster environments, especially, when WRs are not sufficient.
7.2 Future Work
Although the proposed approaches in this thesis can overcome challenging issues to achieve
efficient task-based resource management in disaster environments, there are still some lim-
itations that need to be improved in the future.
• Further experiments
The experiments in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 have shown the advantages of the proposed
approaches on the task allocation and the establishment of ad hoc networks. However,
further experiments are needed to comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness, cor-
rectness and scalability of the proposed approaches. In addition, since the situations
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of disaster environments are various, multiple experiments in different environmen-
tal settings are also needed to be performed in the future to verify the robustness and
generality of the proposed approaches.
• The combination of four proposed approaches
The approaches in Chapters 3 and 4 can help agents to allocate tasks in disaster en-
vironments, while the approaches in Chapters 5 and 6 can help agents to establish
ad hoc networks in disaster environments. Although the four proposed approaches
have different functionalities, the aim of them is the same, which is to help agents to
achieve the efficient resource allocation in disaster environments. Therefore, it is in-
teresting to combine the four proposed approaches together in the future, which means
that in a disaster environment, first, some agents establish ad hoc network according
to approaches in Chapters 5 and 6. Then, these agents can employ the approaches in
Chapters 3 and 4 to efficiently allocate other agents to suitable tasks in the environ-
ment.
• The dynamic task allocation approach for heterogeneous agents
The group task allocation mechanism of the approach proposed in Chapter 4 can allo-
cate agents to suitable groups based on their capabilities and tasks in the groups. This
allocation is myopic, where allocated agents are only suitable to perform currently ex-
isting tasks in groups. Due to the dynamic feature of disaster environments, tasks in
groups could continuously change. Therefore, in the future, it is important to incorpo-
rate learning or prediction mechanisms to the approach so as to enable the group task
allocation mechanism to make long-term decisions on group task allocation.
• The WR search and deployment approach
Disaster environments are open and highly dynamic environments so that important
locations (ILs) (i.e., locations of tasks) are continuously changing in such environ-
ments [133], [21]. Although the WR search and deployment approach proposed in
Chapter 5 can quickly find deployment locations for WRs by achieving the three ob-
jectives, without suitable adaptive approaches, currently, WRs in the established ad
hoc network cannot dynamically change their deployment locations to suit the change
of ILs in disaster environments. In the future, an adaptive approach will be added to
the current approach so as to let WRs to dynamically adapt their deployment locations
based on ILs in disaster environments.
• Mathematical programming-based WR deployment approaches
Although two mathematical programming-based approaches proposed in Chapter 6
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enable WRs to cover the maximum ILs and areas in disaster environments, without the
communication of WRs, the work efficiency of WRs in the established ad hoc network
is low. One of the future directions is to extend the current two approaches to enable
WRs in the established ad hoc network to be communicable so as to overcome the
limitation of the approaches and improve the work efficiency of the established ad hoc
network.
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